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An experimental protocol to determine the effects of temperature

and light on the dissipation of xenobiotic substances in pesticide

deposits is presented. A factorial design laboratory experiment is

used to develop isothermal models of the dissipation of compounds

over time in authentic pesticide deposits on excised leaves arid glass

microscope slides. The laboratory study provides a means of

evaluating the redistribution of a substance from pesticide deposits

on foliage and glass slides in darkness or light at various

temperatures, and generates data suitable for modeling the behavior

of a compound under field conditions. The protocol is particularly

suited for vegetation that would be difficult to study in a

microcosm. Models developed from the laboratory study are tested

with data collected from outdoor exposures.

TCDD in 2,4,5-T herbicide deposits on Pacific madrone and giant

chinkapin leaves, and glass microscope slides was exposed to 5, 20,

and 145°C treatments in artificial sunlight or the dark for 0, 120,

240, 480, 960, and 1920 mm. The laboratory experiment showed that



losses in the light were about two to twenty times greater than

losses in the dark at the same temperature. Results from glass

slides in the dark suggest that TCDD volatilizes from surface

deposits. Losses of TCDD from deposits on madrone and chinkapin in

the dark suggest that the behavior of TCDD on foliar surfaces depends

on the plant species.

The butoxyethyl ester of triclopyr in authentic herbicide

deposits was also studied in this system using Pacific madrone and

giant chinkapin leaves, and glass microscope slides. Treatment

conditions were 10, 25, and 4O°C in artificial sunlight or the dark

for 0, 831, 1662, 21493, 332k, and 14155 mm. Results from the dark

showed that triclopyr is lost at a rate that changes exponentially

with temperature. Foliar penetration of triclopyr was greater in

giant chinkapin leaves than in madrone leaves. After about 27 h in

the dark on foliar surfaces, the redistribution of triclopyr from

surface deposits appeared to reach an equilibrium. Losses were

greater in the light than in the dark, suggesting that

photodegradation of triclopyr was occurring in the surface deposits.

Losses at 10°C in the light were 10 times greater than in the dark,

however, this difference was not apparent at 40°C. Assuming that

photodegradation was occurring, then the quantum yield of triclopyr

degradation is 1.71 X l0 moles/einstein in herbicide deposits on

glass microscope slides at 100C.
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SHORT-TERM FATE OF XENOBIOTIC SUBSTANCES IN PESTICIDE DEPOSITS

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

There are two critical elements in the assessment of risks to

people, wildlife, vegetation and ecosystems from release of

pesticides or pollutants into the environment. The first element is

determination of the dose of a substance necessary to cause excess

morbidity or mortality in a test species or ecosystem. Toxicity

evaluation includes the physiological responses that different dose

levels of a toxicant manifest in a population. The second element is

the characteristic pattern of exposure that would be likely in the

field for a species or ecosystem. Evaluation of exposure requires

information about the distribution of a material and its degradation

products after release to the environment. From this information,

the probability that a species or system might receive a dose

sufficient to cause excess morbidity or mortality can be evaluated.

There is a large body of information on the fate of materials in

the soil and water environments. Most of these studies have focused

on the fate of material after arrival in soil or water, however,

pollutants frequently arrive at these environmental compartments

after movement in air, leaf litter, or surface runoff from the site

of deposition. Toxicant disposition immediately after deposition is
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most dynamic, since the concentration gradient between the deposit

and adjacent environmental compartments is at its greatest.

Substances in foliar deposits can undergo short-term dissipation

through volatilization, foliar penetration, and rain rinse of the

surface. The importance of various short-term degradative processes

varies with the nature of the surface and on the chemistry of the

material (includes photodegradation, and hydrolysis of susceptible

molecules). These processes are important in reducing residue

levels, and the consequent exposure of organisms to a toxicant.

There are a variety of approaches to studying the fate of

xenobiotic substances in the environment. The most common are field

studies, however, these often suffer from high variability because of

uneven distribution of a substance in the environment, and the

expense of analyzing a large number of samples to reduce that

variability. It is difficult in field studies to partition the

different processes that lead to the disappearance of a material.

Substances that pose a high health or environmental hazard cannot

ethically (and often legally) be released into the environment for

study. The alternative is to create simple laboratory experiments to

characterize dissipative and degradative behavior of a material.

Laboratory studies often focus on a single process (e.g.

photolysis, foliar penetration, hydrolysis, etc.). A major

limitation of laboratory studies is that the data is rarely suitable

for modeling the behavior of a material in the field, because under

field conditions several processes will occur simultaneously.

Laboratory studies of foliar penetration rarely use the form (e.g.
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ester, amine salts, etc.) of a compound that is used in the field.

Although there has been extensive investigation of foliar penetration

by herbicides, there have been few laboratory studies that

investigate the partitioning of herbicide residues from an authentic

spray deposit into air and foliage plus the simultaneous degradative

processes that are at work.

The objectives of the research described in this thesis were;

1) develop a statistically sound experimental protocol to generate

data useful for modeling the short-term dissipation and degradation

of diverse substances on different foliar surfaces; 2) determine the

short-term disposition of 2,3,7, 8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD)

from 2,L,5-T deposits on foliage of target weeds; and 3) determine

the short-term disposition of triclopyr from herbicide deposits on

foliage of target weeds. Chapter 2 describes the rationale behind

the experimental protocol. Chapters 3 and k describe specific

studies with TCDD and triclopyr.

The initial impetus for development of this protocol was concern

there might be human exposure to TCDD. Some people living in the

Coast Range of Oregon maintained there was an excess rate of first

trimester miscarriages as the result of exposure to TCDD from 2,4,5-T

applications. Although these allegations were largely unsupported by

relevant data, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency banned

2,k,5-T spraying in forests in 1982. 2,4,5-T is used in many parts

of the world, thus questions about TCDD remain pertinent.

TCDD is a highly potent toxicant, and either a direct

carcinogen, or a cancer promoter. Consequently, the only feasible
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and safe approach to determine the short-term environmental fate of

TCDD was with a laboratory study, and highly controlled outdoor

exposures. Chapter 3 describes this study in detail.

Post-application volatilization of a pesticide may lead to

widespread disposition in the environment. The dose of an herbicide

that actually penetrates to plant tissues is frequently unknown,

particularly with regard to forest vegetation. Forest vegetation is

difficult to study in laboratory microcosms, because of its stature

and environmental requirements. Therefore to study the short-term

fate of an herbicide on foliar surfaces under controlled conditions,

we used the protocol described in Chapter 2. Triclopyr was chosen as

a herbicide to be investigated in this regard, since it is widely

used in aerial applications for forest vegetation management. This

study is described in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 evaluates the utility of the protocol, and the

relevance of the protocol to various groups involved in the use,

investigation, or regulation of pesticides. Future research needs to

improve the protocol and our understanding of pesticide behavior are

also discussed.

The thesis is presented in a paper format, with chapters 2, 3,

and 14 organized as scientific papers. Chapter 2 will be submitted to

Reviews of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology , or Weed

Science. Chapters 3 and 14 will be submitted to the Journal of

Agricultural and Food Chemistry.
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Fate of Xenobiotic Substances in Foliar Pesticide Deposits

Kenneth P. Bentson

INTRODUCTION

A neglected area of research is the environmental fate of

pesticides and other xenobiotic materials from pesticide deposits on

foliage. Spencer et al. (1973) noted that there has been extensive

research on volatilization from soils, but little has been directed

at residues on foliage. Although other investigators have noted

herbicide volatilization from foliage is the primary source of

residues that cause downwind damage to susceptible crops (Thompson

1983), there is still little data and theoretical development of this

topic. In a recent review of photodegradation of herbicides, the

topic of photodegradation occurence on leaf surfaces was entirely

ignored (Marcheterre et al. 1988). A recent review of the

persistence of pesticides on foliage summarizes the many studies that

have contributed information to this area, but also stresses that

most studies of pesticides on foliage are highly empirical and do not

define the mechanisms by which residues dissipate (Willis and

McDowell 1987).

An extensive amount of work has been focused on the fate of

pesticides in the soil, air, and water environments. There are many

reviews of processes that occur in these environments (Marcheterre et

al. 1988, Suntio et al. 1988, Jury et al. 1987, Choudry and Webster

1985, Spencer et al. 1973, Swann et al. 1983, Smith et al. 1983,

Woodrow et al. 1983, Laskowski et al. 1983). On the other hand,

there are few reviews that specifically address the dissipation and
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degradation of pesticides in foliar deposits (Ebeling 1963, Quistad

1985). This review will attempt to bridge this gap in the

literature, and provide an overview of the information on xenobiotic

substance dynamics in relation to pesticide deposits on foliage.

The objectives of this review are:

1 review research approaches used to characterize the

volatilization, photodegradation, and foliar penetration of

pesticides;

identify limitations of these research approaches with

respect to: a) actual deposit composition; b) utility of the

data for environmental fate modeling; c) interactions

between processes; d) influence of environmental conditions,

such as temperature, humidity, and insolation on pesticide

dissipation and degradation; and e) the usefulness of the

data for risk assessments;

develop a thermodynamic perspective on the processes

involved with the dissipation and degradation of substances

in foliar pesticide deposits.

The pesticide spray droplets that impact foliage or soil have

high concentrations of many compounds, establishing a steep gradient

between the deposit and other environmental compartments. Diffusion

of a chemical from a deposit into foliar tissues and the air, depends

on a substance's chemical potential in those compartments,

temperature, humidity, insolation, and wind.

Pesticide residues are often initially deposited in the largest

quantity on foliage. Insecticides and post-emergence herbicides are
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frequently directed at foliage. This distribution of materials from

foliar pesticide deposits into leaf tissues and the atmosphere

determines the subsequent dissipative and degradative pathways that a

substance will undergo.

Although a large amount of attention has been devoted to foliar

penetration by herbicides into crops and weeds, much of the research

has failed to quantify the effect of the simultaneous dissipation and

degradation of a xenobiotic material on its eventual steady state

quantity in tissues. Data from foliar penetration studies has not

been useful for predicting the disposition of a pesticide from fresh

spray deposits. Field studies of post-application volatilization and

photodegradation of pesticides yield information that is only

applicable to the environmental conditions under which samples were

exposed. Data useful for models of the degradation and distribution

of a material from a foliar deposit into leaf tissues and the

atmosphere with degradative loss, requires data that spans a range of

environmental regimes.

The magnitude and persistence of foliar deposits are important in

assessments of field worker and consumer exposure to pesticides. The

combined dissipative and degradative processes that operate on a

material in a foliar spray deposit determine the quantity of

dislodgeable residues on foliage as a function of time after

application. Dislodgeable residue quantities are important in

determining potential exposure when workers reenter fields (Iwata

1980, Knaak 1980). Reentry times are important values for the

protection of field workers from poisonings. The persistence of
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residues in edible crops is important in setting residue tolerance

levels and the timing of applications relative to harvest.

The chemical environment of foliar deposits is unique in its

complexity. Plant cuticles are a complex mixture of long chain

esters, aldehydes, ketones, and alcohols (Baker 1980, Charnel 1986).

These materials assume different physical shapes, such as plates or

needles, which are characteristic of particular plant species. The

spray deposit itself consists of a complex mixture of the pesticidal

compound, pesticide synthesis contaminants, surfactants, solvents,

occasionally clays, and other adjuvants. A foliar pesticide deposit

disrupts epicuticular wax structure to a greater (herbicides) or

lesser ('insecticides) extent, since herbicides must penetrate into

foliage while insecticides are usually designed to remain in

surficial deposits.

The meteorological environment has a strong influence on the

dissipation and degradation of xenobiotic substances in foliar

pesticide deposits. Patterns of diurnal change in meteorological

parameters have random fluctuations superimposed upon their

stochastic behavior. Temperature is a measure of the energy in the

system that drives diffusive phenomena and influences the rate of

chemical reactions. Temperature can undergo large oscillations and

rapid changes over the course of a day. Humidity and plant moisture

relations are strongly influenced by temperature, but also may be

subject to random fluctuations on various time scales. Insolation

both drives some dissipative processes by the addition of thermal

energy, while reducing the quantity of susceptible compounds in a
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deposit via photodegradation (Choudry and Webster 1985, Marcheterre

et al. 1988, Crosby 1976). Foliage that intercepts pesticide sprays

is exposed to sunlight, therefore deposits are subjected to wide

changes in insolative flux from diurnal patterns and clouds.

The large variability in the leaf-deposit-atmosphere system

renders modeling difficult, and extrapolation from field studies

uncertain. There have been few attempts to develop descriptions of

the system suitable for the development of predictive environmental

fate models.

The major processes that affect residues in pesticide deposits on

foliage are foliar penetration, volatilization, and

photodegradation. In the sections which follow, the traditional

approaches for studying these processes will be evaluated. A

conceptual framework for the generation of hypotheses in regards to

the interaction of these process' and other factor's influence on the

fate of residues in pesticide deposits on foliage will be presented.

This paper will conclude with the discussion of one approach that

adequately addresses the problem of the fate of xenobiotic substances

in pesticide deposits on foliage.

FOLIAR PENETRATION

Most investigations of foliar penetration (absorption) have been

with herbicides, because the absorption of an herbicide into leaves

is a prerequisite for their eventual efficacy. A few studies have

explicitly looked at the foliar penetration by insecticides

(Takahashi et al. 1985, Makary et al. 1981, Sarode and Rattan 1982).
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Two general study designs have been used to study foliar

penetration. Most common are empirical studies of foliar absorption,

usually as part of a broader study of foliar penetration,

translocation and metabolism of herbicides. The other approach has

been to isolate plant cuticles and determine the rate of pesticide

diffusion through the cuticle. This approach is predicated on the

belief that foliar penetration is solely a function of cuticular

composition and structure.

A literature search from 1977 to 1988, yields the studies shown

in Table 1. The studies have been categorized according to the

different processes and factors that were incorporated or considered

in their protocols. Table 1 is a survey showing the different amount

of attention given to various critical aspects (in terms of

environmental fate) of foliar penetration of pesticides from

deposits.

a) Empirical Foliar Penetration Studies.

Plant Materials. In empirical foliar penetration studies, whole

plants, usually seedlings, are used as the experimental substrates.

The plants are either crops, target weeds, or a variety of species to

which the pesticide is commonly applied. The plants are frequently

grown in greenhouses or growth chambers (Table 1). Rarely are field

grown plants used as experimental materials. Baker (1980) in a

review of the effects of cuticular components on herbicide absorption

points out that many studies have shown that the plant growth

environment has an influence on leaf cuticular structure and
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Table 1. A survey of foliar penetration studies; conditions and
factors investigated that bear on the environmental fate of
herbicides deposited on foliage.

Akey and Morrison (1983);
Bloomberg and Wax (1978); Bovey et
al. (1983); Bovey et al. (1987);
Caseley and Coupland (1980);
Devine and Van den Born (1985);
Gillespie and Miller (1983);
Haderlie (1980); Hashimoto et al.
(1979); Hogue (1978); Hook and
Glenn (1984); Jordan (1977); Kells
et al. (1984); Kitchen et al.

(1980); Muller et al. 1984);
Norris and Freed (1966); Nomura
and Hilton (1982); O'Sullivan and
Kossatz (1984); Petersen and
Swisher (1985); Peterson et al.

(1985); Richardson (1975);
Richardson and Grant (1977);
Richardson (1979); Richardson

(1980); Ritter and Coble (1981);
Schultz and Burnside (1980);
Sharma et al. (1978); Shaner and
Robson (1985); Taylor et al.
(1981); Todd and Stobbe (1977);
Veerabhadraiah et al. (1980);
Waldecker and Wyse (1985)
Bovey et al. (1983); Caseley and
Coupland (1980); McCall (1988);
McCall et al. (1986);

Babiker and Duncan (1975); Bovey
et al. (1987); O'Sullivan and
Kossatz (1984)
Gillespie and Miller (1983);
Jordan (1977); Kells et al.
(1984); McCall (1988); McCall et
al. (1986); Schultz and Burnside
(1980); Sharma and Vanden Born

(1970); Sharma et al. (1978);
Taylor et al. (1981)
Babiker and Duncan (1975)

Factor or Process Observation References
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Gillespie and Miller (1983);
Babiker and Duncan (1975);
Jordan (1977); Sharma and Vanden
Born(1970); Taylor et al. (1981)
Akey and Morrison (1983);
Babiker and Duncan (1975);
Bloomberg and Wax (1978); Bovey et
al. (1983); Bovey et al. (1987);
Devine and Van den Born (1985);
Eberlein and Behrens (1984);
Gillespie and Miller (1983);
Haderlie (1980); Hashimoto et al.
(1979); Hook and Glenn (1984);
Kells et al. (1984); Kitchen et
al. (1980); McCall (1988); McCall
et al. (1986); Muller et al.
(1984); Nomura and Hilton (1982);
O'Sullivan and Kossatz (1984);
Richard and Slife (1979);
Richardson (1975); Richardson and
Grant (1977); Richardson (1979);
Richardson (1980); Riederer and
Schonherr (1985); Ritter and Coble
(1981); Schultz and Burnside
(1980); Sharma and Vanden Born
(1970); Sharma et al. (1978);
Shaner and Robson (1985);

Todd and Stobbe (1977)
Akey and Morrison (1983);
Bloomberg and Wax (1978); Caseley
and Coupland (1980); Devine and
Vanden Born (1985); Eberlein and
Behrens (1984); Haderlie (1980);
Hashimoto et al. (1979); Hook and
Glenn (1984); Kells et al. (1984)
McCall (1988); McCall et al.
(1986); Nomura and Hilton (1982);
Richardson (1975); Richardson
(1979); Richardson (1980); Schultz
and Burnside (1980); Sharma and
Vanden Born (1970); Todd and
Stobbe (1977)

Factor or Process Observation References

Humidity Different
Levels

Time Course Different
Times
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Babiker and Duncan (1975);
Peterson et al. (1985)
Haderlie (1980)
Bovey et al. (1987); Peterson et
al. (1985); Richard and Slife
(1979); Sharma and Vanden Born
(1970); Taylor et al. (1981);
Veerabhadraiah et al. (1980)
Caseley and Coupland (1980);
Whitehouse et al. 1982
Akey and Morrison (1983);
Babiker and Duncan (1975); Baur et
al. (1971); Caseley and Coupland
(1980); Devine and Vanden Born
(1985); Haderlie (1980);
Hashimoto et al. (1979);
Hook and Glenn (1984); Jordan
(1977); Kells et al. (1984); King
and Radosevich (1979); Kitchen et
al. (1980); Muller et al. (1984);
Nomura and Hilton (1982); Norris
and Freed (1966); Norris (1974);
Petersen and Swisher (1985);
Richard and Slife (1979);
Richardson and Grant (1977);
Richardson (1979); Richardson
(1980); Riederer and Schonherr
(1985); Ritter and Coble (1981);
Sargent and Blackman (1969);
Sharnia et al. (1978); Shaner and
Robson (1985); Todd and Stobbe
(1977); Veerabhadraiah et al.
(1980)
Bovey et al. (1983); Bovey et al.
(1987); Eberlein and Behrens
(1984); Gillespie and Miller
(1983); O'Sullivan and Kossatz
(1984); Peterson et al. (1985);
Richard and Slife (1979);
Richardson (1975); Schultz and
Burnside (1980); Sharma and Vanden
Born (1970) ;Taylor et al. (1981);
Waldecker and Wyse (1985);
Whitehouse et al. (1982)

Factor or Process Observation References

Surfactarits/ Comparisons
Adjuvants

Absence vs.
Presence

Suspected
Effects

Formulation Non-commercial
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Parent Babiker and Duncan (1975); Baur et
Compound al. (1971); Bovey et al. (1983);

Bovey et al. (1987); Caseley and
Coupland (1980); Hashimoto et al.

(1979); Hogue (1978); Muller et
al. (1984); Nomura and Hilton
(1982); Petersen and Swisher

(1985); Richardson (1975); Ritter
and Coble (1981); Sharma and
Vanden Born (1970)

Radio- Akey and Morrison (1983);
activity Bloomberg and Wax (1978); Devine

and Vanden Born (1985); Eberlein
and Behrens (1984); Gillespie and
Miller (1983); Haderlie (1980);
Hook and Glenn (1984); Jordan

(1977); Kells et al. (198)4);
King and Radosevich (1979);
Kitchen et al. (1980); Norris and
Freed (1966); Norris (1974);
O'Sullivan and Kossatz (1984);
Peterson et al. (1985); Richard
and Slife (1979); Richardson and
Grant (1977); Richardson (1979);
Richardson (1980); Schultz and
Burnside (1980); Sharma and Vanden
Born (1978); Shaner and Robson

(1985); Todd and Stobb (1977);
Veerabhadraiah et al. (1980);
Waldecker and Wyse (1985);
Whitehouse et al. (1982)

Measured Bovey et al. (1987); Eberlein and
Behrens (1984); Taylor et al.
(1981); Todd and Stobb (1977);
Whitehouse et al. (1982)

Greenhouse Akey and Morrison (1983); Babiker
and Duncan (1975); Bloomberg and
Wax (1978); Bovey et al. (1983);
Bovey et al. (1987); Caseley and
Coupland (1980); Devine and Vanden
Born (1985); Eberlein and Behrens
(1984); Gillespie and Miller

Factor Subcategory References
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Plant Growth Greenhouse (1983); Haderlie (1980); Hashimoto
Environment et al. (1979); Hogue (1978);

Hook and Glenn (198k); Jordan
(1977); Kells et al. (1984); King
and Radosevich (1979); Kitchen et
al. (1980); Muller et al. (1984);
Nomura and Hilton (1982); Petersen
et al. (1985); Peterson et al.
(1985); Richard and Slife (1979);
Richardson and Grant (1977);
Richardson (1979); Richardson
(1980); Riederer arid Schonherr

(1985); Ritter and Coble (1981);
Sarget and Blackman (1969);
Schultz and Burnside (1980);
Sharma and Vanden Born (1970);
Sharma et al. (1978);
Shaner and Robson (1985);
Taylor et al. (1981);
Todd and Stobb (1977); Waldecker
and Wyse (1985); Whitehouse et al.
(1982)

Field Bovey et al. (1983); Norris and
Freed (1966); Norris (1974);
Richardson (1975); Sharma and
Vanden Born (1970)

Concentration Different Baur et al. (1971); Bovey et al.
Levels (1987); Kells et al. (1984);

Richardson and Grant (1977)
Plant Moisture Status Akey and Morrison (1983); Kells et

al. (1984); Waldecker and Wyse

(1985)

Factor Subcategory References
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development. Therefore, penetration of an herbicide or other

xenobiotic into foliage of a greenhouse or growth chamber grown

seedling may not be representative of the absorption behavior that

would occur in the field.

Pesticide Formulation. Pesticides used in penetration studies

are frequently not in the form applied in the field. Often the

parent acid form of an herbicide is applied rather than the amine or

ester forms that are used in the field (Akey and Morrison 1983, Baur

et al. 1971, King and Radosevich 1979, Norris 1974, Richardson 1975,

Richardson and Grant 1977, Riederer and Schonherr 1985, Sargent and

Blackman 1969, Schultz and Burnside 1980, Veerabhadraiah et al.

1980). Some investigators, however, have shown that non-ionic forms

of pesticides are more readily absorbed by foliage than ionic

forms. For instance, Norris and Freed (1966) found that the extent

of absorption of 2,k-D and 2,4,5-T into bigleaf maple (Acer

macrophyllum Pursh.) depends on the form of the material in the rank

ester > acid > amine salt (solution pH unstated). Lipid solubility

of' herbicides is an important factor in their ability to penetrate

foliage (Baker 1980). This is reflected in studies with 2,4-D and

2,k,5-T acids that have demonstrated foliar penetration to be

strongly dependent on solution pH (Baur et al. 1971, Veerabhadraiah

1980). Studios of foliar penetration designed to demonstrate the

actual behavior of a pesticide under field conditions should use the

commonly applied form of the pesticide.

Pesticide formulations have a pronounced effect on foliar

penetration. The presence of a surfactant has been demonstrated to
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enhance foliar penetration by herbicides (Babiker and Duncan 1975,

Bovey et al. 1987, Haderlie 1980, Peterson et al. 1985, Richard and

Slife (1979), Sharma and Vanden Born 1970, Taylor et al. 1981,

Veerabhadraiah 1980).

The effect of a surfactant is variable, and depends partly on

the chemistry of the pesticide which interacts with the chemical

properties of the surfactant and leaf cuticle. Babiker and Duncan

(1975) found that the foliar penetration of asulain (a basic amine

herbicide) into bean (Vicia faba var. Mans Bead) was enhanced by

non-ionic ester and ether surfactants, and decreased relative to the

pure compound by non-ionic alcoholic surfactants; some surfactants

that increased penetration were not observed to increase

phytotoxicity. Dicainba (a carboxylic acid herbicide) penetration

into soybean (Glycine max L.) was not increased with nonionic

surfactants; while penetration did increase with anionic wetting

agents plus alkyd stickers, and cationic surfactants (Peterson et

al. 1985). Whitehouse et al. (1982) demonstrated that some spray

formulations disrupt the epicuticular wax layer, and suggested that

penetration is a function of both the pesticide and formulation

components. The chemical nature of the formulation is critical to

the diffusion of a xenobiotic substance from a pesticide deposit,

because of its effect on the substance's chemical potential (see

section V).

Although there is the above evidence for the effect of

formulation on foliar absorption of pesticides, few investigators

have attempted to characterize properties of the spray solution that
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are important in spray retention and foliar penetration. Bovey et

al. (1987) related absolute surface tension, density, and viscosity

to spray retention (and hence the ultimate quantity of herbicide

that penetrates target foliage). Eberlein and Behrens (198k)

suggested that propanil selectivity for green foxtail (Setaria

viridis (L.) Beauv.) in wheat (Triticum aestivum L. 'Era') was due

to spray retention. In an analysis of bentazone efficacy in control

of Chenopodium album L., Taylor et al. (1981) showed that the

contact angle of the spray mix was important. Whitehouse et al.

(1982) has suggested that the amount of spreading of the deposit is

important in the foliar absorption of pesticides. Spray retention,

contact angle, and the area over which a certain volume of deposit

spreads on foliar surfaces are parameters related to the surface

tension interactions between the deposit, atmosphere and leaf

surface (see section V).

Our analyses of these various studies indicates the importance

of using the the same chemical forms and spray formulations in

studies of foliar penetration that are used in operational

applications. This is essential if models of chemical dissipation

developed from such studies are to be relevant to field situations.

Experimental Environment. The effect of temperature, humidity,

photosynthetically active radiation, simulated rainfall, and plant

moisture stress on foliar penetration have also been investigated.

Gerber et al. (1983) observed that most of the literature focuses on

a single factor's effect, and is therefore difficult to use in

interpretation of pesticide behavior in the field.
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Temperature plays a pivotal role in the physical chemistry of

foliar penetration, because of its influence on the chemical

potential of a xenobiotic substance, but has received little

attention (Table 1). Most investigators have disregarded

temperature, or have used only a single temperature regime for

absorption experiments in greenhouses and growth chambers.

Gillespie and Miller (1983) found foliar penetration by diclofop

into sunflower (Helianthus annus L.) was greater at 30°C than at

100C. Kells et al. (198k) applied fluazifop-butyl to quackgrass

(Agropyron repens (L.) Beauv.) and soybean, and then placed the

plants in growth chambers at either 20 or 30°C. After 144 h,

penetration was 45.3 and 71.4 % at 20 and 30°C, respectively.

0
McCall (1988) used three temperature levels (13, 20 and 30 C) to

model the volatilization, penetration, translocation, and metabolism

of haloxyfop ethoxyethyl and methyl esters on yellow foxtail

(Setaria glauca (L.) Beauv.); penetration by haloxyfop increased

with increasing temperature. Glyphosate penetration into hemp

dogbane (Apocynum cannabinum L.) was found to double when

temperature was raised from 25 to 30°C, but this did not occur

with 2,4-D (Schultz and Burnside 1980). Amine salts of picloram and

2,k-D were applied to field grown quaking aspen (Populus tremuloides

Michx.) and balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera L.) which were then

0 .
placed in chambers at either 10, 25.5, or 40.5 C. With this

technique, Sharma and Vanden Born (1970) found that penetration

increased with increasing temperature.
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Higher temperatures in most instances increase foliar

penetration. In terms of chemical potential, however, the

possibility of decreased foliar penetration by a substance at higher

temperatures is also possible if the activity coefficient is

negative. Studies that do not use different temperatures will

produce information of limited utility for characterization of the

field behavior and environmental fate of pesticides in foliar

deposits.

Humidity also influences foliar penetration, but few studies

have had rigorous control or measurement of humidity. Humidity has

been investigated to an even lesser extent than temperature (Table

1). The foliar penetration studies that investigated humidity

mostly did so with acidic or basic herbicides.

Babiker and Duncan (1975) used a low humidity level (bean plants

in chamber) versus a high humidity level (bean plants in plastic

bags in chamber). They found that asulain without surfactant had 5

to 6 times less penetration under low humidity than under high

humidity. Addition of surfactant offset this difference only

partially; asulam penetrated about 3.5 to 14 times less at low

humidity than at high humidity. Glyphosate penetration into

bermudagrass at 40 % relative humidity (RH) and 22°C was less than

10 % of the applied quantity, while at 100 % RH and 32°C

penetration was greater than 70 % (Jordan 1977). Sharma and Vanden

Born (1970) did not measure humidity, but in their study of

penetration of picloram and 2,14-D amine into quaking aspen and

balsam poplar, high humidity doubled the amount of both picloram and
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2,k-D amine salts that penetrated the foliage when compared with low

humidity treatment results at the same temperature. Taylor et al.

(1981) measured efficacy of bentazone in Chenopodium album L., and

found that I0 % RH nearly doubled efficacy when compared to plants

treated under a 80 % RH regime. The information on humidity is

limited, and it is difficult to draw substantive conclusions,

although it appears that high humidity may facilitate penetration of

some acidic and basic substances into foliage.

Plant moisture stress has also been investigated to a limited

extent (Table 1). Akey and Morrison (1983) investigating diclofop

penetration into wild oats using two different soil moisture

contents (10 and 20 % w/w) showed that penetration was initially

slower at the lower soil moisture content, but that 48 h after

application there was no difference in the quantity that had

penetrated into foliage. Penetration of fluazifop-butyl into

quackgrass and soybean showed no difference in penetration when

plants were stressed at 6 - 10 % (w/w) soil moisture content or at

field capacity (21 %), however, quackgrass showed greater mortality

with herbicide treatment when moisture stressed (Kells et al.

198k). Glyphosate treatment of common milkweed (Asclepias syriaca

L.) had kk % versus 29 % of the applied quantity absorbed by plants

at 25 % and 13 % (w/w) soil moisture content, respectively

(Waldecker and Wyse 1985). The total time between application and

recovery, however, was not mentioned for this study.

Apparently, plant moisture stress has some effect on the rate of

penetration, but may not be important in determining the ultimate
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amount of a pesticide that penetrates foliage. Davies et al. (1983)

has suggested that soil moisture effects on stomata could be used to

increase the efficacy of some herbicide treatments, by increasing

the stornatal pathway of foliar penetration through maintaining high

soil moisture to ensure the stomata are open.

Time Course. Most investigators of the absorption of pesticides

by foliage look at the change in quantity of a substance in leaf

tissues at several different times after application (Table 1).

Many of the studies do not track foliar penetration until a steady

state or equilibrium pesticide quantity in the tissues has been

reached. The steady state concentration, however, is actually a

more important value in determining the quantity of a pesticide that

is absorbed than the rate at which a pesticide penetrates foliage,

since it defines the maximum quantity of a pesticide that can be

expected to enter tissues from a deposit under specified

environmental conditions.

In general most sampling times are chosen as a series, in a

pattern like 2, , 8, 16, and 32 h, which are chosen on the

rationale that they will better characterize the exponential nature

of foliar absorption (Akey and Morrison 1983, Babiker and Duncan

1975, Bloomberg and Wax 1978, Bovey et al. 1983, Devine and Vanden

Born 1985, Eberlein and Behrens 198k, Gillespie and Miller 1983,

Haderlie 1980, Hashimoto et al. 1979, Hook and Glenn 1984, Kells et

al. 1984, Kitchen et al. 1980, McCall et al. 1986, McCall et a?.

1988, Muller et al. 1984, Nomura and Hilton 1982, O'Sullivan and

Kossatz 1984, Petersen and Swisher 1985, Richard and Slife 1979,



degradation. They observed that 2k h after a field spray

application there was no triclopyr remaining in foliar surface

Richardson 1975, Richardson 1979, Richardson 1980, Ritter and Cable

1981, Schultz and Burnside 1980, Sharma and Vanden Born 1970, Todd

and Stobbe 1977). Others have looked at one or two different times,

with no reference as to whether they reached the time of steady

state maximum absorption (Baur et al. 1971, Caseley and Coupland

1980, Hague 1978, King and Radosevich 1979, Norris and Freed 1966,

Peterson et al. 1985, Richardson and Grant 1977, Shaner and Robson

1985, Veerabhadraiah et al. 1980, Waldecker and Wyse 1985). The

distribution of a pesticide into tissues with time is critical for

the evaluation of environmental fate. In the field, other

dissipative and degrada ive processes will be occuring

simultaneously with folar penetration, and will thus alter the rate

and quantity of a materal that enters tissues as a fucntion of

time.

Environmental Fate. Few investigators have considered if other

dissipative or degradatve processes are occuring during the foliar

absorption experiments

processes can alter the

enters leaf tissues by

the deposit and tissues

Bovey et al. (1983)

(Prosopis juliflora var

laboratory and in the f

triclopyr acid in tissu

24

Table 1). Dissipative and degradative

rate and final quantity of a pesticide that

hanging the concentration gradient between

(Nobel 1974).

applied triclopyr to honey mesquite

glandulosa (Torr.) Cockerell) both in the

eld. They noted that the amount of

s increased with time from ester
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deposits. Simulated rainfall was used to determine if rain soon

after application would decrease the absorption of triclopyr,

however, they found that triclopyr penetration into foliage was

unaffected by rain. Caseley and Coupland (1980) also used simulated

rain to determine the effect on absorption of difenzoquat in wild

oat, and found that absorption was reduced by rainfall that occurred

within an hour of application, but this reduction was not as evident

if rain occurred 14 h after application.

McCall et al. (1986) and McCall (1988) used a microagroecosystem

to explore foliar penetration and metabolism of tridiphane and

haloxyfop, respectively on foxtail species (Setaria spp.). The

approach was to simultaneously monitor the rates of volatilization,

foliar penetration, metabolism, and translocation of the

herbicides. This approach monitors the effect of simultaneous

dissipative and degradative phenomena to develop models for

predicting field behavior of the herbicides.

Chemical Analysis. Most studies that have investigated foliar

absorption of pesticides detect only radioactivity (Table 1). The

fate of the actual parent compound in the tissues is unknown. The

physical chemistry of the penetration of a chemical into foliar

tissues, however, is highly dependent on the concentration of the

parent pesticide both in deposits and tissues. The actual

concentration of the parent compound in tissues is usually unknown

when radiotracers are used. Results are reported as the percentage

of applied radioactivity, and radioactive inetabolites may be

confused with the original substance. This lack of definitive
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information is a weakness that makes most of the data generated from

foliar penetration studies which use radiolabelled chemicals poor

for environmental fate interpretation and modeling.

b) Mechanistic Foliar Penetration Studies

A small number of studies have investigated the diffusion of

herbicides across isolated cuticles, or with respect to cuticular

structure, composition, arid surface morphological characteristics

(King and Radosevich 1979, Norris 1974, Riederer and Schonherr 1985,

Taylor et al. 1981, Whitehouse et al. 1982).

Charnel (1986) provides a review and other references in this

area. Studies that utilize isolated cuticles generally are

attempting to define the Fick's first law diffusion coefficient in

terms of various properties of the cuticle. Frequently the studies

try to separate the effects on diffusion of epicuticular wax

composition versus the thickness of the cuticular layer beneath the

epicuticular waxes (Whitehouse et al. 1982, Taylor et al. 1981,

Riederer and Schonherr 1985). Baker (1980) has reviewed the

literature of foliar penetration by herbicides in relation to the

chemical composition of cuticles. This approach, however, has

provided mixed results. The assumption that the cuticle composition

and structure defines the quantity of pesticide that enters leaf

tissues is not completely correct, since the chemical potential of a

substance within the deposit, cuticle, atmosphere, and tissues

defines the amount of penetration that will occur. Indeed Fick's

first law of diffusion is a special case of the general

thermodynamic treatment of chemical potential (Noble 1974).
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Other studies, such as King and Radosevich (1979), show the

effect of differential absorption into morphologically distinct

structures in cuticles such as stellate trichomes, adaxial versus

abaxial leaf surfaces, and stomata. Davies et al. (1983) has

reviewed the literature In regard to the manipulation of stomatal

behavior to improve herbicide foliar penetration.

Mechanistic foliar penetration studies uniformly ignore the

influence of environment, and are subject to many of the same

limitations as empirical foliar penetration studies for the

determination of environmental fate.

VOLATILIZATION

Compared to foliar penetration of pesticides from foliar

deposits, far less research has focused on the volatilization of

pesticides from foliar deposits. Baskin and Walker (1953) were the

first to unequivocally demonstrate that vapors of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T

formulations were toxic to plants (tomatoes). As mentioned in the

introduction, most of the literature is concerned with

volatilization of materials from water or soil; environmental

compartments that are very dissimilar to foliar surfaces. Spencer

et al. (1973) in a review of volatilization, noted that there was

virtually no information on volatilization from foliar surfaces, a

situation that has largely continued to this day. For instance,

Jury et al. (1987), in a review of the fate of organic chemicals in

the soil-air-water ecosystem, ignore the issue of residues on

foliage, although plants are a key component of ecosystems.
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a) Physical Chemistry

There have been several excellent treatments of the physical

chemistry of volatilization (Spencer et al. 1973, Plimmer 1976,

Thibodeaux and Scott 1985, Mackay 1985, Taylor and Glotfelty 1988,

Hartley and Graham-Bryce 1980), and the reader is referred to these

for a detailed description. A limitation in most of these

treatments is that they ignore volatilization from formulations, and

from deposits on foliage.

Volatilization is, in the strict sense, the escape of vapor of a

pure compound into the gas phase from a liquid or solid condensed

phase of the pure substance. Thus the vapor pressure is a key

descriptor in quantifying volatilization. This differs markedly

from situations in the field where a pesticide is not in its pure

condensed phase, but is dispersed over a large area and associated

with a variety of materials (e.g. water, soil constituents,

epicuticular waxes of foliage, and formulation constituents). As

Hartley (1983) has indicated, bioassay measurements of

'volatilization' are a misnomer, since there is also the component

of uptake of vapor by the indicator species.

The vapor pressure of a substance is a function of temperature.

Under field situations, temperature is important in the

volatilization of a pesticide, but wind, Henry's law constant,

diffusion coefficient in air, and humidity are also key

determinants, which toa greater or lesser extent are also dependent

on temperature. Wind controls the thickness of stagnant air

boundary layers over surfaces through which a substance must
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diffuse, and is important in the advection of substances away from a

site. Henry's law constant defines the escaping tendency of a

solute from a solution (usually aqueous) into the atmosphere (Suntio

et al. 1988). Dew on surfaces with pesticide deposits has been

shown to increase loss of pesticides from surface deposits (Willis

et al. 1980). Humidity is not believed to influence volatilization

greatly.

There are practical limitations in using the physical chemical

properties of a substance to describe volatilization from a foliar

deposit. Use of the Henry's law constant is well developed for

volatilization of materials from water (Suntio et al. 1988), but the

Henry's law constants for pesticides in the formulation environment

are unknown because 1) the saturated concentration of a pesticide in

a formulation is unknown, 2) the vapor pressure for the form (e.g.

amine salt, ester) of a pesticide is also seldom known (although it

can be approximated, Lyman 1985), 3) the effect on the Henry's law

constant of the partial mixing of epicuticular waxes with

formulation in a deposit has not been assessed, and k) the effect of

dissipation of other formulation components has not been measured.

These unknowns also hold for Raoult's law.

The complexity of leaf shapes and orientation make estimation of

the boundary layer directly over a deposit difficult (Hartley and

Graham-Bryce 1980), which partially controls the diffusion of a

substance from a deposit into the air. The diffusion coefficients

of the forms of a pesticide in air are rarely known. The effect of

humidity on the composition of deposits is also unknown.
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Modification of volatilization of a pesticide by competing processes

(foliar absorption, photodegradation, etc) has rarely been

evaluated.

There have been some studies that have determined the

volatilization of pesticides from formulations. Holoman and Seymour

(1983) have proposed the use of glass surfaces as substrates from

which to measure volatile losses of pesticides from formulations.

With this technique, they evaluated loss of chlorpyrifos from

Lorsban 4E emulsion sprays applied to petri dishes with hollow cone

versus flat fan spray nozzles, the effect of different added

adjuvants to the emulsion, and the difference of volatility from

different lots of the formulation. Deposits from flat fan nozzles

had less volatilization, as did deposits with adjuvants versus the

commercial formulation alone. Interestingly, slight differences in

volatility of chiorpyrifos from different pesticide lots were also

shown. Sundaram (1985) using a gravimetric technique showed that

different formulations and additives had different rates of

volatilization. The relationship between formulation composition,

component volatility, and environmental conditions needs further

investigation to improve spray deposition, efficacy, and to minimize

environmental contamination (Hartley 1983). The effects that

foliage contributes to these phenomena has not been explored.

b) Field Studies

Seiber and Woodrow (1983) provide an overview and further

references on sampling techniques for volatilized residues from

sprayed sites. The general sampling technique is to place a
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suitable sampling device in a recently sprayed field, and capture

residues out of a known volume of air. These measurements are

sometimes made alone, or with concurrent samples of foliage and

soils. Sampler intake is either at one level, or at levels spaced

in height to sample within the crop canopy, and in the boundary

layer above the canopy.

Seiber et al. (1979) investigated toxaphene volatilization from

treated cotton fields along with foliar and soil samples. More

volatile toxaphene fractions (commercial formulations contain up to

177 different compounds that are the active ingredients) were lost

most rapidly, showing a rapid increase in air samplers after

application, and a rapid decrease in foliar quantities. They noted

that observed differences in dissipation rates between their study

and others were probably due to formulation, application rate,

foliage texture, and meteorological conditions. Harper et al.

(1983) also investigated toxaphene (and DDT) volatilization from

cotton. They found that the foliar canopy was the major source of

the volatilized residues, and that the observed flux of the

materials was directly related to the quantity of the pesticides on

foliage. Volatilization was also found to be highly correlated with

air temperature and net radiation (insolative heat load). A

comparison of microencapsulated and emulsifiable concentrate

formulations of methyl parathion showed that volatilization of

parathion was greater from the emulsifiable concentrate formulation

(Jackson and Lewis 1979). This evidence clearly suggests that the
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volatilization of pesticides is closely related to the amounts of

pesticides on foliage, meteorological conditions, and formulation.

Grover et al. (1972) investigated the vapor drift of the butyl

ester and dimethylamine formulations of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T for a half

hour post-application. About 25 - 30 % of the butyl ester

formulations volatilized, while only 3 - 4 % of the dimethylamine

formulations did so. This study shows a weakness common in

volatilization studies, in that the vegetation, its stature, leaf

area index, and proportion of exposed soil were not reported, making

it difficult to determine the deposit site contributing to the

volatilized residues.

Taylor et al. (1977) and Taylor (1978) discuss the

volatilization of two insecticides, dieldrin and heptachlor, from

vegetation. They reported that in 30 days about 90 % of dieldrin

residues had volatilized, based on multiple point air sampling.

They concluded that volatilization was the major dissipative process

causing the observed losses of the residues from leaf surfaces,

while ignoring other findings on the photodegradation of dieldrin

(Robinson et al. 1966, Zabik et a?. 1976). Their measurements of

volatilized residues, however, were only conducted for the first 14

h after application. Based on these results, volatilization is the

primary loss process in the initial half-day after application, but

their conclusion that volatilization explained most of the loss is

not substantiated.

Field studies that do not observe levels of residues in other

compartments besides the atmosphere, are not very useful for
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modeling the environmental fate of pesticides. The source

concentration and chemical environment of a residue in or on

condensed phases has a strong influence on residue volatilization.

Most field studies do not gather detailed meteorological

information, which limits the usefulness of the data for exposure

assessments and environmental fate modeling. A weakness of field

studies is that the proportion of the actual flux sampled is not

known. Thus there is large uncertainty as to the

representativeness of the point sample measurements.

c) Microcosm and Greenhouse Studies

Microcosm and greenhouse studies can overcome many of the

problems with limited data that are present in field studies, since

all of the volatilized residues can be captured, and meteorological

conditions and application parameters can be closely controlled.

Microcosm (or microagroecosystem) studies in particular can control

and monitor parameters (Nash 1983), thus providing data useful for

environmental fate modeling.

Boldt and Putnam (1980) in a study of selectivity mechanisms of

diclofop methyl including foliar penetration and volatilization in

the greenhouse with uncontrolled temperatures, found that losses

from foliar surfaces and glass cover slips were about equal (by mass

balance). This study, however, suffered many of the weaknesses

described in the foliar penetration section, and also the field

volatility studies section.

Microcosm studies have been more precise. Nash et al. (1977)

used a microagroecosystem to study volatile losses of toxaphene and
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DDT from leaf surfaces and glass slides. Temperatures in these

experiments were uncontrolled, but quantities of the residues in

foliage, soil and on glass slides were determined. Differences in

quantities volatilized from soil versus foliage could not be

determined, because the site of spray deposition was uncontrolled.

McCall et al. (1986) used radiolabelled tridiphane, controlled

temperatures, and foliar applications (none to soil) in a microcosm

to develop a compartment model. Glass slides were used to establish

the volatilization rate from the formulation without the influence

of foliage. Using this technique they were able to show the

influence of parameters such as drop size, the addition of atrazine,

and temperature on the subsequent environmental fate of tridiphane.

Higher temperatures caused an increase in the rate of

volatilization. An outdoor application was used to provide field

data to test the models. McCall (1988) used a similar approach to

evaluate the short-term environmental fate of haloxyfop.

Microcosm studies are valuable tools for developing models of

the fate of pesticides in foliar deposits, as shown by McCall et al.

(1986) and McCall (1988). The correct selection of parameters is

necessary to fully evaluate the fate. For instance, no microcosm

study has evaluated the effect of humidity or photodegradation on

the subsequent fate of pesticides in foliar deposits, although these

are common conditions in the field.
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PHOTODEGRADATION

There are a large number of pesticide photodegradation

investigations, and several extensive reviews (Crosby 1976, Zabik et

al. 1976, Choudry and Webster 1985, Marcheterre et al. 1988). It is

beyond the scope of this review to discuss specific reaction

mechanisms, instead we will discuss the research approaches that

have been used to investigate pesticide photodegradation; and, the

limited literature that exists on pesticide photodegradation in

foliar pesticide deposits.

a) Laboratory Investigations of Photodegradation

There is increasing interest in vapor phase photolysis (Woodrow

et al. 1983). For these studies, vapor is produced under controlled

conditions in the laboratory and illuminated with ultraviolet

radiation for a specific period of time, and then the photoproducts

are subsequently assayed.

Most mechanistic studies of pesticide photochemistry have been

either in organic solvent or aqueous systems (Marcheterre et al.

1988). Concentrations of pesticides are often greater than would

occur in water under field situations. The radiation used for the

investigations is not very similar to sunlight, either being a

narrow band centered around 308 nm (low pressure mercury vapor

lamps) which is in the solar spectrum that reaches the earth's

surface, or at 254 nm (high pressure mercury lamps) which is not

present in insolation at the Earth's surface (Crosby 1976).

Photochemical reactions are usually observed under artificial

conditions, with controlled temperature and solution composition.
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These conditions are consistent with the study's goals, which

generally are to elucidate the different photoproducts and

degradation pathways.

As has been mentioned previously, surfactants are important

components in foliar pesticide deposits. Tanaka et al. (1979) has

studied the effects of surfactants on the degradation of a number of

herbicides. They believed that monuron photodegradation was

occurring in the organic phase of surfactant micelles, based on the

lack of products that showed oxygen involvement. It was concluded

in another paper (Tanaka et al. 1981) that surfactants increase the

photodegradation rates of herbicides having low water solubilities,

chioro substituents on aromatic rings, or triplet energies below the

surfactant's. These results indicate that surfactants in foliar

pesticide deposits may play a role in the photodegradation of

xenobiotic substances, either as sensitizers or as proton donors.

There are several limitations to much of the photodegradation

research in regards to pesticide environmental fate. It is

questionable whether photodegradative pathways and rates observed in

solvents such as methanol, acetonitrile, or acetone are the actual

pathways and rates that would occur under field conditions in water

or foliar deposits. Photochemical mechanisms are known to vary with

changes in the concentration of a substance in solution (Crosby

1976), which means that studies that do not observe photodegradation

in a solution with concentrations similar to those in the field may

be misleading. The effect of temperature is frequently ignored,

although it is believed that temperature is unimportant in the
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photodegradation of most pesticides. Some actinometer systems,

however, are temperature sensitive (Crosby 1976). The radiation

used for photolysis is either in a band not present in sunlight, or

is a narrow portion of the solar spectrum at the earth's surface.

Photolysis mechanisms and rates therefore would not be

representative of that which would occur under field conditions.

These factors make extrapolation of laboratory photolysis data to

field conditions difficult, and prone to error (Miller and Zepp

1983).

The quantitative and theoretical aspects of photodegradation in

aqueous systems is very well developed (Miller and Zepp 1983, Miii

and Mabey 1985, Choudry and Webster 1985). The photochemistry of

xenobiotic substances in foliar deposits, where there is a high

concentration of a number of substances that can be involved in

photolytic mechanisms, is relatively undeveloped. There are few

investigations that provide valid data.

b) Photodegradation on Foliage in Field and Microcosm Studies

Most studies of photodegradation on foliage have been performed

in outdoor studies. Microcosm studies generally have not considered

photodegradation in experimental protocols (Nash 1983, McCall

1988). Photodegradation in field situations, however, could have

substantial effects on the partitioning of organic substances in the

environment. Many outdoor studies of photodegradation, have not

considered the effect of volatilization and other degradative paths

on the parent compound or photodegradation products.
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Makary et al. (1981) investigating the photolyis of phoxim (an

organophosphate insecticide) used thin-layer chromatography to

identify the parent compound and other degradation products. They

found that the photoproducts associated with tomato leaves were

present in both the surface leaf rinses and the tissues, and noted

that there was also a product of thermal degradation present. This

shows that foliar penetration of the photoproducts can occur and may

need to be measured. Makary et al. (1981), however, did not present

data on insolation, or the losses that may have occurred from

volatilization. Matsuo and Casida (1970) investigated the

photodegradation of radiolabelled dinobuton and dinoseb on bean

leaves in sunlight. Different photoproducts were shown to be

produced rapidly by exposure to sunlight, and also demonstrated that

both the photoproducts and the parent compounds were lost over time,

presumably by volatilization.

Takahashi et al. (1985) showed that, unlike in water, sunlight

photodegradationof the pyrethroid insecticide fenpropathrin on

mandarin orange leaves in a non-commercial formulation did not

occur, but was believed to be lost primarily via volatilization or

metabolism in the plant tissues, since few of the photodegradation

products could be recovered in either surface washes or in tissue

extracts. The volatilization of photoproducts was ignored as a

potential path of loss, nor was insolation measured.

Joiner and Baetcke (1973) found parathion photodegradation

products in cotton foliage exposed to light in growth chamber, open

field, and greenhouse environments. They concluded from mass
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balance calculations that photodegradation was the sole process in

the disappearance of parathion. The analytical procedure, however,

did not discern between residues in, versus on, the foliage.

El-Sebae et al. (1982) determined that thanite on cotton plants was

primarily degraded by ultraviolet light (60 % in 14 h), and found

similar loss in sunlight. Degradation products were not identified,

and surface deposits were not separated from leaf tissues. Glass

petri dishes were used to evaluate photodegradation in the absence

of metabolism. No attempt was made to determine if the observed

losses were the result of some other dissipative or degradative

process.

The above two studies have a similar weakness, in that although

they measure loss of a pesticide in sunlight, they don't separate

residues that are in tissues from those remaining in deposits. This

is a weakness because residues in tissues will not be likely to

photodegrade if ultraviolet radiation is required, since the

epicuticular waxes form a sunscreen for UV radiation. Another

consideration is that losses of these materials could also be from

either volatilization within plant tissues or from volatilization.

The above studies did not determine whether the observed phenomena

occurred in the absence of radiation.

Slade (1966) applied droplets of a non-commercial formulation of

paraquat to tomato and broad bean plants, tracking the change in

residue quantity over time. Quantities in tissues and deposits were

not separated. When plants were kept in the dark for 24 h after

paraquat application (allowing penetration prior to sunlight
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exposure) and then placed in sunlight, 84 % of the applied paraquat

was recovered, versus a 58 % recovery when the plants were

immediately exposed to sunlight after application. Crosby and Wong

(1977) applied TCDD (colloquially known as dioxin) in 2,4,5-T

herbicide formulation deposits to rubber plant leaves, and

subsequently exposed some leaves to a day of sunlight, while another

set were maintained in the dark. They showed that the TCDD (a

2,k,5-T herbicide contaminant) was rapidly degraded in sunlight but

not the dark, and concluded that loss of the residue was the result

of exposure to sunlight, and presumably photodegradaton.

The amount of ultraviolet insolation is important in the

modeling of the fate of xenobiotic substances in the environment.

It is frequently measured in outdoor studies of the photolysis of

substances in water, but rarely in studies of photolysis using

foliage. Some studies have measured photolysis in the absence of

formulation components, 'which Tanaka et al. (1979, 1981) have shown

to be important in some instances. Frequently there are no dark

controls maintained at the same temperatures as the outdoor exposed

materials, which means that although photodegradation is the likely

candidate for the observed photoproducts, other degradative and

dissipative processes may have been the cause of the observed

losses. Volatilization was suggested to be an important path of

loss for some residues in several of the papers, as was foliar

penetration. The studies, however, provide no means to assay the

relative importance of these other disappearance paths. For

environmental fate models and exposure assessments more detailed
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information about the interactions of disappearance phenomena are

required, along with monitoring of insolation and meteorological

conditions.

DISCUSSION AND SYNTHESIS

The major dissipative and degradative processes for most

pesticides and xenobiotic substances in foliar pesticide deposits

have been discussed in the previous three sections. Although many

authors studying the persistence of' pesticides in or on foliage

suggest that one or more of these phenomena are operating, few

studies have focused on the interaction of the processes, or their

effect on the quantities of dislodgeable residues and residues that

penetrate foliage. In this section we develop a conceptual model

based on chemical potential, to provide insights on the reasons for

some of the observed phenomena, and the types of interactions

between processes that may occur.

This section will address the following questions.

What are the important physical characteristics of the

leaf-deposit-air system?

What are the effects of various environmental conditions on

the dissipative and degradative processes?

How do processes interact to cause the observed persistence

and environmental fate of a substance?

What is an effecient study design to evaluate the effects

and interactions of various environmental conditions on the

dissipation and degradation of a substance in a foliar

pesticide deposit?
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a) Compartments of the Leaf-Deposit-Air System

There are 3 distinct components to the system, each with unique

physical and chemical characteristics. The system is divided by two

interfaces; that between the leaf tissues and the deposit, and the

other between the deposit and the atmosphere.

The leaf tissue compartment is a complex chemical system with

hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions, which can also be thought of as

barriers to the free diffusion of hydrophobic or hydrophilic

substances. Some portions of the tissue are solids, while other

parts are primarily liquid.

To simplify the system for this discussion, however, we are

taking a macroscopic view, and will assume that leaf tissues are

gelatinous, and surfaces are homogeneous (ignoring microscopic

irregularities). We will also assume that physiological processes

are relatively static, the tissues are compartmented with limited

diffusion between compartments on the short-term, and that

metabolism is minimal. The epicuticular waxes are the physical

interface between the tissues and the deposit, and we assume that

the volume represented by the epicuticular wax layer is

insignificant to the volumes of the deposit and the leaf tissue.

The leaf tissue volume that an herbicide may eventually enter is

unknown, and difficult to measure. This volume is probably finite,

but the fraction of foliar tissue that a substance may penetrate

into within this volume is also unknown. For instance, lipophilic

substances would tend to concentrate in tissue locations that had

little water and were non-ionic, such as membranes.
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The deposit is initially a liquid, that turns into a semi-solid

liquid as the carrier evaporates (Hartley and Graham-Bryce 1980).

The deposit is a complex mixture of surfactants, solvents,

adjuvants, clays (sometimes), and contains a high concentration of a

pesticidal substance. The deposit is bound on one side by the leaf

tissues and on the other side by the atmosphere, and therefore

diffusion can happen in both directions from the deposit.

The atmosphere is a gas phase, with an infinite volume. Thus

the atmosphere beyond the unmixed boundary layer above the deposit

is always infinitely dilute in terms of the concentration of a

substance.

Interfaces. The leaf surface, deposit, and atmosphere interact

through their surface tensions (an energy term) to determine the

contact angle and degree of spreading of a deposit droplet (Hartley

and Graham-Boyce 1980, Moore 1983). The mathematical relationship

that expresses this is cos e
LA - '1D' DA'

whereeis the

contact angle between the plane of the leaf surface and the upper

surface of the deposit droplet,
"LA

is the surface tension between

the leaf and the atmosphere, '

LD
is the surface tension between

the leaf surface and the liquid deposit, and y
DA

is the surface

tension between the deposit and the atmosphere. A contact angle of'

less than 90° indicates that a droplet wets the surface. The leaf

surface area that a deposit droplet contacts increases with a

decrease in the contact angle, so that a given volume droplet will

spread over a larger area if it has a lower contact angle.
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The contact angle shows the surface tension between the deposit

and surface is low. A low surface tension is the result of the

affinity of the deposit solution to the surface coating. This

affinity and wetting propensity also means that the surface coating

may be miscible in the deposit constituents and vice versa.

Whitehouse et al. (1985) showed this in their study, where

epicuticular waxes were disrupted more by a formulation with lower

contact angle.

The epicuticular wax layer could be considered a separate

compartment, with its own volume. It should be remembered in the

development of recovery procedures for residues in foliar deposits

that the epicuticular waxes do represent a physiologically distinct

layer. Solvents will remove this layer to a variable extent. For

instance, chloroform removes most of the epicuticular wax layer,

while water and aqueous salt solutions remove virtually none. This

can make a large difference in the measurements of the quantity of a

substance that penetrates leaf tissues, if the amount of the

substance in the wax layer is large relative to that actually in

subcuticular tissues.

Diffusion across the leaf-deposit interface will follow Fick's

first law of diffusion on a macroscopic scale. Microscopic features

may be involved in differences observed between species, or within a

species' foliage. The apparent diffusion will occur as if the

barrier is uniform, but with different physical properties.

Loss of material from a deposit by volatilization involves the

leaf-atmosphere interface. This follows Fick's first law of
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-2 for SO42), F is a Faraday, and E

in volts. The above equation is for

equation for nonionic substances is the same but without the zFE

term (we have neglected to include gravitational and hydrostatic

pressure terms since they are insignificant contributors to the

stance j in the solution
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diffusion, because of the unmixed boundary layer of air near to the

leaf surface. The thickness of this boundary layer depends on the

air speed above the deposit, which in turn determines the

concentration gradient (Hartley and Graham-Bryce 1980, Nobel 1974).

A material leaves the deposit, however, also according to either

Henry's law, or Raoult's law depending on its concentration in the

deposit. Henry's law states that the vapor pressure of a solute

over a solution with the solute at high dilution depends on the mole

fraction of the solute. Raoult's law applies to high concentrations

where the vapor pressure is that of the solvent, or high

concentration constituent in a solution. Both laws are special

cases of chemical potential.

b) A Conceptual Model of Substance Dynamics in Foliar Deposits

The chemical potential for a substance j in solution is defined

*
by p. = ii. + RT1n a. + z.FE. The terms are p. is the

3 3 3 1 3

chemical potential of substance j, p. is the standard state

chemical potential for substance j in the solution, R is the molar

gas constant (8.31144 joules OKl mol1), T is the temperature

(° Kelvin), a is the activity of sub

and it is equal to v.X. (X represents the mole fraction, V is

the activity coefficient), z is the charge number (+1 for

is the electrical potential

ionic substances, while the
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chemical potential in the situation we are discussing). The

activity coefficient indicates the deviation of the system from

ideality, and can be either positive or negative. Freed and Witt

(1969) indicated that the chemical potential was a useful concept

for the development of herbicide formulations to enhance foliar

penetration.

A substance moves from an area of higher chemical potential to

an area of lower chemical potential, and continues to do so until

the chemical potential is equal in each compartment. Fick's first

law of diffusion is a special case of the chemical potential of a

substance, since for a nonionic substance the flux J. across some
3

distance x is expressed by the equation,

u.RTOY.c. ac.
.13=-u.RT j

3
. Ox Ox

where u. and c. are the mobility and concentration of species j,

respectively. Fick's first law is expressed by the equation,

= -D.

Ox

as can be can be seen, the Fick's first law diffusion coefficient is

then equal to the term u.RT, and is dependent on temperature.

Henry's law is also a special case of the chemical potential.

Since the Henry's law constant is the proportionality between a

substances partial pressure to its solubility, then this is an

expression that its chemical potential as a gas is equal to its

chemical potential as a solute. Raoult's law can similarly be

derived. The above two analyses of Fick's first law of diffusion
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and the Henry's law show the heuristic power of the concept of

chemical potential.

The following sections will explore a number of environmental

conditions and deposit characteristics in terms of their expected

effect on a substance's chemical potential.

Deposit Spreading. As described previously, deposit spreading

is a function of surface tension. The consequence of a deposit

spreading is that the surface area of leaf tissue in contact with

the deposit is larger, and represents a shorter pathway to a greater

volume for a substance to penetrate into. A large deposit area

should then result in greater foliar penetration by a pesticide,

since the difference in chemical potential (strictly in terms of

mole fraction) between the deposit and foliar tissues is greater.

This relationship was found to hold by Taylor et al. (1981), but not

by Whitehouse et al. (1982).

A larger deposit area might be expected to result in greater

volatility, depending on the chemical potential of a substance in

the atmosphere versus in the deposit. No research on the

relationship between deposit spreading and volatility appears in the

literature.

Concentration. Higher concentrations of a substance in deposits

has been observed to result in greater quantities of an herbicide

penetrating into tissue (Richardson and Grant 1977). This is the

direct result of the chemical potential being higher. The chemical

potential of a substance in leaf tissues may rise more rapidly with

a given flux of a substance into tissues, than the decline in the
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chemical potential in the deposit from the loss of the material,

because the activities of the substance will be different in each

compartment. This would explain the observed result that the

increase in penetration is not proportional to increases in initial

concentration of a substance in the deposit.

There is little information to support any conjectures about the

effect an increase in concentration of a substance in a foliar

deposit would have on volatility. Based on the notion of chemical

potential, however, we can speculate that volatilization of a

substance should increase with an increased concentration in the

deposit for the same rationale that it increases absorption.

Formulation. The pesticide formulation will have a profound

effect on a substance's dissipation into foliage and the

atmosphere. The formulation determines the chemical potential of

the substance in the deposit, and thus its rate and eventual steady

state quantity in the foliar and atmospheric compartments (Freed and

Witt 1969).

Formulation components (in addition to the pesticide or

substance of interest) are also dissipating into the foliage and the

atmosphere. Formulation constituents may be involved in photolysis

and other degradative pathways. Formulation components would have

their own chemical potentials in each of the system compartments.

The effect of dissipation of formulation components would be to

change the mole fraction and activity of a substance in the deposit,

and thus its chemical potential. Penetration of surfactants and

solvents into foliage has not received much attention, but may be an
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important parameter to consider in the evaluation of foliar

penetration, since this might alter the chemical potential of a

pesticide in the tissue volume near the deposit.

Temperature. The effect of temperature has been discussed

previously, in terms of the diffusion coefficient and the activity

term in the chemical potential equation. Temperature has been

somewhat neglected, both in the study of foliar penetration and in

field studies of volatilization. Foliar penetration and

volatilization must be studied simultaneously in a system to

accurately characterize the effects of temperature on the

environmental fate of a substance initially in a foliar deposit.

Humidity. Changes in humidity would change the chemical

potential of a substance in the deposit if some of the deposit

components are hygroscopic (e.g. humectants, surfactants, etc.).

Increased or decreased humidity could change the mole fraction of a

substance in the deposit, and the physical quality of the deposit in

terms of hydrophobicity. These effects would in turn change the

chemical potential of a substance in a deposit.

Photodegradation. Photodegradation would have an effect both on

volatilization and on foliar penetration, since it would decrease

the chemical potential of a substance in the deposit by decreasing

its mole fraction. This effect would depend on the rate of

photodegradation relative to the rates of foliar penetration and

volatilization. Since the chemical potential is reduced in the

deposit, diffusion of the substance into the leaf and air

compartments would be slowed, and the steady state quantity of the
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substance in the tissues would be reduced. Photoproducts also

diffuse into leaf tissues and presumably the atmosphere. The

presence of the photoproducts in the leaf and deposit compartments

would also influence the chemical potential of the parent compound

in those compartments.

Degradation in the Leaf. The degradation of a parent compound

by metabolism and other processes in leaf tissues would reduce the

activity of the parent compound in the tissues. It should be

remembered that esters are a separate chemical species from acid

compounds, and thus the chemical potential of the two and their mole

fractions are distinct. With high rates of compound degradation in

tissues, a greater quantity of the substance would be expected to

penetrate into leaf tissues. The influence of other processes such

as volatilization and photodegradation might result in this behavior

not being observed.

Process Interactions. The balance between foliar penetration

and volatilization should be considered. For instance, a substance

that volatilized rapidly into the atmosphere because of a greater

difference in chemical activity of the substance in the atmosphere

and the deposit, would reduce the amount of foliar penetration by

the substance by decreasing the concentration gradient between the

deposit and leaf tissues. The opposite situation of greater foliar

penetration reducing the amount that volatilized could also occur,

depending in the relative differences in chemical potential between

the atmosphere and leaf tissues.
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Ultimately, the chemical potential concept means that in the

ternary leaf-deposit-air system, the rate that a compound moves from

the central deposit into one compartment will influence the rate the

material moves into the other compartment. Degradative mechanisms

in the deposit will decrease a materials mole fraction in the

deposit, which would lower its chemical potential there. A

situation could occur where the degradation products increase the

activity of a compound, and thereby increase its chemical

potential. This is unlikely, however, because the degradation

products will be relatively similar to the parent compound, and

should not alter the solution properties greatly.

c) Limitations of the Chemical Potential Concept

There are several limitations to the direct application of the

chemical potential concept to the fate of substances in foliar

pesticide deposits. The key limitation is that the mole fractions

and compartment volumes that would be used in determining chemical

potential are generally unknown and difficult to measure.

Although the volume of the deposit is known initially, the volume

changes with time as other deposit constituents disperse and

degrade. There are also proprietary legal restrictions in

determining and reporting formulation composition. Since a

substance will preferrentially partition into hydrophobic or

hydrophilic tissue fractions, these fractions are the important ones

to quantify for chemical potential determination. The volume and

mole fraction composition of tissue fractions are difficult to
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measure, however, as is the distribution of a substance between

these fractions. Consequently, the actual thermodynamic energies of

the different processes cannot be determined.

In general, the mole quantity (or mass) of a substance that is

within a given compartment is known. For esters and amine salts,

however, analytical procedures are frequently not specific to the

form of the compound within a compartment. Acid herbicides

formulated as esters are generally deesterified for isolation and

cleanup, and then reesterified for gas chromatographic analysis, or

analyzed directly. Nonspecific radiochemical analysis is not useful

for determination of a substances environmental behavior, since

metabolites and photodegradation products can be confused with the

parent compound.

For ionic substances, the microscopic differences in

electrochemical potential that contribute to their fluxes out of

deposits are difficult to measure. Other salts in the formulation

may also contribute to the dispersal of the material from the

deposit, but it is difficult to determine these and there are legal

restrictions as discussed previously. An important consideration

with ionic materials is that the law of electroneutrality be

obeyed. This means that counterions must either 1) move with a

substance, 2) be directly across a membrane from it, or 3) there

must be sufficient quantities of counterions present in the

compartment for the substance to move into it. These quantities are

extremely difficult to measure at the scale necessary to assess the

flux of a substance.
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d) An Alternative to Chemical Potential and

Distribution Coefficients

Although the notion of chemical potential is useful for

developing hypotheses and experimental protocols, it is difficult to

apply to this system. In soils and the atmosphere, the notion of

chemical potential can be related to the concentrations of the

compounds in different compartments with distribution coefficients.

These systems are binary, while the system we are considering is

ternary and distribution coefficients used in classical analyses are

not applicable.

Since the quantities of a substance that have moved into each

compartment are measurable, and the flux of substance from a deposit

into one compartment influences the flux from the deposit into the

other compartment, it would be desirable to define some coefficients

that incorporate the interactions of the two fluxes over time.

Experimentally determining the quantities of material in each

compartment at different times under specified conditions, would

permit the determination of the effects of the different

environmental factors on the coefficients. Distribution

coefficients are useful for this in binary systems, and essentially

define the quantity of material on either side of an interface.

With this notion, of using the mass of material on either side of an

interface, we can define two mass balance coefficients:

Kit = nL
K2 =

nD + nF Dt + 'Lt

where
Lt

is the mole quantity of the substance that has been lost

either through volatilization (in the dark), or via combined losses
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from volatilization and photodegradation, nD is the the quantity

remaining in the deposit at t, and
Lt

is the quantity that has

entered leaf tissues at t. Note that the mass balance coefficients

are dimensionless, and thus can be applied for any initial sprayed

quantity of a substance, as long as the concentration in the

deposits is equal to that used in experiments to develop the

coefficients values (and with the same formulation). The quantities

of material in each compartment can be solved by the following

calculations:

=
nL

= n.K2

(1 + Kin) (1 + K2t)

and,
Dt = - (nAt + nL), where nT is the total amount

of the substance initially applied.

Degradative rates or quantities degraded can be included in this

analysis. For instance, in the absence of direct measures of

volatilization the amount lost when no photodegradatively active

radiation (usually no ultraviolet) is present, and metabolism is

minimal, could be used to represent volatilization. By adding

photodegradatively active radiation to the system in another

treatment, the proportional contribution of the radiation to the

amount lost can be assayed. This is not the true quantity that

underwent photodegradation, since the balance between

photodegradation and volatilization process rates may be different,

and remains unknown. The overall amount lost is consistent with the

chemical potential concept, in terms of the quantity of a substance

in the deposit.
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Additional information on the amounts of a substance that

photodegraded and volatilized improve predictions of the actual

fate, but may be technically difficult to arrive at. This

difficulty is the result of the fact that photoproducts are

diffusing and degrading in the leaf-deposit-atmosphere system

simultaneously with diffusion and degradation of the parent

compound.

This analysis of the system reduces the number of calculations

required in models, since rather than measuring the rates of

individual processes at a number of temperatures and subsequently

calculating the rate of change in quantity over a short time period

with changes in temperature for each process, this approaäh

implicitly includes the interactions between the quantities in each

compartment. Most process rates are non-linear and difficult to

calculate without specialized algorithms, or without the assumption

of first order kinetics. The mathematical approach we describe does

not require the assumption of first order kinetics, which is a weak

assumption for non-reactive processes and often does not fit the

data.

e) Experimental Protocols

In the preceding discussion of chemical potential, the

groundwork for experimental designs to analyze the system are

apparent. Experiments should be conducted isothermally at a number

of different temperatures, to measure the rates of change of the

distribution coefficients and the point where tissue quantities

reach a steady state (putative equilibrium). Isothermal conditions
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are used to be consistent with the thermodynamic conceptualization

of the system, and for ease of data analysis. The effects of light

and humidity can be included as other factors in a factorial

experimental design. As was mentioned previously, experimental

replications would either be in the dark (absence of

photodegradatively active radiation), or in the light. Various

levels of humidity could be included in both the dark and light

treatments to assay the effect of humidity on volatilization alone

and then on photodegradation. The approach we have discussed

necessitates the use of growth chambers or microcosms, where the key

environmental variables can be set and their variation minimized,

to develop the initial fate data.

Investigations would use a factorial experimental design.

Significant effects would be determined by analysis of variance.

Changes in the mass balance coefficients for each environmental

treatment would be modeled by linear regression.

Data collected from the experiments can be then be used in

models that integrate the effects of time and changing environmental

conditions. Laboratory models would be calibrated with outdoor

exposures of the same experimental materials using the approach

described by Reynolds (1985).

CONCLUSION

The environmental fate and dynamics of substances associated

with pesticide deposits on foliage has received little attention.

Foliage is often the initial site of pesticide deposition. The

dynamics of pesticide dissipation and degradation in association
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with foliar deposits is crucial in determining the ultimate fate of

pesticides and other substances in the environment. Where there has

been considerable development of theory and analytical methodologies

for modeling the environmental fate of substances in soils, the

atmosphere, and water, virtually no development has occurred for

materials associated with foliar deposits. Much of the research to

date on processes associated with the fate of substances in foliar

deposits has been flawed in terms of lack of 1) specificity of the

residue detected, 2) the source of the residues, 3) control or

monitoring of meteorological and other environmental conditions, or

4) consideration of other processes besides those under

investigation.

The dissipation and degradation of substances in foliar deposits

is interpretable with the concept of chemical potential, that with

inclusion of some assumptions leads to a means of analyzing and

modeling the fate of a substance in the leaf-deposit-air system.

The concept of chemical potential is heuristically powerful for the

generation of hypotheses on the environmental fate of substances in

foliar deposits.

The subject of environmental fate of substances in pesticide

deposits on foliage will be a fruitful area of future research.

Investigations, following the recommendations made herein, should

greatly increase our understanding of this aspect of the

environmental fate of pesticides. Models developed from such

research will be useful for evaluating foliar penetration of

herbicides and other xenobiotic substances, the prediction of
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dislodgeable residue quantities remaining after various times under

specific environmental regimes, and ultimately the development of

better exposure assessments for sensitive organisms, arid people.
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Photodegradation and Dissipation of TCDD

(2,3,7, 8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin) from Deposits

of 2,4,5-T on Leaf and Glass Surfaces

Kenneth P. Bentson* and Logan A. Norris

ABSTRACT. Losses of 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo--p-dioxin (TCDD) from

deposits of 2,tl,5_T ([2,4,5-trichlorophenoxy]acetic acid) on Pacific

madrone (Arbutus menziesii Pursh), golden chinkapin (Castanopsis

chrysophylla (Dougl.)A. DC.), and glass microscope slides were

measured to estimate the short-term fate of TCDD under natural

conditions in the forest. A factorial laboratory experiment was

performed under controlled conditions of artificial sunlight or

darkness and temperature. Photodegradation was assumed to be the

difference between losses in the light minus losses in the dark.

Treated leaves and glass slides were exposed to natural light in the

field to verify the laboratory data. Losses of TCDD in the light

showed a half-life of 2 to k h under laboratory conditions. Losses

of TCDD from 2,k,5-T deposits were also observed in the dark,

indicating that some other dissipative process may have been

occurring (i.e. volatilization, foliar penetration). Sunlight is

the most important factor in the disappearance of TCDD from 2,14,5-T

deposits.
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INTRODUCTION

TCDD (2,3,7, 8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin) was introduced into

the forestenvironment in trace quantities with the application of

the herbicides 2,4,5-T ([2,k,5-trichlorophenoxy]acetic acid) or

silvex (2-[2,4,5-trichlorophenoxy]propanoic acid). Controversy over

potential human health effects ultimately led to the cancellation of

the registration of these herbicides for use in U.S. forests. The

toxicity and environmental behavior of TCDD has been researched

extensively; photodegradation, volatilization, and other processes

are thought to be important in its dissipation, but little

information relevant to forests is available (Norris 1981).

TCDD in pure crystalline form is not degraded by sunlight. TCDD

has a strong absorbance in the near ultraviolet (307 nm), however,

when TCDD in methanol was irradiated with ultraviolet light, half

the TCDD was degraded in 7 h (Crosby et al. 1971). Mass spectral

analysis showed traces of the tn-, di-, and mono-chlorinated

dioxins.

Crosby and Wong (1977) applied undiluted Agent Orange (a 50:50

formulation of 2,k,5-T and 2,k-D [2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acidl,

used by the military in Vietnam), with a TCDD content of 15 ppm to

leaves of the rubber plant and exposed them to midsummer sunlight in

Davis, California. Crosby and Wong observed a TCDD half-life of 7

h; because controls in the dark did not lose TCDD, they concluded

that TCDD loss was from photodegradation and that volatilization was

insignificant. Temperatures were not reported, however, and TCDD
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concentration in the herbicide formulation was much higher than in

domestic 2,LI,5-T formulations of that time.

Liberti et al. (1978) found TCDD photodegradation in ethyl

oleate was temperature dependent, which was attributed to solution

viscosity increasing the probability of an acceptor molecule being

spatially available for the dechlorination reaction. No attempt was

made to segregate photodegradation from other modes of

disappearance. Foliar absorption of TCDD from a herbicide deposit

has not been investigated.

In many countries, 2,14,5-T continues to be used in forest

vegetation management. The purpose of our study was to provide

better information to assess the risk to humans and other organisms

of TCDD exposure from 2,4,5-T spray applications to forest lands.

The degradation and dissipation of TCDD is expected to depend on the

properties of the surface and the deposit in which TCDD is

incorporated.

In this study, we determined the rate of TCDD dissipation as a

function of surface type, cumulative photon flux, temperature, and

time. The hypotheses tested were: (1) TCDD is lost primarily from

photodegradation, and other modes of loss are relatively

insignificant; (2) in the presence of herbicide formulation

components, leaf surfaces provide a better substrate for TCDD

disappearance from surface deposits than glass surfaces; and, (3)

surface temperatures affect the rate of TCDD loss in both the light

and dark.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A laboratory and a field experiment measured the dissipation of

TCDD in 2,4,5-T herbicide deposits on different surfaces under

various environmental conditions. The surfaces were glass

microscope slides and leaves of Pacific madrone (Arbutus menziesii

Pursh) and giant chinkapin (Castanopsis chrysophylla (Dougl.)A.

DC.). Madrone cuticle lack stomata on the upper leaf surface. The

upper surfaces of chinkapin leaves have a sparse covering of

stellate trichomes, and lack stomata. Madrone and chinkapin were

selected because they were common targets of 2,4,5-T applications,

they were available locally, and retain foliage all year. Light and

temperature were controlled in the laboratory experiment and were

measured in the field experiment.

Laboratory Experiment. Surface deposits of 2,4,5-T herbicide in

water (fortified with TCDD) on glass slides and leaves were exposed

0
to either light or dark at 5, 20, and 45 C (a total of six

different environmental regimes, each replicated three times) for 0,

120, 240, 480, 960, and 1920 mm. The study used a four-way

factorial split plot design, in which the factors were surface type,

light condition, temperature, and time. Each replication was run at

a separate time. Temperatures were selected to bracket the

environmental range to which herbicide deposits might be exposed to

in the field. Each replication included 42 madrone leaves, 42

chmnkapin leaves, and 18 slides.

Healthy foliage was chosen to exclude surface riecroses or insect

damage that might increase variability resulting from differential
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surface absorbance of TCDD. Branches were removed from trees in the

field, and were placed in water once in the laboratory until

immediately before leaves were excised. Surface applications took

about 1.5 to 2 h, and leaves were excised about 2 to 3 h prior to

introduction to the chamber. Deposits were allowed to dry to the

point where they were no longer mobile on the surfaces, which was

generally within 1 h after application.

The leaves and slides to be removed from the treatment chamber

at a given time were determined randomly. At each sampling time,

seven leaves of each species and three glass slides were removed

from the treatment conditions and immediately rinsed (see Analytical

Methods below). Lower and more variable recovery of TCDD was

expected from leaf surfaces, therefore more leaves than slides were

used, to ensure that a detectable and representative quantity of

TCDD was recovered.

The treatment solution contained 0.17 g Esteron 245 emulsifiable

concentrate (Dow Chemical Inc., Lot MMO2269 [density 1.067 g/mL]

containing 0.0041 mg/kg TCDD and 0.48 g/mL 2,4,5-T a.e. as the

polyethyleneglycolbutylether ester) formulation per 10 mL of water.

This solution was fortified with 1.7 g TCDD (566 ng/mL from Dow

Chemical Inc., calibrated with an EPA reference standard) and the

solvent (isooctane) was evaporated gently under N2 just to

dryness, because the concentration of TCDD in the Esteron 245 was

undetectable after dilution. Each surface received a single 33 pL

drop of the treatment solution, which contained 5-6 ng (15.5-18.6

pmoles) of TCDD and about 252 pg of 2,4,5-T a.e. The variability in
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Figure 1. Emission spectrum of Westinghouse FS-140 fluorescent tubes
at 20 cm from surfaces.
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the amount of TCDD was the result of new solution being prepared

just before application, with some variability in TCDD

concentration. The treatment solution was continually stirred

during application.

Light was provided by two Westinghouse FS-40 artificial sunlight

fluorescent tubes mounted in a standard flourescent lamp fixture.

Output of these lamps in the near ultraviolet parallels that of the

solar ultraviolet radiation that reaches the Earth's surface at sea

level below 45 degrees latitude. The lamps' output were calibrated

with an Optronics Laboratories model 742 discrete band

spectroradiometer (Figure 1). The bottom of the fluorescent tubes

were 19 cm from the leaves and glass slides. The chamber was cooled

or heated with recirculating coolant in 1 cm Tygon tubing coils

under four 33 X 47 cm metal trays on which treated surfaces were

placed. The coolant was pumped and temperature controlled by a

Brinkman Instruments Lauda K-2/RD recirculating bath. Cardboard and

aluminum foil were used to construct the 138 X 50 X 20 cm chamber,

because these disposable materials simplified decontamination. The

FS-40 lamp fixtures were sealed to the chamber. The chamber was

placed in a fume hood to ensure venting of any TCDD that might enter

the air.

Field Experiment. Validation of the laboratory data was

accomplished with three replications of the field study in which

TCDD in 2,k,5-T deposits on leaves and glass slides were exposed to

ambient light and temperatures. Each replication included 28 leaves

each of madrone and chinkapin, and 12 glass slides. Leaves and
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glass slides were treated and handled the same as in the laboratory

experiment. At 0, 120, 240, and 480 mm after application, seven

leaves of each species and 3 glass slides were withdrawn after each

exposure period within a replication. No dark controls were used in

the field experiment, because these data were considered redundant

to the laboratory data and technically difficult to obtain under

field conditions at the same time as exposures in the light.

The field experiment was conducted in Corvallis, Oregon

(latitude 44° 34' N, longitude 123° 16' W, altitude 83 m above

sea level). The first replication was performed on September 13

(Julian day 256), the second on September 23 (J.D. 269), and the

third on November 13 (J.D. 320), 1984. These dates in the fall

provided different intensities of incoming solar radiation as the

result of clouds and changed solar angle.

Radiation in the 290 to 325 nm band was measured with.

cyclopentanone actinometers (see Analytical Methods below). Each

actinometer was placed in a box with a 3 cm2 aperture. Two

actinometers were withdrawn from each replication at 120, 240, and

480 mm.

Surface Temperature Measurement. In both laboratory and field

experiments, surface and air temperatures were recorded.

Thermilinear thermistor composites (type 44018 Omega Engineering,

Inc.) were attached with heat sink grease to three untreated leaves

each of madrone and chinkapin, and two glass slides. Two

thermistors were used to measure air temperature. Each independent

set of thermistors was placed in a parallel circuit, giving the mean
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surface or air temperature. The parallel thermistor circuit was

connected to a linear thermistor network circuit (type 44201, Omega

Engineering, Inc.), and excitation of the thermistor arrays and data

collection were by a Campbell Scientific CR-21 data logger.

Surface Deposit Areas. Estimates of the surface area that a

deposit covered were made by applying 33 pL drops of the standard

herbicide preparation (without TCDD) to 30 glass slide, madrone, and

chinkapin surfaces. Immediately after the deposits had dried, the

visible perimeter of the deposit was outlined on clear acetate.

Areas were estimated by the number of square mm within the deposit

perimeter. Measuring deposit area gave mean areas of 2.11 + 0.18

cm , 0.65 + 0.04 cm , and 1.54 + 0.14 cm for glass slides,

madrone leaves, and chinkapin leaves, respectively.

Analytical Methods. After the appropriate exposure period, each

surface was rinsed with 15 mL of acetone (Baker Resi-Grade). All

the rinse acetone of a surface type within an exposure time of a

replication was pooled, resulting in 105 mL of acetone rinse for

leaves and 4 mL for slides. An internal standard of approximately

10 ng of 94 percent 37C1-enriched TCDD (provided by Dow Chemical

and calibrated against another 37C1 TCDD standard provided by the

EPA Toxicant Analysis Center, Bay St. Louis, MS) was added to each

pooled sample set. The acetone rinses were transferred to a 250-mL

separatory funnel, and 50 mL of deionized water and 80 mL of hexane

(lab distilled) was added. After 1 mm of shaking, the acetone and

water phase was discarded. A 50-mL aliquot of 1 N KOH in water was

added to the separatory funnel and discarded after agitation and
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separation. The hexane was rinsed with 100 mL deionized water, then

50 mL concentrated H2S014, followed by 100 inL deionized water.

The hexane phase was transferred to a beaker, and gently evaporated

to dryness. The residue was transferred to a 2 drain vial with three

2 mL hexane rinses. The extracts were purified with an activated

0.8 g silica gel microcolumn (Hummel 1977). After sample cleanup,

1 pL of tetradecane was added to retard evaporation.

The final separation and detection of TCDD was performed with a

Hewlett-Packard 5992A electron impact GC/MS system equipped with a

30-m DB1-30N (SE-30 equivalent bonded coating) WCOT capillary column

(J and W Scientific, Inc.) directly linked to the mass spectrometer

inlet. The mass spectrometer was operated in the multiple ion

monitoring mode. The masses monitored were 327.89 m/z (37C1

enriched TCDD standard), and 321.97 m/z ('natural' TCDD).

Recoveries of the internal standard were between 70 and 90 %. Only

signals greater than 2.5 times the noise level were considered as

authentic TCDD measurements.

Cyclopentanone Actinometer. In light, cyclopentanone yields

4-pentenal with a quantum yield of 0.37 at 313 nm (Dunion and

Trumbore 1965). The actinometer solution by mole fraction contained

0.0064 cyclopentanone, 0.0062 dodecane (as an internal standard),

and 0.9874 cyclohexane. The cyclopentanone actinometer preparation

and analysis followed the method of Freeman and Srinivasa (1983).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Laboratory Experiment. In all treatments, including surfaces in

the dark, TCDD dissipation losses are evident (Figure 2).

Dissipation apparently involves either surface penetration,

volatilization, or both, as well as photodegradation. Temperature

and surface-dependent dissipation of TCDD from the herbicide deposit

occurred simultaneously with photodegradation. Dark treatments

showed much less loss of TCDD from all surfaces in each temperature

regime than light treatments.

Two significant interactions were observed in the factorial

analysis of variance. The first interaction, of light by

temperature by surface type, is summarized in Table 2. The major

significant difference observed is the loss of TCDD in the light

versus the dark, which is highly significant for each temperature

and surface type (p < 0.01). This finding conforms to those

reported by other investigators.

In the light treatments, observed losses increased with an

increase in temperature for each surface type; however, this

difference was only significant (p < 0.05) for losses from madrone

leaves at 5°C and L5°C. No significant differences were found

between surfaces at any temperature, probably because of the added

variability in deposit spreading among the surfaces.

No significant differences were observed for losses from any

surface deposit between the 50C and 20°C treatments in the

dark. At 20°C, madrone leaves had significantly less TCDD in

deposits than chinkapin leaves (p < 0.05), and losses from deposits
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Table 2. Mean recovery of TCDD (pmoles/surf ace) at 714/4 mm for the
light by temperature by surface type analysis of variance
interaction. Data were standardized to a uniform applied quantity of
15.63 pmoles/surface. The upper half of the 95 % confidence interval
are shown in parentheses.

DARK LIGHT

5 20 /45 5 20
SURFACE

Glass slides
12.14 11.61 14.25 2.05 2.02 2.61
(1.914) (1.93) (0.94) (1.23) (0.70) (1.68)

Madrone leaves

9.30 11.59 13.71 1.19 1.25 2.04
(2.50) (1.81) (1.18) (0.76) (0.78) (0.74)

Chinkapin leaves
12.38 12.89 1/4.23 1.53 3.16 6.72
(2.27) (1.77) (0.79) (0.70) (1.09) (1.18)
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on glass slides were not significantly different from either of the

other surfaces. Deposits on chinquapin leaves lost significantly

(p < 0.05) more TCDD in the dark at 45°C than from deposits on

either glass slides or madrone leaves, but no significant difference

was found between losses from deposits on glass slides and madrone

leaves. The loss of TCDD from deposits on chinkapin leaves was

significantly greater at 45°C than at 20°C (p < 0.05).

Enhanced loss of TCDD from deposits on chinkapin leaves may

result from several factors. Chinkapin leaves may absorb TCDD to a

point where acetone rinses fail to remove the TCDD. On the other

hand, chinkapin leaves may be selectively absorbing more of the

herbicide deposit constitiuents at 45°C while the TCDD is not

absorbed and therefore is subject to enhanced volatility from the

deposit, or the herbicide deposit constituents volatilize from

chinkapin leaves at an enhanced rate thus removing the environment

that would retain TCDD, which is then subject to enhanced

volatilization. Surface penetration into chinkapin tissues may be

greater than volatilization because herbicide penetration increases

into plant surfaces that have trichomes on their adaxial surfaces

(King and Radosevich 1979).

The second interaction, of light by temperature by time, is

summarized in Table 3. Light treatments always had significantly

greater losses than dark treatments (p < 0.01). Within the light

treatments, TCDD losses at 120 mm were significantly different (p <

0.05) from 480, 960, and 1920 mm at each temperature. Losses of

TCDD at 240 mm were significantly different (p < 0.05) from losses
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Table 3. Mean recovery of TCDD (pmoles/surface) from all surfaces
for the light by temperature by time analysis of variance
interaction. Data were standardized to a uniform applied quantity
of 15.63 pmoles/surface. The upper half of the 95 % confidence
interval for the means are shown in parentheses.

LIGHT DARK

5 20 45 5 20 45
MINUTES

120 6.59 7.30 11.47 1.42 2.39 2.70
(2.08) (0.99) (0.95) (1.91) (1.44) (2.00)

240 9.40 10.27 13.45 1.52 1.22 1.67
(2.69) (1.41) (0.65) (1.13) (0.90) (1.66)

480 12.02 12.78 14.86 2.56 1.75 2.98
(2.48) (1.14) (0.30) (1.35) (0.92) (2.10)

960 13.79 14.55 15.18 1.21 3.17 4.32
(2.44) (0.50) (0.13) (1.24) (1.95) (2.57)

1920 14.72 15.18 15.49 1.20 2.36 6.26
(1.91) (0.46) (0.21) (0.71) (1.57) (3.14)
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0 0
at 1920 minutes for the 5 C treatments, 960 mm for the 20 C

treatments, and losses at 480 mm for the 45°C treatments. Thus,

as shown in Figure 2, the rate of loss of TCDD in the first 240 mm

exposure increases with increasing temperature.

Another indication of this phenomenon is the comparison of

losses within a time but between treatment temperatures. For

instance, at all times except 1920 mm, losses at 20°C are

significantly less (p < 0.05) than TCDD losses at 45°C. Observed

TCDD losses at 5°C and 20°C, however, were not significantly

different at any time within the light treatments. TCDD losses in

the 5°C light treatments were significantly different (p < 0.05)

from the 145°C treatments at 120, 240 and 480 mm.

Losses of TCDD in the dark averaged about 10 % or greater of the

losses observed in the light. This finding differs from that of

Crosby and Wong (1977) who observed no loss of TCDD from rubber

plant (Ficus elastica) leaves in the dark. Concentrations of TCDD

in those deposits, however, were sufficiently large to have masked

dark losses of the magnitude observed in this study.

The regression was performed with the (1+ln(T/T0) and (T-T0)

terms as the independent variables, where T is the amount of TCDD

remaining in the deposit at some time, T is the quantity of TCDD

initially applied, versus It, the intensity of the radiation

times the time of exposure. The resulting regression equation was

It = a + b(T-T0) + c(1+ln(T/T),

which was rearranged for predictions to,

It/b - a/b + T + c/b(ln(T)) = T + c/b(ln(T)).
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Table LI. Regression coefficients, mean differences (D), and
confidence intervals for the mean differences (D C.I.) between the
estimated and observed TCDD surface densities by temperature regime
for glass slides, for the light6exposure tgeatments.6 Conversion
faors for values1re: a, X 10 ; b, X 10 ; c, X 10 ; D, X
10 J; D C.I., X 10 .

Temerature Coefficients Time D D C.I.

C (minutes)

Glass 5 R2= 0.87 120 3.28 12.49
slides as 19.85 240 0.00 42.38

b= 7.79 480 1.36 9.08
c= -33.63 960 1.78 5.32

1920 4.56 11.43
20 R2= 0.89 120 -11.88 18.41

a= 10.32 240 -4.76 19.39
b= 4.58 480 4.78 5.78
c= -36.75 960 -2.18 4.48

1920 1.59 5.22
45 R2= 0.73 120 7.29 11.39

a= 156.65 240 1.39 6.97
b= 39.61 480 -1.77 2.53
c= -48.57 960 0.06 0.19

1920 0.34 1.11



Table 5. Regression coefficients, mean differences (D), and
confidence intervals for the mean differences (D C.I.) between the
estimated and observed TCDD surface densities by temperature regime
for madrone and chinkapin leaves, in the lght exposue treatments.
Conversion ftors for valueare: a, X 10 ; b, X 10 ; c, X
10 ; D, X 10 ; D C.I., X 10 '.

Temerature Coefficients Time D D C.I.
C (minutes)

Madrone 5 R2= 0.79
leaves a= 8.36

b= 1.03
c= -38.80

20 R2= 0.99
a= 22.77
b= 2.61
c= -49.88

45 R2= 0.84
a= 10.09
b= 2.00

c= -24.29

Chinkapin 5 R2= 0.88
leaves a= 30.84

b= 3.14

c= -33.36

20 R2= 0.94
a= 41.89
b= 3.08

c= -35.94

45 R2= 0.79
a= 55.18
b= 5.73
c= -37.05

85

-157.70 15.97
-46.42 44.52

-11.87 22.49
8.64 52.73
10.98 35.51

16.52 34.36

36.33 37.27
4.20 17.92

-3.95 6.54
0.65 1.96

9.37 42.65
-0.51 15.06

-5.84 10.78
-1.45 3.75
1.41 2.87

89.41 24.66
22.86 42.10
0.16 9.50

-1.63 7.65
2.17 6.02

98.53 26.44
51.10 40.75
-3.63 5.54
-3.73 2.04
0.88 1.49
7.42 8.54
2.29 10.89
-8.29 5.58
-1.90 7.51

1.67 3.33

120
240
480
960
1920
120

240
480
960
1920
120

240
480
960
1920

120

240
480
960
1920
120
240
480
960
1920
120
240
480
960

1920
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Values ofT were arrived at by successive approximations of T, until

the change in the value of T between approximations was a minimum or

equalled zero. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the results of this

analysis. The mean difference between the observed and predicted

values of T are given as D, with the 90 % confidence interval for D

(Reynolds 1984). Regressions were performed for each surface type

and temperature regime.

The greatest mean differences between the observed and

predicted values of T were usually at 120 mm, and the widest

confidence intervals for the mean differences occurred at 240 mm

(Tables 3 and 4). The difference between T values is probably the

result of losses in the dark causing a partial bias in the light

model because the greatest loss of TCDD in the dark occurred in the

first 120 mm of the dark exposures. These models are only

applicable for the initial TCDD densities used in this study.

Field Experiment. Figure 3 summarizes the environmental

conditions and TCDD loss during the field experiment. The first

field exposure was in mid-September. The sky was clear and

cloudless during the morning hours, but became smokey between 14:30

and the end of the exposure period. Wind velocity also increased

during this time. During the September 23 exposures, high clouds

lowered the initial light intensity from the beginning of exposure

until about 13:00, when the clouds dissipated. At 16:00, sunlight

intensity was decreased by smoke from field burning. The last

exposure day, November 13, was cooler than the previous two, and the
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Figure 3. Field experiment results for exposures on three dates.
Time is in hours;2cumulative photon densities (light) are in units
of einsteins cm ; and temperatures are in degrees celsius.
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sky remained overcast with no direct sunlight throughout the

exposure period.

On September 13, the greatest losses were from chinkapin leaves

followed by madrone leaves and then glass slides. Losses from

madrone leaves and glass slides were nearly linear during this day,

but losses from chinkapin leaves slowed considerably during the last

exposure period. The slowing of TCDD loss from chinkapin probably

represents the TCDD's not intercepting as much ultraviolet radiation

because chinkapin leaves are not as flat as either madrone leaves or

glass slides. The losses of TCDD from glass slides was slower than

losses from either of the leaf surfaces. Because the intensity and

angle of incidence of the ultraviolet radiation were less than in

the laboratory experiment, losses of TCDD from penetration into leaf

surfaces may have accentuated TCDD loss from leaves relative to the

slides.

A similar pattern emerged on September 23 (Figure 3b), but the

initial loss of TCDD from madrone leaves in the first 120 mm is

greater than expected relative to chinkapin and the results from the

September 13 exposure. This difference is probably the result of

surface variability in madrone, which resulted in a leaf set with a

larger deposit area than average.

On November 13 (Figure 3c), the sky was overcast and no

ultraviolet radiation was detected with actinometers. The

temperature was also cooler on this day.

The radiation absorbed by the actinometers never exceeded the

amount of radiation delivered in 240 mm by the FS-40 lamps.
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Table 6. Observed and predicted recoveries of TCDD from glass
slides, Pacific madrone leaves, and chinkapin leaves after field

1/ Applied at 0 h.

exposure.

JULIAN TIME TEMPERATURE RADIATI9N Applied1 Predited 0bseved
DATE (h) (°C) (i.ie cm ) (pmoles cm surface

Glass slides
259 2 22.3 3.25 9.148 6.0 16.24
259 4 30.0 5.40 9.41 4.27 4.21
259 8 31.0 7.39 9.46 4.22 2.42

269 2 14.1 1.21 10.11 5.41 9.09
269 4 16.8 3.53 10.16 6.11 7.07
269 8 20.4 6.36 10.09 7.24 3.24

320 2 7.5 ND 9.64 5.82 8.90
320 4 8.4 ND 9.68 7.38 9.05
320 8 8.9 ND 9.72 5.99 8.23
Madrone leaves
259 2 27.4 3.25 30.67 11.42 19.26
259 4 30.6 5.40 30.52 8.58 11.34
259 8 31.2 7.39 30.77 10.36 7.88

269 2 14.0 1.21 32.60 21.02 18.99
269 4 16.6 3.53 32.42 19.18 14.99
269 8 20.0 6.36 32.42 16.00 13.57

320 2 7.6 ND 31.36 29.64 29.04
320 4 8.4 ND 30.75 29.94 26.05
320 8 8.8 ND 30.98 28.37 26.84
Chinkapin leaves
259 2 28.9 3.25 12.99 1.55 7.53
259 4 31.5 5.40 13.00 1.42 3.19
259 8 32.2 7.39 12.97 1.24 2.57

269 2 14.1 1.21 13.75 1.96 11.55
269 4 16.9 3.53 13.76 2.014 14.23
269 8 20.3 6.36 13.75 1.63 3.40

320 2 7.7 ND 13.07 11.26 10.90
320 4 8. ND 13.16 10.36 9.83
320 8 8.9 ND 13.04 9.76 11.48
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Table 6 summarizes the predicted and observed recoveries of TCDD

from each surface type for the three field exposures. For the 2

days when light was detected by the cyclopentanone actinometers, the

predicted values were arrived at by first solving the regression

equations derived for each surface and temperature in the laboratory

experiment. The predicted recoverable TCDD values for the

laboratory temperatures that bracketed the observed field-exposure

temperatures were then used to linearly interpolate the recoverable

TCDD that would be expected at the field temperatures. The

predicted recoverable TCDD on November 13, when no ultraviolet

radiation was detected, was estimated by determining the mean loss

of TCDD in the laboratory dark-replications for each surface at the

temperatures that bracketed the field-exposure temperatures. A

linear interpolation was then used to solve for the losses at the

field-exposure temperatures, which was then subtracted from the

applied quantity of TCDD on each surface.

The difference between the predicted and the observed are

usually outside the error range determined for the regression

equations as shown in Table 4. These discrepancies are a result of

the radiation in the first 240 mm being below the range of

radiation used to develop the regression equations. This factor is

particularly apparent in the chinkapin leaf results, where the

predicted values of recoverable TCDD are considerably lower than

those observed in the field. A contributing factor in chinkapin is

that the leaves are not perfectly flat, and radiation did not fall

as nearly perpendicular to the deposit as in the laboratory
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experiment. The spectral composition of sunlight also changes over

a day, and the absorption spectra of cyclopentanone does not

precisely match the absorption spectra of TCDD, both of which may

have influenced the predictive ability of the equations. In

general, the equations tended to overpredict the loss of TCDD from

the deposits.

CONCLUSION

Photodegradation was the primary route of TCDD disappearance in

sunlight (Hypothesis 1). Chinkapin leaves provided the best surface

for TCDD disappearance, madrone leaves were the worst, and slides

were intermediate in the laboratory experiment. Therefore,

hypothesis 2 -- that leaf surfaces provided a better environment for

TCDD disappearance than glass -- was true in only one instance. The

rate of TCDD disappearance appeared to be strongly related to the

degree of spreading of the herbicide deposit undergoes on different

0
surfaces, particularly in 135 C temperature regimes in the dark,

where losses of TCDD from deposits on slides were intermediate

between chinkapin and madrone surfaces. Hypothesis 3 -- that the

apparent photodegradation rate was not influenced by temperature --

was true for all surfaces. Surface temperatures did influence the

rate that TCDD dissipated from both leaf and glass surfaces

(hypothesis 13), particularly at temperatures greater than 20 °C.

The regression results strongly suggested that the concentration

of TCDD in a deposit influences the rate that TCDD undergoes

photolysis. Crosby and Wong (1977) reported virtually no losses of

TCDD in the dark, however, they worked with TCDD concentrations 100
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times greater than in our study, and were thus unable to detect some

of the subtle short-term phenomena we observed. In future studies

of the dynamics and fates of substances within deposits, special

attention should be given to ensuring that experimental deposits are

similar in constitution to field deposits.

Several aspects of these types of studies could be improved for

better predictive abilities. The field results indicated that the

cumulative photon flux and spectral characteristics of the light

used in laboratory experiments better agree with the solar

irradiation for a given period to characterize the interactions

between dark losses and photodegradation. Herbicide deposits

weather under a diurnally varying environment of temperature,

humidity, and insolation. The behavior of substances under these

conditions could be better characterized if controlled-environment

studies had similarly varying environments. For the detection of

various physical processes, however, stable environments yield data

more amenable to statistical analysis and mechanistic conclusions.

Based on these results, we believe TCDD applied to forests with

2,L,5_T underwent photodegradation and a minor amount of

volatilization. Under optimal insolation, TCDD would have persisted

within deposits for 2 to 3 days before becoming undetectable. Less

than 10 % of the TCDD in a deposit would have volatilized or been

absorbed into leaf tissues. Under conditions with little

near-ultraviolet insolation, however, TCDD àould have persisted for

a week or longer on foliar surfaces.
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The distribution and fate of TCDD applied to domestic forests

with 2,k,5-T can be estimated from the data of this study. A

typical aerial application of 2.24 kg ha1 of 2,4,5-T a.e. in

Esteron 245 containing 10 ppb by weight of TCDD would have released

about 49.83 pg ha' of TCDD. Assuming that 80 % of the released

spray impacted the site, of which 70 percent impacted foliage,

yields a foliar deposit of 27.90 pg ha (2.79 ng m2). If 2 %

volatilizes, the amount that would enter the atmosphere from foliage

is 0.56 pg ha'. After 1 day of midsummer insolation about

12.56 pg ha' would remain (1.25 ng m2) on foliage. A leaf

area of 1 m2 of madrone foliage weighs about 396 g. To detect

TCDD in 1 m2 of foliage after a day would require an analytical

detection limit of 3 ppt. On the other hand, if no near-ultraviolet

insolation arrived at the site, about 27.3 and 26.8 pg ha1 would

remain on foliar surfaces 1 and 2 days after application,

respectively. These results provide a basis for estimating exposure

of humans and other animals in or near forested areas sprayed with

2,k,5-T or other TCDD-contaminated pesticides.
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Foliar Penetration and Dissipation of Triclopyr Butoxyethyl Ester

Herbicide on Leaves and Glass Slides in the Light and Dark

Kenneth P. Bentson and Logan A. Norris

ABSTRACT

The environmental disposition of triclopyr butoxyethyl ester

from fresh aqueous spray mix droplets on excised Pacific madrone

(Arbutus menziesii Pursh.) and giant chinkapin (Castanopsis

chrysophylla (Dougl.)A. DC.)) leaves, and glass microscope slides was

determined in a factorial laboratory experiment. The factors were

temperature (10, 25, and 40°C), illumination (light or dark), and

time (from 0 to 4070 mi. Foliar penetration by triclopyr into

chinkapin is greater than into madrone at all temperatures, however,

penetration into madrone did not increase between 25 and 40°c.

Losses in the dark were greatest from glass slides and least from

chinkapin. In the light, triclopyr loss from chinkapin leaves at

40°c was equivalent to losses in the dark at 40°C. Losses from

both glass slides and madrone leaves were greater in the light

treatments, however, the difference between the light and dark

treatments decreased at higher temperatures. Models were developed

using mass balance coefficients, and compared to measurements made

during 3 outdoor exposures. Results indicate that triclopyr should

be applied at times when environmental temperatures are greater than

15 and less than 30°c, to maximize efficacy while also minimizing

the potential of off-site movement.
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INTRODUCTION

Triclopyr ([{3 , 5, 6-trichloro-2-pyridinyl}oxy]acetic acid) is

used in right-of-way, forest, and range vegetation management

programs (Reynolds et al. 1983, Newton et al. 1982, Gratkowski et al.

1978). Environmental fate of triclopyr has been investigated in

forest soils (Lee 1986), forest range (Norris et al. 1987), and

forest vegetation (Newton et al. 1982). There is little information,

however, on the short-term environmental distribution of triclopyr

from fresh foliar deposits. Foliar penetration, volatilization, and

photolysis are short-term processes that determine the initial

distribution of triclopyr in forest environments, influence treatment

efficacy, and the risk of non-target species exposure.

Triclopyr photolysis in aqueous systems has been studied by

McCall et al. (1987), who reported that the butoxyethyl ester (BEE)

of triclopyr (Am=28O nm) has a photolysis half-life of about

26 h. The hydrolysis of triclopyr ester has half-lives of 84, 8.7,

and 0.5 d, at pH 5, 7, and 9 (25° C), respectively. The photolysis

rate constant for the acid is 0.128 h', while the rate for the BEE

ester is 0.021 h'at 350 C. The acid and ester forms are present

in a ratio that changes with the rate of ester hydrolysis, and the

acid photolysis rate is greater than the ester's. Consequently, the

apparent rates of photolysis of triclopyr esters substantially

depends on the pH of the medium.

There have been numerous studies of foliar penetration by

herbicides into a variety of plant species. The studies have shown a

number of general features of foliar penetration by herbicides, a few
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of the points germane to this study are: 1) nonpolar forms of

herbicide penetrate leaf tissues faster than ionic or polar forms

(Charnel 1986); 2) foliar penetration by a herbicide is more rapid

when oil based formulations are used than when the herbicide deposit

is polar (e.g. water) (Baker 1980); 3) herbicide penetration is

enhanced when deposits impact stomata, trichomes, cuticle over veins,

or petioles, because these either provide a path of entry not

protected by the cuticle or the cuticle is thinner than elsewhere on

the leaf; and 4) deciduous broadleaf plants absorb greater quantities

of herbicide from foliar deposits than evergreen broadleaves

(Riederer and Schonherr 1985). For these reasons, foliar penetration

studies should use the commonly applied herbicide formulation.

Foliage used for investigation of foliar penetration should be

similar to that encountered in the field.

Triclopyr foliar penetration has been studied in greenhouse

grown honey mesquite (Prosopis juliflora var. glandulosa (Torr.)

Cockerell), where 66 % of the ester applied in a non-commercial

formulation was absorbed by leaves in 24 h (Bovey et al. 1983). Leaf

surface characteristics of the evergreen broadleaf tree tanoak

(Lithocarpus densiflorus (Hook. and Am.) Rehd.) that were found to

enhance the foliar penetration of triclopyr acid in a noncommercial

deposit are trichome basal cells, leaf side (abaxial greater than

adaxial), the amount of epicuticular wax, and leaf maturity (young

leaves had greater penetration, which is correlated with some of the

other features) (King and Radosevich 1979).
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The purpose of this study was to determine the short-term

dissipation of triclopyr BEE in deposits of the Garlon 4 formulation

on foliage of two evergreen broadleaf weeds in Pacific northwest

forests as influenced by temperature, surface type, and ultraviolet

radiation. This information is useful for evaluating environmental

influences on efficacy of herbicide applications, and the fate of the

herbicide. Environmental fate data is useful for assessing the risks

to non-target organisms (e.g. wildlife, rare and endangered plant

species, people, etc.) from an herbicide application.

The specific hypotheses tested in this study are: 1) foliar

penetration is the primary process by which triclopyr dissipates from

surface deposits on foliage, and is dependent on temperature, light,

and surface type; 2) loss of triclopyr in the dark (e.g. by

volatilization, metabolism, etc.) is a less important dissipative

process, which depends on temperature and species foliar

characteristics; and 3) loss in the light decreases the amount of

triclopyr that penetrates foliage.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The dissipation of triclopyr from surface deposits under various

environmental conditions was measured in laboratory and outdoor

experiments. The surfaces were glass microscope slides, and excised

leaves of Pacific madrone (Arbutus menziesii Pursh) and giant

chinkapin (Castanopsis chrysophylla (Dougl.)A. DC.). Madrone and

chinkapin were selected because they are common targets of triclopyr

applications, and foliage was available locally and all year.

Madrone lack stomata on the upper leaf surface. The upper surfaces
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of chinkapin leaves have a sparse covering of stellate trichomes and

also lack stomata, which suggests that foliar penetration of

triclopyr may be greater in chinkapin than in madrone. Glass slides

are used to measure the dissipation of triclopyr in the absence of

foliar penetration.

Laboratory Experiment. Surface deposits of Garlon 4 herbicide

on glass slides and leaves were exposed to either light or dark at

10, 25, and 40 °C (a total of six different environmental regimes,

each replicated three times) for 0, 820 (14 h), 1640 (27 h), 2460 (41

h), 3280 (54 h), and 4100 (68 h) minutes. The study used a four-way

factorial split-plot design, in which the factors were surface type,

light condition, temperature, and time. Each replication was run at

a separate time. The temperature range was selected to bracket the

typical environments to which herbicide deposits might be exposed.

Each replication had 42 madrone leaves, 42 chinkapin leaves, and 18

glass slides.

Healthy foliage was chosen to exclude surface necroses or insect

damage that might increase foliar penetration of triclopyr. Branches

were removed from trees in the field, and were placed in water once

in the laboratory until immediately before leaves were excised.

Surface applications took about 1.5 to 2 h, and leaves were excised

about 2 to 3 h prior to introduction to the chamber. Deposits were

allowed to dry to the point where they were no longer mobile on the

surfaces, which was generally within 1 h after application.

The treatment solution was prepared with 0.165 g of Garlon 4

herbicide (Dow Chemical Inc., Lot MM85022121 [density 1.081 g/mL]
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containing 44.3% triclopyr a.e. as the BE ester) and 13.524 g of

water to yield a solution with a triclopyr a.e. concentration of 5.40

mg/mL. This solution is typical of triclopyr spray mixes for aerial

applications in forestry. A new treatment solution was prepared

immediately before surface application for each replication. Each

surface received a 5 iL drop of the treatment solution. On leaves

the droplet was placed on the distal half of the leaf between the

leaf margin and the midvein on the upper surface. Treatment

solutions were continually stirred during application.

Light was provided by two westinghouse FS-40 artificial sunlight

fluorescent tubes mounted in a standard fluorescent lamp fixture.

Output of these in the near ultraviolet is like that of solar

radiation that reaches the Earth's surface at sea level below 45

degrees latitude. The lamps' output were calibrated with an

Optronics Laboratories model 742 discrete band spectroradiometer

(Figure 4). For comparison with the outdoor experiment results, two

cyclopentanone actinometers were placed in the chamber to measure the

radiation over each time interval (Mill and Mabey 1985). Bottoms of

the fluorescent tubes were 30 cm from the surfaces. The chamber is a

Shearer Dual Jet controlled temperature cabinet (model RT46B-SE).

Leaves (7 of each species) and glass slides (3) were selected at

random to be removed at each sampling time, and immediately rinsed

(see Analytical Methods below). More leaves than slides were used,

because lower and more variable recoveries of triclopyr were expected

from leaf surfaces.
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Figure Emission spectrum of Westinghouse FS-kO fluorescent tubes.
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Outdoor Experiment. Validation of the laboratory data was

accomplished with three replications of an outdoor experiment in

which triclopyr herbicide deposits were exposed to late summer

ambient light and temperatures for up to 3 days. Each replication

had the same number of leaves and glass slides as the laboratory

experiment, and sampling times were also the same.

The outdoor experiment was conducted in Corvallis, Oregon

(latitude 114° 314t N, longitude 123° 16' W, altitude 83 in above

sea level). The dates of the replications were August 4, 24, and

September 21, 1987. Cyclopentanone actinometers were used as in the

laboratory experiment to monitor ultraviolet radiation.

Surface Temperature Measurement. In both laboratory and outdoor

experiments, surface and air temperatures were recorded.

Thermilinear thermistor composites (type 44018 Omega Engineering,

Inc.) were attached with heat sink grease to three untreated leaves

each of madrone and chinkapin, and two glass slides. Two thermistors

were used to measure air temperature. Each independent set of

thermistors were placed in a parallel circuit, giving the mean

surface or air temperature. The parallel thermistor circuit was

connected to a linear thermistor network circuit (type 44201, Omega

Engineering, Inc.). Excitation of the circuits and data collection

were by a ICS Micropac 1110 data logger.

Surface Deposit Areas. Estimates of the surface area that a

deposit covered were made by applying 5 pL drops of the herbicide

preparation to 100 each of glass slides, madrone and chinkapin

leaves. Immediately after the deposits had dried, the visible
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perimeter of the deposit was outlined on sheets of clear acetate.

The area within the marked perimeter was made opaque, and the deposit

areas were then measured with a Licor Inc. leaf area planimeter.

Foliar Surface Weights. Leaf weights were believed to change

substantially at 25 and 40 °C, because of water loss from the

excised leaves. Therefore, to determine whether change in hydration

of foliage was correlated with foliar penetration of triclopyr, pre-

and post-treatment weights were measured. After the herbicide

deposit had dried (about 1 h after application), each leaf was

weighed to 0.01 g before placement in the chamber. Surfaces were

reweighed before being rinsed with acetone, at each sampling time.

Analytical Methods. Rinses. Each surface was rinsed

immediately after removal from treatment conditions with 15 mL of

acetone. All rinse acetone of a surface type within the exposure

time of a replication was pooled in a 150 mL beaker, resulting in

105 mL of acetone rinse for leaf sets and 45 mL for slides. Acetone

rinses were evaporated to about 20 mL and transferred to 100 mL

centrifuge tubes. Transfers were completed with two 10 mL acetone

rinses of each of the beakers. Acetone was evaporated to near

dryness in the centrifuge tubes, and 50 mL of 0.1 N NaOH was added to

each. Tubes were capped and allowed to stand for 2 days at room

temperature to hydrolyze the ester. Just before extraction, 2.5 mL

of 6 N H2SO4 and 23 g of NaC1 were added to each of the aqueous

solutions. Rinse samples were extracted 3 times by shaking for 35

mm with 50 mL aliquots of diethyl ether. Organic phases were

transferred with 25 niL pipettes to beakers. Ether extracts were
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evaporated to about 10 mL arid transferred to 45 mL vials, followed by

three 10 mL ether rinses of each of the beakers. Cleanup and

quantification followed the procedure described for leaf samples

below.

Leaf Samples. We modified the Dow Chemical - Agricultural

Products Division method (ACE 78.3), to improve recoveries with

madrone and chinkapin foliage.

One cm leaf strips were homogenized with 120 mL of 0.1 N NaOH in

a Sorvall blender and transferred with a 30 mL rinse of 0.1N NaOH to

a 250 mL centrifuge tube. Centrifuge tubes were placed into a

boiling water bath for 1 h, followed by capping and shaking for 30

mm. Leaf homogenates were acidified with 2.75 mL aliquots of 6N

H2SO4, cooled, and 30 mL ether was added to the tubes which were

capped and shaken for 10 nun. Tubes were centrifuged for 8 mm at

2000 rpm, and the organic phase transferred to 50 mL beakers.

Extraction was repeated twice and extracts combined. Extracts were

evaporated to 10 mL and quantitatively transferred to tared 40 niL

screw cap vials (taking care not to transfer any water). Each ether

extract was adjusted to 20 g in the vial, and 5 g was then removed

for further cleanup.

The 5 g of extract was adjusted in beakers to 25 niL with ether

and then added to a column containing 2 gm (2 cm column packing

length) of Woelm basic alumina (3% w/w deactivated with water,

prewetted with 2 mL of ether). The beaker was rinsed with 10 mL and

20 niL of ether, and the rinses added to the column. The column was

washed with 20 mL of acetone and the eluate discarded. Triclopyr was
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eluted with 20 mL of 10 % v/v of NH4OH (29 % aqueous) in methanol

into a beaker. Several carborundum boiling stones were added and

the eluate evaporated to near dryness on a steam bath. Residues were

transfered to a 12 drain vial with 10 mL of deionized water. Vial

contents were acidified with 2.5 mL of 6 N H2SO4 and 2 mL of

saturated KMn0 was added, contents swirled, and allowed to stand

for 5 mm at room temperature. Oxidation was stopped by addition of

5 N NaHSO3 with swirling until the solution was clear and

colorless. Triclopyr was extracted from this solution after adding 5

g NaC1 and 15 mL of ether, followed by 10 mm of shaking. The

extraction was repeated, and the organic phases were combined and

evaporated to about 2 mL on a steam bath. Any water present was

absorbed by addition of a trace of Na2SO4.

Triclopyr was methylated with about 1-2 mL of a 13.7 mg

diazomethane per mL ether solution (until yellow color persisted) and

the beaker covered with a watch glass and allowed to stand for 10

minutes. The watch glass was removed and the diazomethane allowed to

evaporate, however, the sample was prevented from going to dryness by

further additions of ether. The esterified extract was transferred

to a column of 1 gm (1 cm packed column length) of Woelm basic

alumina (3 % w/w deactivated, prewetted with 2 mL of ether) and the

beaker rinsed with 20 mL of ether, also added to the column. The

eluate was evaporated to 2 mL. The ether was transferred to a vial

with three 2 mL aliquots of ether and a single 4 mL wash of hexane.

Volume was adjusted by weight to 20.00 mL.
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Detection. Resolution and detection were performed with a

Hewlett-Packard 5880 gas chromatograph with a 6N EC detector. A

15 m capillary column (3 & W Scientific DB1-15W) was used. The

carrier gas was hydrogen at a flow of 1 mL/min. Detector makeup gas

was 95:5 argon/methane. Injections were made in the splitless mode

with the injection port at 220° C. The oven temperature program

was 800 C for the first 30 s, then ramped to 150° at a rate of

25°/mm. Samples were injected by an autosampler set at 2 pL

injection volume. Two injections were made of each sample.

Quality Assurance. Three recovery samples were prepared for

each surface type and fortified with the treatment solution during

each replication. The samples were fortified at levels that covered

the range of expected concentrations of the authentic experimental

samples. Blanks samples were also occasionally introduced. The

analyst did not know the quantity of triclopyr added to the

samples.

Recoveries of triclopyr from chinkapin tissues averaged 84 + 5

%, and 85 + 8 % from madrone leaves. Recoveries from rinses averaged

70 + 3 %. Detected sample quantities were adjusted with their

respective recovery results (rinses, and madrone and chinkapin

tissues).

Cyclopentanone Actinometer. Cyclopentanone undergoes

photolysis to 4-pentenal over the ultraviolet band triclopyr

absorbs. The actinometer solution contained by mole fraction 0.001

cyclopentanone, 6 X 10 dodecane, and the remainder cyclohexane.
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Cyclopentanone actinometer preparation and analysis followed the

method of Freeman and Srinivasa (1983).

Statistical Analyses and modeling. All statistical analyses

were performed with the SAS statistical package (SAS Institute Inc.,

1987). The data from the laboratory study was analyzed with a

factorial analysis of variance procedure to determine significant

features of the data.

Mass balance coefficients (MBCs) were used in linear regressions

of the laboratory data. Other common data transformations were

insufficient to linearize the data. 4e defined the mass balance

coefficients as follows:

KLt = + 'Ft
[1]

KFt = "Ft''Dt + Lt
[2]

KSLt = Lt'Dt

Variables for a given time t are defined as: KLt, KFt. and

are MBCs; nL. amount lost; amount remaining in

deposit; and,
Ft'

amount in foliar tissues.

The MBCs for leaf surfaces can be solved for the quantity in

each compartment, using the relationships:

Lt = KLtnT/(l + KLt)

and,
Ft = KFnT/(l + KFt)

where represents the total quantity (moles) of triclopyr

deposited on a surface type. Equations 5 and 6 were derived using the

equalities, (nD
+ Ft = - and

Dt + nL) =

(n,1, - nF). For slides, the solution for nL is the same as
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eq. 4 except KSL is substituted for KL. The number of moles of

triclopyr left in the deposit on glass slides at t can be found with

= + KSL) [6].

Models. Computer programs were written in BASIC language to

model the changes in the MBCs for each of the surfaces. The change

in the MBCs over a 10 minute isothermal time interval were modeled

with the following relationship:

dK = ((oK/ot)T dt + (oK/oI)T dl) [7],

where K is a distribution coefficient, (bK/ot)T is the partial

derivative of a distribution coefficient with respect to time at

constant temperature, and (bK/bI)T is the partial derivative of K

with respect to incoming radiation which was solely a function of

time in the laboratory experiment. The partial derivatives were

taken as the derivatives of the appropriate linear regressions.

Values for the partial derivatives were linearly interpolated between

the factor level temperatures used in the laboratory. It was assumed

that the changes in the MBCs with changes in time are monotonically

non-decreasing functions, since the total process is irreversible.

The integration of equation 7 for diurnally changing regimes of

temperature and light was approximated by summing the changes in the

MBCs.

Models were written so that simple field measures could be used

by foresters as inputs. A minimum - maximum thermometer, and some

estimate of UV insolation, either estimated from data tables or

measured directly as in this study with actinometers are the required
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tools. The times of the minimum arid maximum temperatures, and the

times of any isothermal intervals are estimated, from knowledge of

the site and local weather patterns. Although this reduces the

accuracy of the model for estimating the short-term fate of

triclopyr, it increases the usefulness of the model for land

managers.

The outdoor exposures were used to determine the constants of

integration, and the confidence intervals about the model predictions

(Reynolds 198k).

RESULTS

Laboratory Experiment. Proportional changes in leaf weight

(change in weight/initial weight) are presumably the result of

moisture loss from the excised leaves (Figure 5), and are a

contributing factor in the foliar residue models. Losses of

triclopyr with time in the dark and light are apparent at 25 and

for all surfaces (Figures 6, 7, and 8).

The areas that a 5 L droplet spreads on glass slide, madrone

and chinkapin leaf surfaces are 0.56, 0.10, and 0.30 cm2,

respectively.

Factorial Analysis of Variance Results. In analyses of the

combined light and dark treatment data, the same interactions are

significant as in analyses of the separate data sets

Analysis of variance results of the triclopyr quantity remaining

in deposits (rinse recoveries) show two significant (p < 0.001)

three-way interactions; surface by temperature by light, and
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temperature by time by light (Tables 7 and 8). In Table 7, deposit

recoveries within a surface type significantly decrease (p < 0.05)

with increasing temperature in both the dark and the light. In the

light, on madrone foliage, the significant decrease (p < 0.05) with

rising temperature occurs on madrone foliage between the 10 and

JO 0
'40 C treatments, but not between 25 and 40 C.

Comparison of the amounts of triclopyr in deposits in the light

and dark treatments within a surface type show a significant decrease

from exposure to light only at 10°C (Table 7). The lack of

significant differences between the light and dark treatments with

temperatures greater than 10°C is partially a consequence of

greater variability in the means from pooling data of different

times. Chinkapin deposit recoveries within dark or light treatments,

are significantly less (p < 0.05) than deposit recoveries from either

0
glass slides or madrone foliage in all 40 C treatments.

In the temperature by time by light interaction (Table 8), the

54 and 68 h deposit recoveries are significantly (p < 0.05) less than

the results at 14 h in both the 25 and 40°C treatments. At 10°C

in the light, the amount of triclopyr in deposits at 14 h is

significantly (p < 0.05) greater than at all later times. The 14 h

deposit recoveries in the light at 25°C are significantly (p <

0.05) greater than deposit recoveries 41 h and later. At 40°C in

the light, the 14 h recoveries are significantly greater than the 54

and 68 h recoveries.
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LO°C light. Vertical bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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amounts lost of triclopyr on Pacific madrone leaves. Treatments: A,
10°C dark; b, 10°C light; C, 25°C dark; D, 25°C light; E,iO O . .
'40 C dark; F, '40 C light. Vertical bars are 95,' confidence
intervals.
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Table 7. Means for the interaction of surface by temperature by
light for the amount of triclopyr in surface deposits for both the
dark and light treatments (nmoles/surface). The means represent
values for a 35 h exposure (average over time). Number in
parentheses represent + 95% confidence intervals.

Table 8. Means for the temperature by time by light interaction for
the amount of triclopyr (nmoles/surface) in surface deposits for the
dark and light replications. The means are for an average surface.
Numbers in parentheses are + 95% confidence intervals.

DARK LIGHT
10 25 40 10 25 40

HOUR

0 106.97 100.28 104.19 102.54 102.24 102.51
(3.53) (4.04) (0.90) (0.71) (1.16) (0.83)

i4 105.13 85.19 52.47 72.10 73.66 42.03
(4.57) (5.55) (15.92) (6.72) (8.29) (15.10)

27 100.38 73.91 35.53 54.57 59.59 19.43
(6.30) (9.71) (16.03) (8.88) (9.27) (12.19)

101.65 68.32 29.55 43.26 49.85 19.81
(4.72) (11.71) (10.88) (10.41) (12.11) (15.02)

54 96.35 66.51 25.47 43.80 44.86 13.21
(3.25) (9.20) (9.15) (8.94) (12.60) (8.19)

68 97.57 62.18 23.98 41.09 39.28 11.82
(3.77) (9.98) (9.65) (9.09) (9.35) (9.83)

SURFACE
oC

GLASS SLIDES
DARK LIGHT

MADRONE
DARK LIGHT

CHINKAPIN
DARK LIGHT

10 102.65 67.55 100.91 59.54 100.32 52.21
(3.94) (10.18) (2.70) (11.70) (3.53) (13.76)

25 83.58 71.27 76.05 62.41 68.57 51.02
(6.03) (9.67) (8.46) (12.05) (9.33) (13.08)

40 56.59 50.13 50.12 30.50 28.89 23.77
(13.36) (114.39) (13.51) (17.11) (17.46) (18.72)
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There was one significant (p < 0.001) two-way interaction

(surface by time) in the light treatments that is not found in either

the dark data or the complete data sets (Table 9). All surfaces have

significant decreases (p < 0.05) in deposit residues between 0 and 14

h. Chinkapin deposit recoveries are significantly (p < 0.05) less

than glass slide deposit recoveries at 41 and 68 h. In chinkapin

deposits, the 14 h recovery is significantly (p < 0.05) greater than

at 68 h.

Analysis of variance of the triclopyr quantity in leaf tissue

shows a single significant (p < 0.001) three-way interaction term,

temperature by time by surface (Table 10). Foliar penetration of

triclopyr into chinkapin at 40°C is over two times greater

(significantly different at the p < 0.01 level) than its penetration

into madrone leaves.

Mass Balance Coefficients. The MBCs form nearly straight lines

between the beginning of dark treatment exposure to 27 h, except in

the case of glass slides at 40°c (Figures 9, 10, 11). Significant

(p < 0.01) linear regressions have been obtained for all MBC lines to

27 h, except for the KL and KF for chinkapin leaves at 10°C

(see Appendix I), which are constant after 14 h. The variables that

explain the most variation in the MBCs are 1) elapsed time, 2) the

naperian log of elapsed time, and 3) for foliar surfaces, the

proportional change in leaf weight. Mean values are used to

approximate the MBCs after 27 h, since there are no significant

regression relationships after that time. Regressions have been



Table 10. Means for the temperature by time by surface interaction
for the amount of triclopyr recovered from leaf tissues for the
combined dark and light treatments (nmoles/surface). Numbers in
parentheses are + 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 9. Means of the surface by time interaction of the amount of
triclopyr in deposits in the light treatments. Numbers in
parentheses represent + 95% confidence intervals.

SURFACE MADRONE CHINKAPIN
°C 10 25 40 10 25 40

HOURS

0 1.32 1.31 1.42 1.48 1.74 1.59
(0.52) (0.80) (0.77) (0.25) (1.25) (1.26)

14 1.60 6.86 13.17 1.52 11.69 49.32
(0.84) (3.08) (5.62) (0.77) (6.28) (12.86)

27 1.58 10.99 16.83 1.88 18.11 56.29
(0.54) (4.11) (6.28) (0.76) (8.63) (9.71)

41 1.66 12.55 14.93 1.85 22.50 50.58
(1.22) (5.47) (3.45) (1.14) (11.91) (10.46)

54 1.97 12.17 17.08 2.38 23.50 52.16
(0.80) (4.53) (5.15) (1.80) (14.71) (6.96)

68 1.92 16.31 17.87 2.23 25.23 53.67
(1.35) (6.56) (8.22) (1.46) (13.45) (13.78)

SURFACE
HOURS

GLASS SLIDES MADRONE CHINKAPIN

0 103.48 102.08 101.74
(0.38) (0.82) (0.79)

'4 73.82 62.14 51.82
(7.82) (16.17) (16.76)

27 57.46 43.16 32.98
(15.50) (15.95) (15.95)

Li, 54.42
(9.11)

35.78
(16.14)

22.72
(11.47)

54 46.90 32.31 22.66
(12.89) (15.01) (12.08)

68 41.83 29.51 18.32
(11.57) (22.68) (10.88)
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performed on the proportional change in leaf weight, so that this

variable can be included in the models (Appendix I).

The difference between a MBC in light treatments from the MBC

in the dark treatments at the same time and temperature is used to

determine the influence of UV light on the MBCs. The differences

are all significant (p < 0.05 [most show a p < 0.01]) by linear

regression analysis, except for the differences in triclopyr

distribution associated with of chinkapin at LEO00, and KF

of chinkapin at 10 and 40°c.

The NBC adjustment equations for light treatment are:

ci
K3(light) = K3(dark) + e [7],

K1(light) K1(dark) + di + f(P) + g(log(E)) [8],

and, K2(light) = K2(dark)
(hI+i(log(E))+i(P))

[9]

The variables c, d, f, g, h, j, and k are regression parameters for

the variables that follow them; I, F, and E which are cumulative

photon flux density, proportional leaf weight change, and elapsed

treatment time, respectively (Appendix I).

Outdoor Experiment. The first outdoor exposure began on August

4, 1987 at 13:54 in clear weather. The next day was clear with a

slight amount of morning dew, however, partly cloudy conditions were

present from 15:00 to 17:00, and strong winds from 15:00 until

nightfall. August 6 was foggy until 11:00, afternoon winds resumed

at 15:00 and lasted until nightfall (Figure 12).

The second exposure began on August 214 at 14:12, with clear

skies. Light winds blew throughout the following day, and at 16:00
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there was haze and high clouds. August 26 was about 40% overcast

from high clouds (Figure 12).

The third exposure began on September 21 at 16:30 (Figure 12).

There were no clouds, but smoke haze was present from forest fires

400 km to the south. The following day also had smoke haze. There

was morning fog on September 23, which dissipated before sunup, but

there was smoke haze. Winds began about 16:00, and there was dew on

surfaces at 22:00. The following day there was fog that lasted

until the end of the experiment, and morning dew that dissipated by

12:00.

Foliage temperatures averaged about 5°C greater than ambient

maximum air temperature from the thermal load from insolation.

Glass microscope slides had maximum temperatures near the ambient

maximum air temperature. The observed results and model predictions

agree within 95 % confidence intervals for the predictions (Figures

13, 14, and 15).

DISCUSSION

Laboratory Experiment. Losses in the Dark. Once results are

adjusted for analytical recoveries, losses could be through 3 paths:

1) volatilization; 2) photodegradation (only in the light); and 3)

metabolism. Although thermal reactions of triclopyr with surface

constituents might occur, we do not believe that these reactions

cause detectable losses given the chemistry of triclopyr and the

surfaces.

Surfaces have the ranks according to loss in the dark of slides

> madrone > chinkapin, however, only chinkapin differs significantly
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from the other two at 15°C. The lower loss of triclopyr from

chinkapin than madrone may be for 2 reasons: 1) greater foliar

penetration by triclopyr into chinkapin than into madrone leaves

less triclopyr in the deposit to be lost by volatilization from

deposits on chinkapin; or 2) greater loss from madrone than from

chinkapin is the result of greater metabolism of triclopyr in

madrone than chinkapin. Losses from glass slides (impenetrable

surface) are greater because more triclopyr remains in the deposit,

available for volatilization. Thus foliar penetration by triclopyr

decreases losses of triclopyr in the dark, which would not be

expected if metabolism were the predominant process. The proportion

of triclopyr losses associated with metabolism could not be resolved

with this study. Since leaves were excised and changed weight

rapidly at k5°C, the leaves were probably not very physiologically

active after the first few hours of treatment. We believe that the

greater losses from madrone are the result of volatilization.

Losses in the Light. Exposure to UV light caused significant

increases in losses of triclopyr from all surfaces versus losses in

the dark. This demonstrates the importance of photodegradation on

the ultimate fate of triclopyr in the environment. Photodegradative

losses are arrived at by subtracting the mean losses in the dark for

a given temperature, time, and surface from the losses in the

light. This assumes that photodegradative and dark losses are

additive, which may not be the case. For model development,

however, the additive assumption is useful. The photoreaction

mechanisms cannot be determined without more detailed study of
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photoproducts and their yields. Determination of mechanism and

photoproducts is difficult to measure, because photoproduct

dissipation and degradation is also occurring during experimental

treatments and must be determined.

No attempt was made to measure products of any photodegradative

reactions that may have occurred. There is evidence, however, that

photodegradation does occur with triclopyr in the environment

(McCall et al. 1986). Since it is difficult to visualize any other

process besides photodegradation that would yield the results

observed in this study, we assume that photodegradation is the

primary cause of loss of triclopyr in the light treatments. Based

on this assumption, the quantum yield of triclopyr in the deposit

environment can be estimated with the relationship,

ln(To,T) = T SCAT 'A [10],
ln(C/C) CAC 'A

where T is the initial amount of triclopyr in the deposit, T the

quantity of triclopyr remaining after time t, C is the initial

concentration of cyclopentanone, C is the cyclopentanone

concentration at time t, is the quantum yield of cyclopentanone

(0.37), CAT is the absorptivity of triclopyr at wavelength A, CAC

is the absorptivity of cyclopentanone, and 'A is the light intensity

-2.-i
at wavelength A (einsteins cm mm ) (Mill and Mabey 1985).

The volume of the deposit after the water had evaporated was

estimated to be 54.51 nL, and the volume of the actinometer solution

that was exposed was 13.56 mL. These values were used to adjust the

results by a factor of 4.02X106 for the proportionate volumes of

the deposit versus the actinometer solution. Using the data of
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0
triclopyr photodegradation from glass microscope slides at 10 C,

the temperature at which there was minimal dissipation of triclopyr

in the dark, the quantum yield of triclopyr in the formulation

deposit environment was 1.71X104 + 14.7X105. This is lower than

the quantum yield (8.4X103 + 8XiO4 found by McCall et al.

(1986) of triclopyr in water at pH 5, with 0.005 M phosphate buffer

at 35°C. Evidently materials in deposits must either absorb a

portion of the incoming UV radiation, or quench triclopyr photolysis.

Foliar Penetration. Foliar penetration by triclopyr is

greater into chinkapin tissues than into madrone foliage. This may

be a consequence of the greater deposit spreading on chinkapin leaves

than on madrone leaves. The larger the area of a surface deposit on

a leaf means that the volume of tissue underlying the deposit is

greater assuming that the leaves are of comparable thickness, and

tissues are sufficiently compartmented to prevent lateral diffusion

of the zone directly beneath the deposit. With greater tissue

volume, more of a substance is required to penetrate tissues to come

to the same equilibrium concentration as in lesser tissue volumes.

The amount of triclopyr that penetrates madrone is not significantly

different between 25 and 40°C, while for chinakpin the change in

temperature causes nearly a doubling in foliar penetration. This may

be because the smaller deposit area on madrone results in a smaller

tissue volume being saturated at 25°C and no further triclopyr can

enter madrone tissues when temperature is increased to 40°c.

Triclopyr's chemical potential in chinkapin leaf tissues may be less

than in madrone foliage. Morphological characteristics also play a
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role, since there is evidence that deposits over veins, basal cells

or trichomes, and thickness of the epicuticular waxes all influence

the extent of peneteration observed on different species. (Baker

1980, Radosevich and King 1979). Greater deposit spreading on

chinkapin surfaces would increase the likelihood that the deposit

would contact one of these morphological features.

Loss of triclopyr in the light decreases the amount of triclopyr

that was detected in tissues at 25°C for both madrone and chinkapin

foliage. A decrease in the amount of triclopyr in the deposit due to

photodegradation would lower the concentration gradient between the

deposit and tissues, thus reducing foliar penetration.

Photodegradative losses at 140°C had no effect on foliar penetration

in either madrone or chinkapin. The probable cause of this is the

rate of foliar penetration by triclopyr may be too fast at 40°c for

the concentration gradient between the tissues and the deposit to be

impacted greatly by photodegradation. Foliar penetration by

triclopyr at 100C was too small for our analytical procedure to

detect whether photodegradation had an effect on tissue quantities.

Proportional Change in Leaf Weight. The proportional

change in leaf weight is a significant parameter in the regressions

for both madrone and chinkapin MBCs. The loss in weight from excised

foliage is probably due to dessication. The reasons that the change

in proportional leaf weight is significant are: 1) decrease in

hydration may open cracks in epicuticular waxes from tissue shrinkage

allowing more triclopyr to enter tissues; and 2) decrease in

hydration would increase the proportion of organic phase versus the
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proportion of hydrated phase, increasing the relative volume that

triclopyr could partition into. Whether the proportional change in

leaf weight is merely a well correlated artifact of temperature and

time, or if it has a real effect on the dissipation of triclopyr will

require further study.

Temperature. The ultimate distribution of triclopyr in the

environment is highly influenced by temperature. The amount of

losses in the dark are strongly influenced by temperature, while in

the light losses are greater at lower temperatures, but not at higher

temperatures for reasons discussed above. Temperature also

significantly affects foliar penetration, particularly in chinkapin

foliage.

Models. Models tended to underpredict the losses of

triclopyr from deposits. As mentioned previously, dew was observed

on the surfaces during several different days of the exposure. Dew

has been noted to increase the losses of DDT and toxaphene from

deposits (Willis et al. 1980). Humidity may have also played a role,

but there is little evidence to either support or refute this

hypothesis.

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrates the importance of temperature in driving

the environmental disposition of triclopyr from a Garlon 4 spray

deposit. Increases in temperature cause an exponential increase in

the loss of triclopyr, especially above 25°C. On foliar surfaces,

where deposits spread over large areas, foliar penetration also

increases exponentially with higher temperatures.
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Triclopyr penetrates the foliage of some plant species more

readily than others as shown by the results for chinkapin and

madrone. This may be the basis for some selectivity of the herbicide

in evergreen broadleaf species, however, the concentration of sites

of action in tissues and metabolic degradation are probably more

important in selectivity. Penetration is greatly enhanced by

temperatures above 25°C for some species. On surfaces where

penetration is low or non-existent loss of triclopyr increases with a

rise in temperature, and is higher than on surfaces where more

penetration occurs. Penetration may deviate from these results if a

different spray mix is used. For instance, in Oregon it is a common

practice to prepare a spray mix with 60 % diesel oil, 38 % water and

2 % Garlon 4 (by volume). This mixture may enhance foliar

penetration by disrupting epicuticular waxes or it may decrease

penetration if the partitioning between the deposit and leaves is

made less favorable, however, no data is available.

Optimal meteorological conditions for application of triclopyr

appear to be during days when there is at least 5-6 h of temperatures

above 25°C, however, if there is concern over post-application

volatilization causing damage to adjacent vegetation then daily

temperatures should not exceed 30°C.

The first hypothesis, that foliar penetration is the primary

process by which triclopyr diffuses from foliar deposits, is true for

chinkapin at 25 and 40°C based on dark treatment results. With

madrone leaves, the amount of triclopyr that was lost from the

deposit was greater than the amount that penetrated the leaves and,
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therefore, hypothesis 1 is not true for madrone foliage. Losses of

triclopyr from madrone leaves in the dark were similar to losses from

glass slides, since most of the triclopyr remains in surface deposits

on glass slides and madrone leaves.

The second hypothesis, that triclopyr disappearance from

deposits on foliage was secondary to foliar penetration was again

found to hold for chinkapin foliage, but not madrone leaves. This

demonstrates that with greater foliar penetration triclopyr loss is

reduced.

Exposure of triclopyr in herbicide deposits to UV insolation

significantly reduces the quantity of triclopyr in surface deposits,

versus the dark. This suggests that in-situ photodegradation may be

a significant path of loss for triclopyr on foliar and impenetrable

surfaces, when other processes are not in operation (e.g. wash-off,

volatilization, etc.).

An artifact of the protocol used in this study was the large

change in weight of excised leaves at 25 and 40°c. Setting the

proportional change in leaf weight to 0.05, model results for

hypothetical applications made on April 15 and June 15 were

calculated. The April 15 simulation was made with assumptions that

temperatures never exceeded 15°C, skies were clear, and that

temperatures below 10°C did not cause significantly different

behavior in the distribution of triclopyr than behavior observed at

10°C. Assumptions for the June 15 simulation were that maximum

daily temperatures were 30°C, minimum daily temperatures were
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Table 11. Simulations of triclopyr post-application environmental
distribution from deposits on madrone and chinkapin with a small
proportional change in leaf weight. Simulations are for
deposits of Garlon 14 herbicide equal to 1.7 kg/ha. Inert glass
surfaces intercepted 30% of a deposit. Madrone and chinkapin foliage
are estimated to intercept 40 and 60 % of a deposit, respectively.

DATE LOST
MINUTES (kg)

APRIL 15, 1988 - GLASS SLIDES
811 0.12 + 0.14

1621 0.13 + 0.13
2430 0.15 + 0.11
3240 0.16 0.11

14050 0.18 + 0.10

FOLIAGE
(kg)

DEPOSIT
(kg)

0.39 + 0.14

0.38 0.13

0.36 + 0.11

0.34 + 0.11

0.33 ± 0.10
JUNE 15, 1988 - GLASS SLIDES

810 0.14 + 0.12 0.37 + 0.12
1620 0.18 + 0.10 0.33 ± 0.10
2430 0.23 + 0.08 0.28 + 0.08
3240 0.25 0.06 0.26 + 0.06

4050 0.27 + 0.05 O.24 + 0.05
APRIL 15, 1988 - MADRONE LEAVES

811 0.06 + 0.14 0.02 + 0.06 0.60 + 0.20
1621 0.07 .'- 0.14 0.02 + 0.06 0.59 + 0.20

2430 0.10 + 0.12 0.03 + 0.05 0.55 + 0.17
3240 0.12 + 0.12 0.03 + 0.05 0.53 + 0.17

4050 0.14 + 0.11 0.03 + 0.05 0.51 + 0.16
JUNE 15, 1988 - MADRONE LEAVES

810 0.07 + 0.15 0.03 ± 0.06 0.58 + 0.21
1620 0.10 + 0.13 0.04 + 0.06 0.54 + 0.19
2430 0.16 + 0.13 0.06 + 0.05 0.46 + 0.18
3240 0.18 + 0.13 0.06 + 0.05 0.44 0.18

4050 0.21 + 0.12 0.07 + 0.05 0.40 i- 0.17
APRIL 15, 1988 - CHINKAPIN LEAVES

811 0.14 + 0.15 0.16 + 0.14 0.72 + 0.29
1621 0.16 + 0.15 0.16 + 0.14 0.70 ± 0.29
21430 0.20 + 0.15 0.18 + 0.14 0.64 + 0.29
32140 0.24 0.14 0.19 + 0.14 0.59 + 0.28

4050 0.26 0.13 0.20 + 0.15 0.54 0.28
JUNE 15,

810
1988 - CHINKAPIN LEAVES

0.12 + 0.16 0.21 0.15 0.69 0.31
1620 0.15 + 0.16 0.26 0.11 0.61 0.27

2)430 0.19 + 0.15 0.33 0.11 0.50 0.26
3240 0.22 + 0.15 0.36 0.10 o.44 + 0.25

4050 0.28 + 0.13 0.38 + 0.09 0.36 + 0.21
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10°C, and days were clear. A further adjustment is that madrone

foliage intercepted 140% (0.68 kg/ha)of the applied spray, while

chinkapin foliage intercepted 50% (1.02 kg/ha) of the applied spray

(chinkapin and madrone stands are on different sites).

Table 11 summarizes the results of the simulations. Temperature

and increasing daylength are both important contributors to the

disposition of triclopyr from deposits. The models provide data both

on dislodgeable residues (residues in surface deposits), leaf tissue

residues (total foliar residues, external and internal, are

ingestible residues), and the amount of triclopyr lost. For exposure

assessments, estimates of the dose that might be encountered

operationally are difficult to predict from field data. This method

segregates residues that would only be encountered with ingestion,

from those that might be dermally absorbed.

The protocol used herein provides data that would otherwise be

difficult to obtain with forest vegetation. The classic approach to

this problem has been with microscosm studies, however, when 1)

facilities are not available, 2) vegetation has different foliar

properties when young, 3) vegetation is of large stature and

difficult to raise, and 14) outdoor grown foliage differs from

greenhouse grown foliage; then the protocol used herein can yield

results that are otherwise unattainable. The use of authentic

formulations and surfaces as would occur in the field provide easily

interpretable data that is adaptable to models. Mass balance

coefficients provide a means of extrapolating laboratory results

directly to field situations. Although the experimental protocol
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used here will not supplant field studies, results from these types

of studies can greatly enhance the interpretation of patterns seen in

the field.
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter 2 evaluated various aspects of determining the

short-term fate of xenobiotic substances in pesticide deposits on

foliage. Specific recommendations were made for the conduct of such

investigations. Chapters 3 and k show the development and utility of

a specific protocol designed to provide information on the short-term

fate of substances within pesticide deposits. This chapter will

discuss 1) the usefulness of the protocol (including interpretational

uncertainties, limitations and improvements); 2) the relevance of

results to land managers, applicators, scientists and regulators; and

3) future research needs. Throughout this chapter reference is made

to the protocol, which is the experimental design, treatments, and

methods described in Chapters 3 and 4.

UTILITY OF ThE PROTOCOL

This section discusses the protocol's usefulness and

limitations. The discussion that follows is divided into several

parts: 1) a comparison of the types of information that can be

obtained using the protocol or field studies; 2) the various uses and

hypotheses that can be investigated with the protocol; 3) the

protocol's usefulness for provision of data suitable for modeling; 4)

interpretational uncertainties of the protocol's results; 5) physical

limitations of the protocol; and 6) improvements that could be made

in the protocol.

The Protocol versus Field Studies. The protocol provides

information that is difficult to obtain in field studies. Field

studies will not be supplanted by the protocol, because laboratory
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data must be put into context with variability in the field. Indeed

one feature of the protocol is outdoor exposures to calibrate models

derived from laboratory experiments. Precise quantities of active

ingredient can be applied to each surface in the protocol, thus

removing uncertainty about chemical quantities in deposits which is

prevalent in field studies; particularly in forestry applications

over montane terrain.

Most studies that analyze for pesticide residues in vegetation

from the field do not measure the quantity remaining in deposits,

because surface residues are pooled with tissue residues in both

collection and analysis. The results are usually reported as the

quantity "in" foliage. The protocol provides data which

distinguishes between residue in surface deposits and the quantity

that has penetrated into foliar tissues. This data can be important

in determining the potential exposure of wildlife or workers that

reenter a treated site. The data is also useful for estimating

residues susceptible to runoff (from wash-off of surface deposits),

volatilization, entry to the soil in litter, arid photodecomposition.

Field scale studies of volatilization are unable to discriminate

between the substrates from which pesticide vapors arise. The

quantity of a substance that has volatilized in a field study must be

correlated with the decline of residues in the various substrates to

assign a substrate source for the vapors. This approach, however, is

not suitable in situations where processes other than volatilization

may also decrease the amounts of a substance associated with

different substrates. As an example, a photodegradable substance
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would disappear faster from surfaces exposed to direct sunlight (e.g.

foliage) which by correlation with volatilization would indicate that

volatilization from foliage was greater than from other substrates.

The protocol provides a means of estimating volatilization losses

from deposits on foliage with greater certainty. This estimate is

better than estimates from field data, since the source of vapors is

isolated and other dissipative and degradative process' effects can

be separated from volatilization losses.

Uses of the Protocol. The protocol described in Chapters 3 and

4 is useful for characterizing the short-term fate of xenobiotic

substances in pesticide deposits on foliar surfaces. Spray carriers,

such as water or diesel oil, can greatly alter the physicochemical

properties of surficial spray deposits. Non-polar carriers, such as

oils, enhance foliar penetration by herbicides, and may alter the

rates of volatilization and photodegradation of xenobiotics. The

effect of carriers on the disposition of substances initially within

foliar pesticide deposits can be evaluated with the protocol. The

change in disposition as a consequence of different formulations of

the same pesticide (e.g. ester versus salt formulations) on various

target species can be evaluated.

With minor changes, it is also useful for studying the effects

of different spray mixes on the environmental fate of xenobiotic

substances. Adjuvants are often added to spray mixes to decrease

drift, enhance droplet adherence, or provide spray mixes with other

desirable properties. The fate of adjuvants is rarely investigated.

The impact adjuvants have on the environmental fate of active
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pesticide ingredients has received little attention. The protocol

provides a standardized approach to evaluate these effects.

Models from Data Provided by the Protocol. The prediction of

the residue quantities remaining on or in foliar tissues is important

in risk assessments, and in the development of guidelines for worker

reentry to treated sites. The protocol is desigued to provide data

for models that is unattainable with field studies. Models are

difficult to develop from field data, because of the randomness and

uniqueness of weather conditions and insolation. Constant treatment

conditions in the laboratory remove this source of variability and

provide data that 1) better describe the behavior of a compound; and

2) partitions the effects of different processes.

Mass balance coefficients (MBCs) simplify the development of

models. MBCs (discussed in detail in Chapter 2) are a useful

conceptual tool, and they also transform the data into curves more

amenable to linear regression. For instance, patterns of loss and

foliar penetration of triclopyr in the dark are non-linear functions

that cannot be linearized with any of the common statistical

transformations, including the first order rate law. Without MBCs,

the disposition of a compound in each compartment must be calculated

separately. Representing the impact of quantities in two

compartments on the quantity in another compartment adds more

complexity to model calculations. MBCs reduce the number of

calculations for characterizing the fate of a compound, while

implicitly incorporating the interactions of quantities in different

compartments.
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Interpretational Uncertainties. The protocol as described in

Chapters 3 and 14 has some interpretational uncertainties. These

uncertainties arise because 1) volatilization is not measured

directly, 2) the actual amount of triclopyr that is photolysed is

unknown, and 3) the use of excised leaves may introduce some error in

the results.

Volatilization could be measured directly, however, the

contribution of volatilized material from each surface type would

remain unknown. Volatilization cannot be determined on a surface

specific basis unless each surface type is treated separately. The

amount of material available for volatilization from a surface in the

dark might be less in the light because photodecomposition occurs

simultaneously. This leads to uncertainty as to whether dark losses

are solely the result of volatilization.

Photodegradation is determined with an additive model which may

not accurately represent proportional losses. When photodegradation

and volatilization occur simultaneously, the protocol cannot measure

the precise amounts of a substance that have undergone those

processes. With direct measurement of volatilized residues and

quantification of photoproducts, the quantities of a. substance that

volatilize and photodegrade could be determined with greater

certainty.

As a consequence of using excised leaves whose transpirational

losses of water are not replaced in the protocol, the effect of the

proportional change in leaf weight over time on the disposition of

residues is uncertain. For instance, at 40°C in the triclopyr
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study (Chapter It) madrone and chinkapin foliage lost about 50 % of

their initial weight in three days, presumably from dessication.

Linear regression showed that significant proportions of variability

in the MBCs were correlated with the proportional changes in leaf

weights. Although the proportional change in leaf weight is

correlated with temperature and time, the dessication of foliage

would decrease the proportion of hydrated to non-hydrated (high

organic matter content) tissue volumes. Therefore the increased

foliar penetration by triclopyr observed at higher temperatures may

in part be an artifact of tissue drying.

Physical Limitations. There are two physical limitations to the

use of the protocol. They involve the types of foliage that can be

used in the study, and the number of factors arid precision of

measurements that can be made with the protocol.

The protocol is only applicable for plant species with foliage

that do not change rapidly in quality (e.g. morphology, hydration,

etc.) after excission. For instance, the method would not work well

with species like blackberry (Rubus spp.), poison oak (Rhus

diversiloba T. & 0.), and vine maple (Acer circinnatum Pursh.),

because each of these species have foliage that changes quality

rapidly due to dessication after excission.

Foliage from deciduous vegetation would be available only

during certain seasons, limiting the length of time the protocol can

be used during the year. Since the protocol requires fresh foliage,

investigation of the short-term fate of a substance in pesticide

deposits on deciduous foliage would be restricted to the growing
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season. Many evergreen species, however, that are important weeds in

western forests, such as manzanita (Arctostaphylous spp.), Ceanothus

spp., tanoak, sagebrush (Artemisia spp.), coyotebrush (Baccharis

pilularis DC.), and creosotebush (Larrea tridentata (Sesse & Mocino

ex DC.) Coville), could be used in this protocol at any time during

the year.

Limitations on using deciduous foliage could be circumvented by

use of 1) greenhouse grown deciduous species, so that foliage is

available year round; and 2) whole plants for species with foliage

that decreases in quality rapidly after excission. These remedies,

however, also have limitations because juvenile and greenhouse grown

plants may not accurately represent mature, field grown vegetation

(as discussed in Chapter 2).

The experimental design has a limitation in the number of

factors that can be investigated. The protocol in Chapters 3 and 4

used three temperature regimes and two light conditions to develop

disposition models. Model accuracy might be improved by using four

temperature regimes. An experiment with four temperature regimes,

however, would have eight separate treatments instead of six, which

means that if each treatment were repeated three times there would be

24 replications, instead of 18. If an additional factor (e.g.

humidity) were to be evaluated at 3 levels, the resulting experiment

would have 18 treatments; or, with three repetitions per treatment,

54 individual replications. Investigating another factor makes the

sample load very large for a single experiment.
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Potential Improvements of the Protocol. Improvements described

here would mitigate some of the interpretational uncertainties

discussed above. They could also improve the protocol's versatility

for investigating different hypotheses in regards to the disposition

of substances within foliar deposits.

Analysis for photoproducts or addition of a system to trap all

volatilized residues would strengthen inferences as to the fate of a

material. Quantitative measurement of photoproducts would indicate

possible mechanisms, and provide an accurate separation of the

amounts lost to volatilization and metabolism compared to

photodegradation.

Improvements in chamber design would facilitate the measurement

and control of key environmental parameters. The ability to control

and measure the relative humidity in the chamber would permit an

evaluation of its effect on the disposition of substances from

pesticide deposits, and make treatment conditions more like those in

the field. Infrared and visible radiation potentially important

energy inputs which may affect a substance's disposition in a

deposit. They may contribute energy, on a micro scale, that is

important in the dissipation of materials. The inclusion of

non-ultraviolet radiation to the system during the "dark" treatments

would make the conditions in the chamber more like field

environments, where sunlight contributes radiant energy besides

ultraviolet radiation directly to foliar surfaces. These

improvements in chamber design and operation would enhance the

utility of the protocol by increasing the variety of environmental
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conditions that could be used experimentally in treatments, and

increase the chambers similarity to field conditions.

The use of radiolabelled materials would improve the protocol by

reducing the variability encountered in chemical analyses. Special

precautions to prevent contamination of personnel and facilities,

however, would require a substantial investment. A major problem is

ensuring that all volatilized radioactive material is captured before

air is removed from the chamber.

RELEVANCE OF DATA FROM THE PROTOCOL

The protocol provides data which is important and has features

useful for people involved with both the utilization and safety of

pesticides. There are three broad groups of potential users of the

data : 1) pesticide consultants, applicators, and land managers; 2)

scientists; and 3) pesticide regulators.

Pesticide Consultants, Applicators, and Land Managers. Data

provided by the protocol are useful for those involved with

recommending or managing pesticide spray applications. Information

on the short-term fate of a herbicide, such as triclopyr, can assist

in determining the optimum weather conditions for spray

applications. The cost effectiveness of herbicide applications can

be enhanced, since application times may be selected to take

advantage of weather that increases foliar penetration, or, avoid

weather that results in poor foliar penetration. The risk of damage

to adjacent non-target vegetation can be reduced by scheduling

herbicide applications at times when temperatures will not be

conducive to volatilization.
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The protocol provides a means of estimating the quantities of a

substance that are on and in foliage at times after deposition. This

information is useful in preparing environmental impact assessments

required for vegetation management programs on Federal lands.

An important aspect of the protocol is the determination of

potentially dislodgeable residues on plant surfaces. Forest

herbicide treatments often are made prior to planting or other

operations where field workers must enter the site after

application. The quantity of a substance remaining in surficial

pesticide deposits is an important element in exposure estimates for

reentering workers. This information can be used in risk assessments

and in the establishment of guidelines on worker reentry to treated

sites. Premature reentry to sites may result in substantial

contamination of workers from dermal absorption of dislodgeable

residues on foliage.

Scientists. The protocol is suitable for investigating the

disposition of substances in deposits on vegetation that is not

amenable to microcosm study. For instance, some plant species have

different quality foliage as juveniles than later in their

development, and their size precludes the use of whole plants. The

use of excised foliage is an approach to dealing with this problem.

The environmental fate of different materials can be assessed

and compared by this protocol. The protocol could be useful in

defining the chemical properties of herbicides and their formulations

that increase foliar penetration in different species. Rates of

volatilization and photodegradation of substances in deposits on
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foliage can be more accurately determined under a variety of

environmental conditions.

Regulators. Information provided by the protocol will be useful

to regulators, since it determines the actual disposition of residues

from a deposit during the short period after deposition, when the

largest changes in any one compartment are occurring. New pesticides

or formulations could be evaluated with this technique, and decisions

on a material's safety would be based on better estimates of

post-application disposition. Risk assessments, worker reentry

guidelines, and cost-benefit analyses will have better scientific

data on the dynamics of pesticide dissipation and degradation upon

which to base their conclusions.

FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS

The fate of substances in pesticide deposits on foliage is in

need of further study, both to improve efficacy and the certainty of

risk assessments. Large amounts of pesticides are applied to foliage

each year, thus making the study of the fate of substances initially

within pesticide deposits on foliage important. Although

quantitative and theoretical approaches for description of the fate

of substances in water, air, or soil are well developed, there is no

similar development for residues associated with pesticide deposits

on foliage.

Specific research needs fall into four areas: 1) effects of

moisture, either as humidity or leaf hydration, on the disposition of

substances; 2) epicuticular wax composition as related to the

disposition of substances from foliar deposits; 3) field validation
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techniques for results from the laboratory portion of the protocol;

and 4) loss of substances from falling pesticide spray droplets.

Research on these topics would improve our understanding of the

behavior of substances associated with foliage, and also the

short-term dissipation and degradation of substances immediately

after pesticide spray release.

The effect of moisture on the short-term fate of substances

needs to be addressed. Foliar drying during treatments needs to be

investigated further to determine its effect on the disposition of

substances. The effect of relative humidity on the dissipation and

degradation of xenobiotics should be investigated to determine under

which combinations of formulation, spray mix, and environmental

conditions it becomes important. The protocol would be useful for

evaluating the role of humidity in the fate of pesticides in foliar

deposits.

Many broadleaf evergreen species in the Pacific northwest have

foliar surfaces markedly different from those we chose to study.

Future studies might correlate different foliar surface

characteristics (e.g. epicuticular wax composition, morphological

characteristics, wax microstructure, etc.) with the foliar

penetration and environmental fate of a substance. This could

significantly enhance current understanding of foliar penetration, as

a physical process. Our studies suggest that the extent of deposit

spreading may be related to the extent of foliar penetration and the

rates of other dissipative and degradative processes. This could be

useful in developing spray mixes (e.g. carrier, surfactants,
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solvents, and other adjuvants) that show improved efficacy on certain

weeds, without the necessity of extensive field trials.

Interpretation of studies that utilize the protocol could be

improved with characterization of the epicuticular waxes, since 1)

the waxes may be involved in observed differences in deposit

spreading; 2) pesticide photodegradation may involve epicuticular wax

components as reactants; 3) herbicides must penetrate through the

epicuticular wax layer; and k) the epicuticular waxes may mix with

the deposit constituents substantially changing the physicochemical

characteristics of the surface deposit.

Outdoor trials were limited in this study because of current

legal constraints on herbicide use by the U.S. Department of

Agriculture Forest Service. The outdoor verification portion of the

study could use foliage of intact whole plants in the field. A study

of limited scope, to investigate the short-term fate of triclopyr on

intact foliage in the field should be a high priority for future

research with the protocol.

An important adjunct to the protocol would be to evaluate the

disposition of substances from pesticide droplets in airstreams. The

models AGDISP and FSCGB predict the dispersal of spray drift (fine

droplets), but they were developed with little attention focused on

the disposition of substances from spray droplets. The assumption is

that the amount of a pesticide or substance in the droplet remains

constant, although the droplet size decreases due to evaporation of

solvent. Spray droplets are a complex physical system of solvents,

surfactants, the pesticide and its synthetic contaminants, and the
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carrier. Emulsion spray mixes have a micellar composition that

substantially changes the physical chemistry of the solution.

Information on 1) the volatilization of substances from spray mix

droplets; 2) the off-site movement of sprays; and 3) the short-term

disposition of substances in fresh spray deposits portray the

dynamics of a substance during the short time during which the

maximal amount of environmental distribution occurs. Early

environmental distributions establish the subsequent fate different

fractions of a substance will undergo.

CONCLUSION

The protocol is useful for evaluating the environmental

distribution and fate of substances in pesticide deposits on

foliage. The fate and persistence of a substance in different

environmental compartments is important for evaluating the risks in

the use of pesticides. The efficacy of a pesticide treatment also

depends on the residues of a substance that become or remain

available to the target species. Much of the pesticides that are

used in agriculture are applied to foliage. Therefore understanding

the mechanisms that result in the disposition of materials in foliar

pesticide deposits is crucial for accurate evaluation of the safety

and efficacy of pesticide treatments.

Meteorological conditions substantially affect the behavior of

substances in pesticide deposits on foliage. Information gained from

studies that measure the effect of temperature and light on a

substance's disposition yield insights on foliar penetration,

potentially dislodgeable residue quantities, photochemical
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transformation, and losses of the material from one environmental

compartment to another. These insights provide a better basis for

risk assessments of the exposure of non-target organisms, improvement

of reentering worker safety, and increasing the absorbed dose in

treated weeds.

Protocols, such as discussed in this dissertation, complement

field studies and provide a more detailed explanation of residue

dissipation patterns observed in the field. The specific protocol

for determining the short-term fate of substances in foliar pesticide

deposits is applicable to a diverse group of compounds as shown by

the studies of TCDD and triclopyr.

Research in this thesis shows the importance of understanding

the mechanisms that result in observed field persistence patterns.

Most research on foliar persistence of pesticides has been empirical,

or has focused on a single process (e.g. foliar penetration). The

data requirements for exposure assessments and worker reentry

guidelines, however, require an understanding of the simultaneous

operation of many processes that affect the disposition of a

substance from a foliar pesticide deposit. Research in this thesis

is a first step in achieving this end.
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APPENDIX I: COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTINGS FOR CHAPTER

Table 12. Computer listing of the algorithm for solution of the mass
balance coefficient for glass slide surfaces.

1 REM - TRICLOPYR SLASS SLIDE DISPOSITION MODELS - USDA FOREST SERVICE

2 REM - PACIFIC NORTHWEST EXPERIMENT STATION - K. BE$TSON

3 REM This program calculates K3 (KSL in text, the sass balance coefficient

4 REM for the amount lost) for glass slide surfaces. This program

5 REM calculates the temperature at a given time when temperature is either

6 REM lncreasinbg or decreasing with a cosine function. The times and

7 REM temperatures of time segments when temperature is changing or when

8 REM isothermal are specified In data lines 1320-1440. Tlees of reported

9 REM values are specified in lines 480-530 and 850-890. Times of sunrise

10 REM and sunset are specified In lines 2150-2260. The average amount of

11 REM radiation delivered in 10 inutes (In einsteins/c.A2) is also entered

12 REM at those linhes. The rate of change of a mass balance coefficient

13 REM at a given temperature Is determined by Interpolating between the

14 REM experimentally derived rates. The sass balance coefficients are

15 REM integrated by summation of the change in the sass balance coefficients

16 REM in each 10 minute interval. Thu. integration constants (differences)

Il REM and confidence intervals are obtained fro, tables In the appendices.

18 REM Solution for the quantities in different compartments is described in
20 REM the text.

90 DEFDBL A-E,H2O-1

tOO DEFINT F-N

130 DiM A(3,4),B(6,3),C(3,4),D(5,3),DLJT(3,3)

140 REM E8UATION CONSTANTS **$*t$I$$$$$*$$*$$$$$*$1$$fl$s$$$$$$*$*isss**,ssits

150 A(i,1)'-.000345tA(i,2)a.00O0291AU,3).293,AU,4)i3OOOO62J

160 A(2,1)a.02391A2,2t.0000382,Ac2,3)12981A(2,4)s.00127

170 A(3,1'-.0182IA(3,2)s.00O672A(3,3).313iA(3,4)..00031

180

190 1(2,I)'7l4l.lS8(2,2)I22.616t5(2,3)ii166O

200 8(3, 1)'-10333IB3,2)s33.341g8B(3,3).249O

210 8(4, 1)'1698.7*iB(4,2)'28.3028h8(4,3)s3320

220 B(5, 1)9765.2*1B(5,2)a31.9267$gB(5,3)s415O

230 DLIT(1,1)55000'DLIT(1,2)s-.6j8:DLIT(j,3):2B3.15

240

250 DL1T(3,l)'67050DL1T3,2).-2.503:DLIT(3,3).313.15

251 DIMZ(4)

252 l(1)i.22IZ(2).1.22Z(3)a1,22Z(4)r1,22

260 CK30sRTINEz0

270 FLA6Da0 FLA6Ua0FL6i$Ds0 LTIMON'O

280 608(18 710

290 IF FLSISOsI 6010 270

300 IF FL1.1 THEN NTINO'lt6OTO 380

310 REM CALCULATE 1(3 I 10 MINUTES P TEMP(10 PUN)

320 IF FLI'l THEN X'RTIME
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330 6051181030

3406051181680

380 IF LTINONa1 THEN CFLUX'CFLUX+DLITS

360 IF FLI'O THEN FL1'1sRTINE'10NTflI0.1
365 LOCATE 6,4PRINT '1365 ENTERIN6 UP-DOWN RTINE';RTIME

370 REM ROUTINE FOR DECREASIN6 OR INCREASING T

380 FOR NTINE'NTIMO TO NTIMI STEP 10

390 6081181680

400 RTIME'RTIME+lO

410 605U8 1930

420 XmRTIME

430 6051181030

440 IF LTINON'l THEN 6081181790

450 IF LTINON:1 THEN RADK3'Z(1)$RAD8LP*DLITS

460 IF LTINON'O THEN RADK3.0

468 LOCATE 4,4iPRINT 'I465IRTIMEIRADK3',RTINEIRADK3

470 605118 1380

480 IF LTINONsO THEN TIMK3'Z(2)$TI$SLP*DTIIIE

490 IF LTINONa1 THEN TINX3'Z(l)*TIMSLP*DTINE

495 LOCATE 5,4iPRINT '$495 RTIMETINK3'iRTIIIE;TINK3
510 CK3O:TIMK3+RADK3

520 CK3ZCK3+TINK3+RADK3

530 IF LTINON1 THEN CFLUX'CFLUX+DLITS

535 LOCATE 2,4PRINT 'RTI$ECK3';RTlNE;CK3iLDCATE 3,4sPRINT 'CHAN6IN6 T'
540 TEIIO:TENI

550 NEXT NTIME

560 60T0 270

570 REM LOOP FOR TINES WHEN TEMPERATURES DO NOT CHANGE

572 LOCATE 8,4:PRINT '1872 ISOT RTINE'IRTINE
575 608118 1680

580 6081181030

590 IF RTIME<PTIN AND PTIIK(NTINEB+RTINE)THEN PFLS.1

600 IF PFL6'l THEN HNTINES'NTlMEBsNTINES'PTIN-RTINEi HNTIMEB.HNTIMES-NTIMES

610 IF PFL6'2 THEN NT1MES'HNTINEBPFL6s0

620 IF FLI'0 THEN FLI'hRTINE'l
630 XRTINE

640 CFLUX2'CLFUX+( (NTINEB/10)*DLITS)aXRTINE

650 608118 1190

660 8K3'1C30-K31

664 LOCATE 64sPRINT '$664 RTIMEs8K3'RTINEpRK3

665 IF 8I(3>.0 THEN CK3'CK3+W3

670 CFLUXCFLUX2i RTINE'RTINE+NTINE$

675 LOCATE 2,4iPRINT 'RTIMEICK3'IRTINEICK3ILOCATE 3,4iPRINT 'ISOTHERMAL'
680 IF PFL6'l THEN 605U8 1930
690 IF PFLG'l THEN FLI'IsPFL6s2s6OTO 610
700 RETURN

710 REN INITIALIZE TEMP FOR FIRST TEMPERATURE INTERVAL ***$$$$$*1$*1$**$**$*
715 READ TENPO,TEMPI,CHOURO,CHOURI

720 LOCATE 7,4PRINT '$720 READ RTINEiTENP0:HOUR0';RT!ME1TEsPOCHOuRo
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730 DTIME10

740 TENPO'TEMPO+273. I5iTEMPIaTENPI+273. 15

750 NIN0UNT(CHOUR0)*6O)+(100$(CHOUR9-(jNT(CHOuRo)H)

760 NAXO'(INT(CHOURI)*óO)+(lOO$(CHOURI-(INT(CHOURI))))
770 IF NAXO<NINO THEN NAXOsNAXO+1440

780 NTINES'NAXO-MINOiTI$PI.J. 1415/NT INES

790 NTINIsNTINES

800 IF FLI'O THEN NTINOsIO

810 IF TENPO>TEMP1 THEN FLA6D'IsFLA6U'0FLGISD.0

820 IF TENPO(TE$P1 THEN FLA6U'1iFLAbD.OFL&ISO'0

830 IF INT(TENPO)'!NT(TENPI) AND FLAEDOI AND FLA6U<>1 THEN FLSISD.IiTEMO'TENPOi
TEMI 'TEMPI

840 IF FLSISOI THEN 508118 570

850 IF FLGISO.1 THEN FLI'l,RETURN

860 TENPS'(TEMPI-TEMPO) /2

870 IF FLASU'l THEN TEMP'TEMPS+TENPO

880 IF FL*ED'l THEN TEIIPTEMP1-TEMPS

890 RETURN

900 REM MIN MAX ISOTHERMAL TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS WITH THEIR TIMES -
910 DATA 10,30,5.2,12
920 DATA 30,30,12,15

930 DATA 30,10,15,1

940 DATA 10,10,1,5.1
950 DATA 10,30,5.1,12
960 DATA 30,30,12,15

970 DATA 30, 10, 15,1

980 DATA 10,10,1,5.1

990 DATA 10,30,5.1,12
1000 DATA 30,30,12,15
1010 DATA 30,10,15,1

1020 DATA 10,10,1,5.1

1025 DATA 10,30,5.1,12

1030 REM CALCULATE NEW TEMP AT NEW TIME--------

1040 IF FLASD'l THEN TEMI'(TENP-(TENPS*COS((X)*TIMPI))))

1050 IF FLABU'l THEN TENI'(TENP+(TEMPS$(COS(Ux)nIMpI)+3,1415))))

1060 IF FLSISD'I THEN TEN0TENP0sTEM1'TENP1DTEMPs0

1070 IF FLSISOsO AND FLA5U'l THEN TE$O'TEMPOiDTEMP'TEMl-TENO

1080 IF FL6IS00 AND FLASD'l THEN TEM0'TENP0DTEMP'TEM1-TENo

1090 IF TENO>'283 AND TEMO(298 THEN I0'1iJ02

1100 IF TENO>'298 AND TENO<'313 THEN I02iJO'3

1110 IF TEMI>'283 AND TEMI(298 THEN I1lsI1.2
1120 IF TENI>.298 AND TE$1('313 THEN I1'2J1'3
1130 IF NTIME(830 THEN L0.0:L1.1

1140 IF RTHIE>'830 AND RTINE(16ó0 THEN L0.liLl'2

1150 IF RTIME>a1660 AND RTINE(2490 THEN LO2iLI'J

1160 IF RTIME>'2490 AND RTIME(3320 THEN L0'3L1s4
1170 IF RTIME>3320 AND RTIME<4150 THEN L0*4iLl.5

1175 LOCATE 8,4aPRINT '81175 TEMP CALC RTINEITEM0ITEM1IFLA6DIFLA6UFLSISC'1RTIME

;TE$0; TEMI FLASDJ FLASU;FLSISO

1180 RETURN

1190 REM ROUTINE TO CALCULATE K3 W/ETIME
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1200 IF FLSET'l THEN X'RTI$E+NTINES

1210 CKI3O'((A(10,2)$X)+(A(IO,1)*ft.O6(xn)+A(Io4))

1220 CKB31'((A(J02)*X)+(A(JO,1uL0S(x)))+A(Jo,4))

1230 X'TENO:X0'A(IO,3):Xl.A(J0,3zY0.Cg83O1y1sCK331

1240 60808 1560

1250 IF FLGET0 THEN K30Z(3)*Y

1260 IF FLGET'l THEN K31'2(4)$Y

1270 IF FL6ET'O AND LTIMO$s0 THEN FLSET.ltGOTO 1200

1280 IF FLGETa1 AND LTIMONsO THEN FL6ET'0RETURN

1290 IF FLSET'O THEN I'RTI$EiCL'CFLUX2

1300 cKB300tCKB31.0CKB30sEIPuDLITuo,1$Cu+DLzT(10,2))

1310 CKB3I'EXP( (DLIT(J0, 1)*CL)+DLIT(J0,2))

1320 X'TEMO

1330 GOSUB 1560

1340 IF FLSET.0 THEN FL6ET1sK3Q'K30+Y$Z(3))5OTo 1200

1350 IF FL6ET'l THEN FL6ET'0sk31'K31+Y*l(4)

1355 LOCATE 10,4sPRINT '81355 ISOT RTINEiK30tk31';RTIME;K3X31

1360 RETURN

1370 REM TIMESLOPE INTERPOLATION BETWEEN TENPERATURES$$*$$*******$$s$$$s$s*sm$

1380 IF lOst THEN X0'283Xl'298

1390 IF 10.2 THEN 10298i11'313

1400 TIMSLO'A(I0,2)+IA(IO,1)IRTIME)

1410 TIMSLIA(J0,2)+(AWO, 1)/RTIME)

1420 X.TENOi Y0'TINSL0 Y1TIflSL1

1430 GOSUB 1560

1440 TIMSLP'Y

1445 LOCATE 9,4iPRI$T '$1445 TINESLP RTIMEiTINSLP';RTIME;TINSLP

1450 RETURN

1550 REM LINEAR INTERPOLATION --------------- -

1560 Y'(X-XO)*((Yl-YO)/tXl-XO) )+YO

1565 LOCATE 13,4sPRINT $1565 INTERPOLATE ROUT. RTINE';RTIME

1570 RETURN

1660 REM LIGHT ROUTINES AND FLAGGING ----------- -

1670 REM SORT LI6HT TIMES BY RTIME; SET INTENSITIES PER TIME CHANGE

1680 REM SWITCH ON SEOUENCE------------------

1685 LOCATE 14,4PRINT 111685 LIGHTSWITCH RTINE';RTIME

1690 IF RTIME>sO AND RTIME(s908 THEN LTINONs1iDLITS'S.SE-OBgRETURN

1700 IF RTINE>s1434 AND RTIME<'2348 THEN LTIMON1DLITS'5.5E-08RETURN

1710 IF RTIME>'2874 AND RTI$E<.3788 THEN LTINON'IiDL!T5'5,5064E-OBiRETURN

1720 IF RTINE>s4314 AND RTINE<4200 THEN LTIMO$'1iDL1TS5.5E-0BiRETURN

1730 IF RTINE>.4100 THEN LOCATE 15,ISiPRINT 'FINISHED'sSTOP

1740 REM SWITCH OFF SEQUENCE-------

1750 IF RTINE)'909 AND RTIKE<'1433 THEN LTIMON'OiRETURN

1760 IF RTINE).2349 AND RTINE<.2873 THEN LTIMON'0RETURN

1770 IF RTI$E>'3789 AND RTINE<'4313 THEN LTIMON.0RETURN

1780 IF RTIME>4100 THEN LOCATE 15,15sPRINT 'FINISHED'iSTOP

1790 REM SOLUTION OF SLOPE FOR RAD COMPONENT-

1795 LOCATE 15,4PRINT '81795 RADSLP CALC. RTIME';RTINE

1800 DLITKO'(DLITUO,IIEXPDLIT(jo,1)*CFLUX)+DLI1'uo,2))
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1810 DLITKI$CDLITJO,m$EXP((DL!T(JO,1)*CFLUX)+DLIT(JO,2))

1820 XOIDLITUO,3)tX1$DLIT(J0,3)1Y03DLITK0IY1.DLITK1X.TENO

1830 SOSUB 1550

1840 RADSLPZY

1850 RETURN

1860 REN SOLUTION OF FULL NODEL W/LISHT RADCO$P

1865 LOCATE 16,4:PRINT '11865 RADCOMP CALCI RTINE';RTIME

1870 RADCNP0.EXPUDLITUO,1ICFLUX)+DLIT(I0,2

1880 RADCNPISEXPUDLITJO,1)*CFLUX)+OLIT(JO,2))

1890 XO$DLIT(I0,3hZ1$DLIT(JO,3)$Y0BRADC$J01Y1.RADCNP1IXITEN1

1900 508(18 1550

1910 RADCONPXY

1920 RETURN

1930 LOCATE I714sPR!NT 11930 ENTERINS PRINT SWITCH RTINE';RTINE

1931 IF RTINE(BlO THEN PTIN'BlO

1935 IF RTINEs>805 AND RTINE.(815 THEN PTIKaI62OjGQTQ 1990

1940 IF RTINE>1a15 AND RTINE(.1625 THEN PTIN'2430GOTO 2000
1950 IF RTINE)s2425 AND RTI$E<s2435 THEN PTIN'32405OTO 2010
1960 IF RTIIIE)'3235 AND RTINE('3245 THEN PTIN4050i6OTO 2020
1970 IF RTINE>a4045 AND RTINE<'4055 6OTO 2030
1980 RETURN

1990 LOCATE 14,4gPRINT 'RTIME*CK3';RTINEICK3ILPRINT 'TIMEiK3 ';RTINEjCK3iRETURN
2000 LOCATE 15,4PRINT 'RTINEtCK3';RTINEJCK3LpRINT

'TINEiKJ 'JRTINE;CK3iRETURN
2010 LOCATE 16,4iPRINT 'RTINEICK3'IRTINEICK3ILPRINT 'TINEiK3 '1RTINE;CK3RETURN
2020 LOCATE 17,4iPRINT 'RTINEICK3'tRTINECK3ILPRINT

'TINEsK3 'JRTINEpCKJtRETURN
2030 LOCATE 18,4iPRINT 'RTINEICK3'IRTINEICK3ILPRINT

'TINEK3 ';RIINEICK3:RETURN
2040 RETURN
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Table 13. Computer listing of the algorithm for solution of the mass
balance coefficients for madrone and chinkapin.

1 REM - TRICLOPYR FOLIAR DISPOSITION MODEL - USDA FOREST SERVICE

2 REM - PACIFIC NORTHWEST EXPERIMENT STATION - ). BENTSON

3 REM This progru calculates Xl (1(1. in text, sass balance coefficient for
4 REM the asount lost) and 1(2 IKF in text, sass balance coefficient for the
5 REM quantity in leaf tissues) for Pacific eadrone and giant chinkapin leaves.
6 REM The progra. calculates the tuperature at a given tin when tuperature
7 REM is either increasing or decreasing with a cosine fucntion. The tins
8 REM and teaparatures of Use segeents when teaperatur, is changing and when
9 REM isothersal the segeents are specified in data lines 2070-2185.

10 REM The rate of change of a sass balance coefficient at a given teaperature
11 REM is detersined by interpolating between the experisentally derived rates
12 REM The ease balanc, coefficients are Integrated as the sue of the
13 REM changes of the sass balance coefficients over 10 smut. tin Intervals.
14 REM Tises of reported values are specified in sinutes f roe deposition in
15 REM lines 5825-5890. Tises of sunrixe and sunset are specified In lines
16 REM 54901600. The asount of radiation delivered In 10 sinutes (in
11 REM eln,telns/caA2) ii also entered at thou lines. The Integration
18 REM constants (differences) and confidence intervals are obtained 4roe
19 REM tables in the appendices. Solution for the quantities In different
20 REM cosparthenti ii described in the text.
100 DEFDBL A-E,N,O-Z

110 DEFINT F-Id

120 DIM CNTIXI(3,5),cHTEXI (5,5),CHTIK2(3,5),CNTEK25,4),DLIT(3,3)

130 DIM ANTIK1(3,5),AMTEK1(5,5),ftflT1K2(3,5,AMTEk2(5,5),cHLwTE(5,4),AMjwTE(5,4)

140 DIM

150 DIM 2(30)

160 REM EQUATION CONSTANTS $I**$tIII$****$$$$$*I*I$$sI$I$gg*
170 ANTIK1(1,i)I.000104$AMTIKl(1,2)..,00775jAMTIX1(1,3)..2s2gANTIK1 (1,4)'-.00ló
5

180 A$T1K1(l,5).2B3.l5AMTlK1(2,1).-.0000155IAMTIKi(2,2)s.0074,MTzK1 (2,3)'. 14

190 AflTIK1(2i4)s.000942AMTIK1(2,5).298.15IAflTIK1(3,1),3,13E_O6,AMTlK1 (3,2)'-.05

46

200 AMTIK1(3,3)$3.491sAflT1X1(3,4)s.000224,A$TlKl(3,5)s313.ISzCHTIKI (2, l)'-.00014

2

210 CHTIXI(2,2)I,0042ICHTIK1(2,3)a.736ICHTIKI(2,4)...00000IICHTIKL(2,5)1298.15

220
(3,4)'-.00Ol

9

230 CHTIKI(3,5)1313.1516MT1K2(2,1).,04007I3tAMTIP2(2,2)s.QOI64IAMTIK(2,3)g.042

240 AMTIK2(2,4)'.011IAMTIK2(2,5)s298.15i,TIK2(3, 1)'.000069BiAMT!K213,2s,00887

250 AMTIK2(3,3)s-.1451ANT1k2(3,4)I.OI3ICHTIK2(2, 1)'.000196iCHTIK2(2,2'.00591

260 CHTIK2(2,3).-.396$CHTIK2(2,4):,QIO7tCHTIK2(2,5)1299. IS2AMTIK2(3,5):313.15
270

280

290 Z(18)'I.28t1(24)z2.43



610

29

620 AMLIK1 (1,5)283.15IA$LIk1(2, 1)s3712.423i*NUK1(2,2.-.O1O2A$Uk1 (2,3).-2. 15
87

630 MLIK1(2,4)u-,0079ANt.1K1(2,5s29B.15AMLIK1(3,1).163128,22074ALIK1 (32)'.
4916

640 AHLIK1(3,3)-11.6616lAflLIK1(3,4).-.0029,ANLIKl3,5).313.15
650 CHLIKI(1,1)'162304.6906*:CHLIKI(1,2).-.103IICHLIKI(1,3)12,321CHUKI(1,4)..O0
39

660 CHLIKI(1,5)'283.I5iCHLIKI(2,1)u16830,71iCHLIKI (2,2)-.0326CHLIK1 (2,3)'5.651
670 CHLIK1

680 AMLIK2(1, 1)a42690.59ANLI( 1,2)s.698ANLIK2(1,3)2. 1BANLIK2(j,4).0013
690 ANLIK2(1,5).283.15,A1K22,1'159I43,3159hANUK2(2,2).-1.0032ANLIg2(2,3).
10.7684

700 APILIK2(2,4)-.0475:A$LIK2(2,5)s298.15:A$LIK2(3, 1)'-11B653.6113tANLIK2(3,2)'
-1.224

710 A$LIK2(3,3)s19.I54ZAflLIK2(3,4)s-.0014:AMLIK2(3,5z313. 15
720 CHLIK2(1,5)a283.15:CULIK2(2,1)*154283.4035*$CHUK2(2,2)a-.4$14
730 CHLIK2(2,3)s.85BzCHLIK2(2,4)B.001ICHiIg2(2,5)29B.15
740

3.15
750 AIILWTI(2, 1)4.475E-05A$LWTI 12,2)'.01946*ANLWTJ (2,3)'-.0003505

760 ANLWTI(2,4).298.15:ANLWTI(3, 1)5.273E-05iANLWTI (3,2)'.04426
770 ANLWTI(3,3)'-.00327A$L$TI(3,4)a313.I5CHLwTI(1,j)..OoOO2O2

780 CHLWTIU,2)'.003441ICHLWTIU,3)a.00052O5CHL$TI (1,4)'283.15
790 CHLWTI (2,1)a7.682E.O5iCHLWTI (2,2).O0179iCHLWTI (2,3)'.0004999

800 CHLNTI (2,4)298.15sCHLWTI(3,1)s1.757E-05CHLWTI (3,2)'.04436
810 CHINTI (3,3).001793tCHL$TI (3,4)'313. 15
830 CHCK1IO:CHCK2:0AflCK1sO:AflCK2z0:AflCLN:0:CHCLW:0:RTjME0:FLl:0

840 FLA6DaO: FLA6UO;FL6ISDzOzLTIMW4sO

850 6OSUB 1870

860 IF FL6ISO.1 GOTO 840

870 IF FLI'l THEN NTHIO.tt6OTO 950

880 REN CALCULATE K'S AND PL$'8 I 10 NINUTES & TE$P(10 NIH)

890 IF FLI'l THEN I'RTI$E
900 6OSUB 2190

910 6OSUB 5500

920 IF LTI$ON'l THEN CFLUX'CFLUX+DLITS

930 IF FLI'O THEN RTINE'IOsNTINO.I

940 REN ROUTINE FOR DECREASINS OR INCREABIN6 I

950 FOR NTINE.NTIIIO TO NTINI STEP 10
960 60808 3500
970 IF RTI$E>'lO THEN RTDIE'RTIIIE+10

980608085830
990 XaRTINE

1000 608)18 2190

1010 IF LTINON'l THEN 608)18 5610
1020 IF LTINON'O 60T0 1100

1030 ANLIKI'U(l)$ALIKlS$DLITS)

1040 IF ANCK2>.33 THEN AMLIK2'0:60T0 1060
1050 AIILIK2'(.001*Z(3)$ALIK2S*DLITS)
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1060 CHL!K1(Z(2)$CLIk1S*DLITS)

1070 CHLIK2(2(4)*CLIIC2S*DLITS)

1080 LOCATE 94tPRINT 11135 RT!ME**HLIk1:AMLIK2tCHLIK1gCHL!K2TEMO';ftTjME;AMLIK

1;ANLIK2;CHLIK1;cHLIK2;TE$o

1090 IF LTIflOk'l SOTO 1110

1100 AMLIKl'0sANLIk2s0ClUKl0CHLIK2.0
1110 SOSUB 3840

1120 IF ANCLW>.46 THEN ANLWTI.OtSOTO 1140

1130 Aflt.WTI'(AMLTI$*DTIME)

1140 IF CHCLW).46 THEN CHLWTI'06OTO 1160

1150 CHLWTI'Z(18)*DTINEICHLTI$

1160 CHTIK1((Z(2$CH1TI8+Z(2)sC1TIBL)sDTIME)cHTIk2.( (Z(4)$CH2TIB+Z(4)*C2TISL)$
DT!ME)

1170 AMTIK1'((Z(l)$A$ITIB.Z(l)$AITISLJIDTIME)
1180 IF AHCK2>.33 THEN ANTIK2'OiSOTO 1210

1190 AMTIK2.( (l(8)IAN2T1S+Z(3)$A2TI8L)$DTINE

1210 LOCATE 12,4aPRINT 'Sf245 RTIMEiAMTIK1sAMTIK2iCHTIKhCHTIK2TENOTEN1'1RT1sE

AIITIKt; AMTIK2jCHTIK1 ;CHT1K2I TEND; TE$1

1320 AMaKI'AsCKl+ANTIKI.ANUKl aAM8K2'A$CK2+ANTIK2+ANLIK2i CHaKlCHCKl +CHTIKI+CHLI

Ku CNDK2.CHCK2+NTIK2+CHLIK2iAM8LNAMCLW+ANLNT1 t CHOL$CHCLN+CHL NT I

1330 AflRK1AMT!K1+A$LIKj1AMRK2.A$T!K2+A$LIK2:CHRK1.CHTIK1+CHLIKj:CK2CHTIK2+CH

L1K2i ANRL WANL NT! iCI*L W'CHL Nil

1340 IF AMRKI>'0 THEN AMCKI'A$CKI+AML!Kl+ANTIKl

1350 IF ANRK2>.0 THEN ANCK2'AMLIK2+A$CK2+AMh1k2

1360 IF CHRICI>'O THEN CHCKI'CHCKI+CHTIKI+CHLIKI

1370 IF CHRK2>'O THEN CHCK2.CHCK2+CHLIK2+CHTIK2

1380 IF CHRLW>.0 THEN CHCLWCHCL$+CHI.WTI

1390 IF A$RLW>0 THEN AHCLW!AHCLW+A$LWTI -

1400 IF LTIMONsI THEN CFLUIaCFLUI+DLITS

1410 CLSxLOCATE 2,4i608113 6080

1420 TEMOsTENI

1425 IF FL1:0 THEN FL11
1430 NEXT NTIME

1440 SOTO 840

1450 REM FOR TINES WHEN TEMPERATURES DO NOT CHANSE

1455 SOSUB 2190

1460 IF RTINE<PTIN AND PTIN< (NTIMES+RTIME) THEN PFL6zI

1470 IF PFL51 THEN NNTIME8NTINESINTINES'PTIN-RTINEIHNTINESIHNTINES-NTIMES

1480 IF PFL62 THEN NTINES'H$TINESiPFLS'O

1490 IF FL10 THEN FL11iRTINE'1
1520 XRT!NE

1530 CFLUX2.CFLUX+ C (NTINES/ 10) *DLITS)

1540 508118 2310

1550 ANDLWtALW1-ALW0)

1560 CNQLW'(CLWI-CLWO)

1570 AMDKI.(AKl1-AK10)

1580 AMQK2'(AK2I-AK2O)

1590 CHQKI(CK11-CKIO)

1600 CHDK2' (CK2I-CK2O)

1610 IF (ANØLW+ANCLW)>.55 SOTO 1620 ELSE IF (ANRLN+AMCLN)<.55 THEN ANCLW'ANCLW+A

NOLW
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1620 IF (CNOLW+CHCLW)>.46 6010 1630 ELSE IF (CHQLW+CHCLW)(.46 THEN CHCLW'CHCLW+C

HOLW

1630 IF 10.1 THEN 10=283. 15i11'298. 15
1640 IF 10=2 THEN Z0'298.15d1.313.15
1650 IF 10.1 THEN Y0=1.liYl'l.4iX'TE$0
1660 IF 10=2 THEN Y0'1.4sY1'2,7i1'TEMO

1670 SOStiB 5460

1680 IF (AMCK1sAN8K1Y 6010 1690 ELSE IF (AIICKI+AMOKI)<Y THEN ANCK1'AMCK1+ANK1
1690 IF 10=1 THEN Y0.023:Y1'.14
1700 IF 10.2 THEN Y0.14:Y1=.28
1710 GOSUB 5460

1720 IF (ANCK2+AMQK2)>Y 60T0 1730 ELSE IF (AMCK2+ANQK2)(Y THEN AMCK2:ANCK2,AgK2

1730 IF 10.1 THEN YOx.9:Y1z1.3B

1740 IF 10.2 THEN Y0'1.38zY1a2.05
1150 6OSUB 5460

1760 IF (CHCKI+CHQK1)>Y 60101770 ELSE IF (CHCKI+CHOKI)(Y THEN CHCKI=CHCKI+CHOK1

1770 IF 10.1 THEN Y0=.O3zYl..57

1780 IF 10.2 THEN Y0=.57iY1'1.2B
1790 SOSUB 5460

1800 IF (CHCK2+CN8K2))Y 6010 1820 ELSE IF (CHCK2+CHOK2)(Y THEN CHCK2'CHCK2+CHQK2

1820 CLSL0CATE 2,4*608112 6080

1830 TEMO'TENI

1840 CFLUX.CFLUX2sRTIME.RTINE.NTINES

1850 IF PFLS'l THEN SOBUB 5830

1852 IF PFLS'l THEN PFLS'2s60T0 1480
1260 RETURN

1870 REM INITIALIZE TEMP FOR FIRST TEMPERATURE INTERVAL $*1*$1*$$$$$$$$*$1$$*
1880 READ TENPO,TEMP1,CHOURO,CHOUR1

1890 DTIME=10

1900 TENPO=TEMPO+213* TEMPI=TEMPI+273

1910 MINO'(INT(CHOURO)$oo)+(100$(CHOIJRO-UNT(cHOIJRO))))

1920 MAXO=(INT(CHOURI)*60).(100*(CHOIJR1-UNT(CHDUR1))))

1930 IF MAXO<MINO THEN IIAXO.NAXO+1440

1940 NTIMES'MAXO-MINOaTIMPI.J. 1415/NTINES

1950 NTINI.NTIIES

1960 PRINT '$2165 FLI';FLl
1970 IF TENPO)TEMPI THEN FLASD'1,FLA6U.0FL5I50.0

1980 IF TENPO<TENPI THEN FLA6U1FLA6D'0FL6ISD.0

1990 IF INT(TEMPO)'INT(TEMPI) THEN FL6ISO'lsTEMO.TENPO,TEMI'TEMPl

2000 PRINT '$2205 FL6ISO';FL6ISO

2010 IF FLGISO'I THEN 605(18 1450

2020 IF FLSISO'l THEN FLI'IiRETURN

2030 TEMPS. (TEMP 1-TEMPO) /2

2040 IF FLA6U.1 THEN TENP=TEMPS+TENPO

2050 IF FLASD.1 THEN TEMP=TEMP1-TEMPS

2060 RETURN

2070 REM NIN MAX ISOTHERMAL TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS WITH THEIR TINES - DATA*$U$*
*
2080 DATA 34,10,16.3,1

2090 DATA 10,10,1,5

2100 DATA 10,33,5,12

2110 DATA 33,33,12,16
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2120 DATA 33,10,16,1

2130 DATA 10,10,1,5

2140 DATA 10,38,5,12
2150 DATA 38,38,12,16

2160 DATA 38,10,16,1
2170 DATA 10,10,1,5

2180 DATA 10,29,5,12
2185 DATA 29,29,12,16

2190 REM CALCULATE NEW TEMP AT NEW TINE

2200 IF FLA60.1 THEN TENI'INT(TENP-(TENPB*(COB((X)ITINPI))))

2210 IF FLA6U.1 THEN TEMIINT(TENP+(TENP8*(CO$(((X$TINPI)+3,1415)))

2220 IF FL1sO THEN TE$OsTEIIPO

2230 IF FL61801 THEN TE$O'TERPOz TENIsTEMPI * DTEMPsO

2240 IF FL6ISO.O AND FLA6U1 THEN DTENPTEN1-TEN0

2250 IF FLGISO'O AND FLA6D'l THEN DTEMP'TENI-TENO

2260 IF TENO)s283 AND TEIIO(298 THEN I0'IiJO.2

2270 IF TE$O)s298 AND TEI$0('313 THEN 10a2*J0.3

2280 IF TENI>'283 AND TENI(298 THEN 11.1iJl'2
2290 IF TENI>'298 AND TEIII('313 THEN I1.2*11'3
2310 IF NTINE(830 THEN LOaOsL1'l

2320 IF RTINE)a830 AND RTINE<1660 THEN LOal*L1'2

2330 IF RTINE>1660 AND RTINE<2490 THEN L02L1u3

2340 IF RTINfl2490 AND RTIME<3320 THEN L0'3sL1.4

2350 IF RTINE>'3320 AND RTIME<'4150 THEN LOa4aL1'S

2360 RETURN

2370 REM ROUTINE TO CALCULATE 1(1 & K2 W/ETINE NADRONE AND CHINKAPIN

2380 IF FL6ET'l THEN I'RTIME+NTIMES

2390 CHLWO.(CHLWTI(IO,A*X).CHLJTIUO,V*(LO5(X)))+CHLWTI(IO,3)

2400 CHLWI.(CHLWTI(JO,1)*X).(CHLWTI(J0,2);(LO6(X)))+CiiLWTI (J0,3)

2410 ANLWO'(ANLWTI(IO,l)$X)+(AMLWTIUO,2)$(LO6(X))),AIILWTI(Io,3)

2420 ANLW1'(AMLWTI(J0,1UX)+(ANLWTIO,2HLO6Um+AMLWTI (J0,3)
2430 IF 10.1 THEN CHKIO..OA79iCHK2O'.O262sFLCKIsI

2440 IF 10.2 AND CHCKI)'.138 THEN CHKIO..I3BiFLCKI.1

2450 IF 10.2 AND CHCK2>'.Sló THEN CHK2O'.516*FLCK2'1

2460 IF FLcKI.0 THEN CHKIO(CHTIKI(I0,t)$I)+(CNTIK1UO,2$(L06(X))+CCHTIKI(Io,3
)$CHLWO)+CHTIK1 (10,4)

2470 IF FLCK2O THEN CHK2O'(CHTIK2(IO,1)*X).(CHTIK2(IO,2$LO6u)))+(CHTIK2(Io,3
) *CHLWO)+CHTIK2UO,4

2480 FLCKI'O* FLCK2aO

2490 IF J0s2 AND CHCK1>'.13B THEN CHKII'.138*FLCKI'1

2500 IF JO'2 AND CHCIC2>s.516 THEN CHK2I'.SIoiFLCK2'2

2510 IF J0s3 AND CHCKI>'.649 THEN CHKII'.649sFLCk1'1

2520 IF JO'3 AND CHCK2>s1.04 THEN CHK21't.04*FLCK21

2530 IF FLCK10 THEN CNklls(CHTIKI(J0,111)+(CHTIKI(Jo,2)$(LO5(x)))+(CHTIKI (J0,3
)*CHLWI)+CHTIKI (J0,4)

2540 IF FLCK2'O THEN CK2Is(CHTIK2(J0,1*1.CHTIK2JO,21L06w))+(CHTIK2(Jo,3
I *CHLNi) +CHTIK2 (JO, 4)

2550 IF 10.1 THEN AMK20.023zFLNK1'1

2560 IF 10.1 AND ANCKI>..0641 THEN ANKIO'.O64IiFLNK1'1

2570 IF 10.2 AND ANCk1>.227 THEN ANK10'.227:FLNK11
2580 IF 10.2 AND AIICK2)u.192 THEN ANK20.192*FLMX2a1
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2590 IF FLNK1sO THEN AIWIO(AMT1KI(I0,1)$X)+(ANTIKI(I0,2)$(L06(X)))+(AITIKI(I0,3

)*ANLWO)+ANTIKI (10,4)

2600 IF FLNK2'O THEN ANK2O'(MT1K2(I0,l)*X)+(AMTIK2(I0,2)$(L06(X)))+(MTIK2(I0,3

)SANLWO)+ANTIK2UO,4)

2610 FLNKI:0,FLNK2aO

2620 IF J0'2 MD A$CKI)'.227 THEN A$kI1fl7IPtNkIE1
2630 IF J@2 AND ANCK2>:.192 THEN A1tK2I:.192:FLHE2=1

2640 IF 30:3 AND ANCKI>:t.241 THEN A$k1I:1.241:FLNKI:1

2650 IF 30:3 MD ANCK2>:.14 THEN MK21a.14FLNK2'1

2660 IF FLNKI'O THEN ANKI1'(MTIKI(J0,1)*X)+(MTIKI(J0,2)$L06(1))+tMTIKI(J0,3)$

ANLWI)+A$TIk1 (30,4)

2670 IF FLNK2'O THEN MX2I'(ANTIK2UO,l)$I)+(MTIK2(30,2)$L06(I))+(MTIK2(J0,3)$

MLWI)+ANTIK2(J0,4)

2680 FLMK1aOzFLMK2Os FLCK1'OsFLCK2'0

2690 IF 10:1 THEN Z0:283.15tX1s298.15

2700 IF 10s2 THEN 10298.lSiIl'313.15

2710 X=TEMIi Y0CHLW0: YICHLWI

2720 605U8 5460

2730 Y'YIZ(lB)

2740 IF FIGETsO THEN CLWO.Y

2750 IF FLGET'l THEN CLN1:Y

2760 YOAMLNO: Y1A1(LNI

2770 6OSVB 5460

2780 Y'Y*Z(17)

2790 IF FL6ETsO THEN ALW0'Y

2800 IF FLSET'l THEN ALWI'Y

2810 Y0'CHK10YICHk11

2820 6OSUB 5460

2850 IF FL6ETO THEN C1(10'Y$Z12)

2860 IF FL6ET'l THEN CKI1'Y$Z(2)

2870 YOCHK2Os YIZCHK2I

2880 605118 5460

2910 IF FL6ET'O THEN CK2O'Y$Z(4)

2920 IF FLGET'l THEN CK21'Y$2(4)

2930 YOANKIO:Y1'ANKII

2940 605118 5460

2970 IF FL6ET'0 THEN Ak1O'Y$ZU)

2980 IF FL6ETsI THEN AK11'Y$Z(l)

2990 YOA$X2OsY1'MX21

3000 60SU8 5460

3030 IF FL6ETaO THEN 6K20.Y$Z(8)

3040 IF FLBET.1 THEN *21.Y*Z(8)

3050 IF FLBET'O AND LTENON'O THEN FL6ETh60T0 2380

3060 IF FL6ET.1 AND LTIMON'O THEN FLSET.0*RETURN

3070 IF FLGET'0 THEN X'RTINEiCL.CFLUZ

3080 IF FLGETaI THEN XRTINE+NTIIIEStCL'CFLIJX2

3090 ATIK10((ANLIKl(I0,1)$CL)+ALIK1(I0,2IL06U+(AMLIK1U0,3$A$L$0+ANLIk1

(10,4))

3100 ATIK11'((MLIKI(J0,1)*CL)+(Afl1.IK1(J0,2)*LD5W)+(ANLIX1(JO,3)SMLWI)+ANIJKI

(30,4))

3110 ATIK2O.EXP( (ANLIK2(10,1)$CL)+(AML1K210,2*L061X)+IA$LIK2(I0,31AHLN0+ANL

IK2(I0,4))
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3120 ATIK2I.EIP((AML1K2(J0,I)*CL)+IAMLIK2(JO,2)*LOb(X))+ANLIK2WO,3sMt.wl)+AHL

1K2(JO,4))

3130 CTIKIO'((CHLIK1(I0,1)$CL)+(CHUK1(1O,2)*L06(X) )+(CHLIKI (I0,3)$CHLWO)+CHLIKL

(10,4))

3140 IF J0'3 THEN CTIKII'O:GOTO 3160

3150 CTIK1I' CHLIK1WO,1)$cL)+CHLIKIWO,21L06w)+CHLIKI (J0,3)*CHLW1)+CHLIKI

(JO,4))

3160 IF I01 THEN CTIK20O&6OTO 3180

3170 CT1K20sEXP((HL1K2(10,1)$CL)+(CHLIK2(I0,2)IL06(X) )+(CHLIK2(I0,3)$CHLWO)+CHL

1k2U0,4))

31B0 IF J0z3 THEN CTIK2l060TO 3200

3190 CTIK21'EXP((CLIK2(JO,1)*CL)+(CHLIK2(J0,2sL06w+CHL1K2u0,3ICHLWn+CHL

1K2(J0,4))

3200 X'TEMliYO'CTIKIOi Y1CTIKII

3210608885460

3220 IF FL6ET'O THEN CK10CKI0+(Y*l(2))

3230 IF FL6ETs1 THEN CkIlCK11+tY$Z(2))

3240 Y0'CTIK2OsYI'CTIK21

3250 608(18 5460

3260 IF FL6ET'O THEN CK20CK20(Y*l(41)

3270 IF FL6ET.1 THEN CK2l'CK21(Y$Z(4))

3280

3290 605(11 5460

3300 IF FL6ETsO THEN AK20AK20+(Y*Z(3))

3310 IF FL6ET'l THEN AK2IsAK2I+(YIZ(3))

3320 Y0ATIK10iY1'ATIK11

3330 60805 5460

3340 IF FL6ET'O THEN AK1OAK1O(Y*Z(1))

3350 IF FL6ET.1 THEN AK11AK1l+(Y$Z(1))

3360 IF FL&ET0 THEN FL6ETaIs6OTO 2380

3310 IF FL6ET.1 THEN FL6ET.OsRETIJRN

3840 REM TINESLOPE INTERPOLATION BETWEEN TEMPERATURES*$$*$$$***$$$*$$$$$$$$**$$*

3850 AITISOI,AlTISlal,A2fl50s1,A2TISI.1,C1flSos1,C1TIS1.1,C2TISO.1,C2TISI.1

3860 IF I01 THEN X0283iZ1298

3870 IF IO2 THEN X0'298XI313

3880 CLTISOCHLWTI (10, 1)+CHLWTI(I0,2)/RTINE

3890 ALTISO'AMLWTI(I0,1).ANLWTIUO,2/RTINE

3900 CLTIB1'CHLWTI(JO, 1)+tHLWTI(J0,2)/RTINE

3910 ALTIS1AMLWTI (JO, 1)+ANLWTI (J0,2)/RTINE

3920 iF 10.1 AND CHCKI>.80679 THEN CITI$0s0

3930 IF IO2 AND CHCK1>'. 138 THEN C1TISOsO

3940 IF J02 AND CHCK1).13B THEN CITISI.0

3950 IF J0.3 AND CHCK1>.649 THEN CITISIsO

3960 IF CITISOO AND CITIS1sO THEN CITIB'OiGOTO 3990

3970 IF C1TIS000 THEN C1TIS0CHTIK1(IO,1)+(CHT1K1(I0,2)/RTINE)+(cHTIK1 (10,3)$CL

TISO)

3980 IF CITIBIOO THEN CITIBI'CHIIKI(JO,ls(CHTIKI (J0,2)/RTINE)+(CHTIKI (JO,3)*CL

T1SI)

3990 IF 10.1 AND CHCK2).0262 THEN C2TISO'0

4000 IF 10'2 AND CHCK2)'.Slã THEN C2TZSO.0

4010 IF 10'2 AND CHCK2)'aSlè THEN C2TISI'O

4020 IF J0s3 AND CHCK2)'1.04 THEN C2TIS10
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4030 IF C2TIS000 THEN
TISO)

4040 IF C2TISI<>O THEN C2TISI'CHTIK2(J0,1).(CHTIK2WO,2/RTIME+(CHTIK2(J0,3)*CL
TISI)

4050 IF 10'! AND AMCKI)'.0641 THEN AITIBO'O
4060 IF I0'2 AND ANCKI>'.227 THEN AITISO.0
4070 IF J0'2 AND ANCKI>'.227 THEN AITIS!'O
4080 IF J0s3 AND AMCKI)'1.241 THEN AITISI'O
4090 IF A1TIS000 THEN AIT1SO'ANTIKIUO,1)+ANTIK1UO,2/RTIME).(ANTIK1(1o,3)*AL
USO)

4100 IF A1TIS100 THEN A1TIS1'A$TIk1(J0,l+AMTIK1J0,2/RTINE+ANTjK1 (J0,3)$AL
TISi)
4110 IF I0'l AND AMCK2)s.023 THEN A2TISO'0
4120 IF I0'2 AND A11CK2)'. 192 THEN A2TISO'0
4130 IF J0'2 AND ANCK2>'. 192 THEN A2TISI'0

4140 IF J0.3 AND Ai$CK2>'.33 THEN A2TISIsO

4150 IF A2T180<>0 THEN
TIS0)

4160 IF A2TIS!O0 THEN A2TISI'AHTIK2(J0,1)+(ANTIK2(J0,2)/RTIIi)+(ANTIK2(Jo,3)$AL
TISI)

4170 X:TEMO: YUCLTISO: Y1'CLTISI

4180 6OSUB 5460

4190 CHLTIBuY,Y0sftLT1$0Y1.ALTI$1

4200 SOSUB 5460

4210 AMLTIB.Y

4220 IF CITISO.0 AND CITISI'O THEN CHITISsOiGOTO 4260
4230 Y0'CITISOiYIaCITISI

4240 SOSUB 5460

4250 CHITIS'Y

4260 IF C2TISO'O AND C2TZB1'O THEN CH2TIS'OsSOTO 4300

4270 Y0'C2T ISO: YIC2TISI

4280 60808 5460

4290 CH2TIS'Y

4300 IF A1TIS00 AND AITISI'O THEN AM1TI5'06OTO 4340

4310 YOAITISOsY1'AlTISI
4320 LOSUB 5460

4330 AN1TISY

4340 IF A2TISO'O AND A2TISIsO THEN M2TIS'Oi&OTO 4380
4350 Y0'A2TISO:y1=62T151

4360 SOSUB 5460

4370 AN2TIS'Y

4380 IF LTINONsO THEN RETURN

4390 CITISO'(CHLIK1(I0,3)*CHLTIS+CHUKI(Io,2),RTINE)
4400 IF 10.3 THEN C1TISI'OsSOTO 4420

4410 C1TISI'(CHLIKl (J0,3)$CHLTIS)+(CHLIKI (J0,2)/RTINE)

4420 AITISO'(ANLIKIUO,3*ANLTIS+rnNLIKIU0,2)mTINE)

4430 AITISI'(ANLIKI (J0,3)$ANLTIS).(ANLIK1 (J0,2)/RT!NE)
4440 IF 10'! THEN C2TIS0'0:60T0 4470
4450 C2TISI'EXP((CHLIK2UO,1*CFLUX+CCHLIK2CIO,2)sLo6(RTIiiE))+(cHuK2(1o,3)$CHC
LW)+CNLIK2(I0,4))

4460 C2TISO'UCHLIK2UO,2)/RTI$E)+(CHUK2(Io,3)$CHLWTI(Io, 1))+(CHLIK2(I0,3)$CHLW
TI (I0,2)/RTINE )*C2TISI
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4470 IF J0a3 THEN C2TISI'OiGOTO 4500

4480 C2TISI'EXPUCHLIK2JO,l)ICFLUX+CHUK2(Jo,2)SLOG(RTIME) )+(CHUK2(J0,3)*CHC
LW)+CHLIK2(I0,4))

4490 C2TISI'((CHLIK2(J0,2)/RTIME)+(CHLIK2(Jo,3)sCHLWTI (10,1) )+(CHLIK2(JO,3)ICHLW
TI (JO,2) /RTINE) )IC2TISI

4500

LW)+AMLIK2(I0,4))

4510 A2TISO'UALIK2UO,2/RTIME+ANLIK2UO,3sAMLWTIUO,1))+(AMuK2(Io,3)$A$Lw
TI (10,2) IRTINE) ) *A2TISI

4520

LW)+ANLIK2(J0,4))

4530 A2TIS1'((AMLIK2(J0,2/RTIME+(4ML1K2(J0,3)$ANLWT1(J0,1))+(ANLIK2(J0,3)+ANLW
TI (JO,2) /RTIME) )*A2TISI

4540 YOC1IISO:Y1'ClTISl
4550 GOSUB 5460
4560 C1T1SL YOSC2TISOi Y1'C2TISI

4570 GOSUB 5460

4580 C2TISLSYIYOSAITISOiYISA1TI$1

4590 GOSUB 5460

4600 A1T1SL'YtY0A2TIS0Y1'A2TI$1
4610 GOSUB 5460

4620 A2TISLYRETURN

5450 REM LINEAR INTERPOLATION

5460 Y(X-X0)t( (Y1-Y0)/(X1-X0))+Y0
5470 RETURN

5480 REM LIGHT ROUTINES AND FLAS6ING

5490 REM SORT LIGHT TINES BY RTINE; SET INTENSITIES PER TIME CHANGE

5500 REM SWITCH ON SEDUENCE--------------
5510 IF RTINE>0 AND RTIME<'202 THEN LTINON'ItDLITS'1.1914E-OBiRETURN

5520 IF RTINE>.Bl5 AND RTI$E(a1638 THEN LTIMON'LiDL!T9'4.1904E-0$iRETURN

5530 IF RTIME>'2255 AND RTINE<'3075 THEN LTIMON'1tDLITS2,7114E-O8,RETURN

5540 IF RTINE)'3695 AND RTINE<.4100 THEN LTIMON'IiDLITS.7.066E-O9iRETURN

5550 IF RTINE>'4100 GOTO 6100

5560 REM SWITCH OFF SEQUENCE---

5570 IF RTIME>'203 AND RTIME(a814 THEN LTIMON0iRETURN

5580 IF RTINE>'1639 AND RTIME('2254 THEN LTIMONOiRETURN

5590 IF RTIME>'3076 AND RTIME<3694 THEN LTIMON'OiRETURN

5600 IF RTIME>s4100 60T0 6100

5610 REM SOLUTION OF SLOPE FOR MD COMPONENT

5620 ALIKIO'AMLIKI (10,1) iALIK1I.A$LIKI (JO, 1)
5630 CLIKIO'CHLIKlUO,D
5640 IF J0s3 THEN CLIKII'OaGOTO 5660

5650 CLIKII.CHLIKI (JO, 1)

5660 X0'ANLIKI (10,5)*XI.AMLIKI (J0,5)X'TEM0
5670 Y0ALIKIOsYIsALIKII
56806081185460

5690 AL1K1SY:Y0=CLIK1O2y1:CLIK11

5700 6OSUB 5460

5710 CLIKISY
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5720

1K2(10,3)*A$CLW+ANLIK2UO,4))

5730 ALIK21:AMLIK2IJO,1)tEXpI(A$LIK2(JO, 1)*CFLUX)+(ANLIK2JO,2*L06(RTIME) )+(AML
1K2 (JO, 3) *ANCL W +AMLIK2 (JO, 4

5740 IF 1041 THEN CLIK2O:O:6OTO 5760

5750

1K? (10,3) $CHCLW)sCNLIK2 (10,4))

5760 IF J0:3 THEN CLIK21:0:60T0 5780

5770 CLIK21*CHL1K2(J0,1)1EXPUCKLIK2(JO,1)$CFLUX)+(CHLIK2(J0,2)$L06(RT1E) )+(C#L
1K2(J0,3)*CHCLW+CHLIK2(JO,4))
5780 YOZALIK2O:y1:ALIK2I
57906091)85460

5000 ALIK2S'YsYOaCLIK2OgYIsCLIK2j

5810 6081)8 5460

5820 CLIK2SY: RETURN

5825 REM PRINT TIME SYNCH MODULE $ssuss*uszs*sssss*ssus*usssnss,usz,
5830 IF RTINE(830 THEN PT1Mz830

5840 IF RTIME'>825 AND RTINE'(835 THEN PTIM'1631i6010 5910

5850 IF RTINE>1o2o AND RTIME<.1636 THEN PTIM:2470t 6010 5940

5860 IF RTINE>'2465 AtlD RT1NE<'2475 THEN PTIM3258:60T0 5970

5870 IF RTINE>3253 AND RTINE<'3263 THEN PTIN:4072:60T0 6000

5880 IF RT1ME>4067 AND RTIME(L4077 THEN 6051)0 6060

5890 IF RTINE>4067 AND RTINE<'4077 6OTO 6100
5900 RETURN

5910 LOCATE 6,4:SOSIJB 6080

5920 6051)86060

5930 RETURN

5940 LOCATE 9,4:6091)06080

5950 6091)8 6060

5960 RETURN

5970 LOCATE 12,4:6091)0 6080

5980 6OSUB 6060

5990 RETURN

6000 LOCATE 15,4:605(18 6080

6010 609(18 6060

6020 RETURN

6030 LOCATE 18,4:605(18 6000

6040 60908 6060

6050 RETURN

6060 LPRINT 'TINE:AMCK1:*MCK2ANCLW ;RTINE;AMCKLjAMCK2;ANCLN

6070 LPRINT TINEICHCKI*CHCK2$CKCLW ')RTIME(CHCKIJCHCK2(CHCLN:RETURH

6075 REM MONITOR DISPLAY MODULE $$$$*$Uu$*$S*1$$s*sssssnussus$*susn
6080 PRINT RTINEIAMCK1$ANCK2IMCL$:CHCKIICHCK2ICHCLW ;RT1NEjAMCK1jANCK2;ANCLW1
CHCKI CHCK2; CHCLW

6090 RETURN
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MADRONE

10

25

40

APPENDIX II: DATA TABLES FOR CHAPTER 4

Table 111. Linear regression results for the analysis of the
proportional change in leaf weight with respect to time at constant
temperature. Variables to which the parameters are associated: E,
elapsed time (minutes); LE, ln(E); INT, intercept. Statistics are
shown in parentheses.

C E LE INT
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2.62X105 7.97X103 -6.71x104
(R2= 0.79, F= 27.59, d.f.= 2,16, signif. at p<O.Ol)

k.47X105 1.95X102 -3.50X104
(R2= 0.80, F= 28.99, d.f.= 2,16, signif. at p<O.Ol)

5.27X105 4.43x1o2 -3.27X1O3
(R2= 0.92, F= 83.90, d.f.= 2,17, signif. at p<0.Ol)

CHINKAPIN

10 2.02X105 3.44X103 5.20X104
(R2= 0.89, F= 62.35, d.f.= 2,17, signif. at p<O.Ol)

25 7.68X105 -1.79X103 5.00X104
(R2= 0.85, F= 44.57, d.f.= 2,17, signif. at p<O.Ol)

40 1.76X105 4.44x1o2 -1.79X103
(R2= 0.95, F= 132.91, d.f.= 2,17, signif. at p<O.Ol)



Table 15. Regression parameters for the change in mass balance
coefficients (K1, K2, and K2) with respect to time at constant
temperature from the dark treatments. Variables to which the
parameters are associated are: E, elapsed time (minutes);LE, ln(E);
F, proportional change in leaf weight; INT, intercept; TR, time range
over which the regression applies (minutes). Statistics are shown in
parentheses.

TR E LE P INT
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GLASS SLIDES

KSL 10°C 0 - 4089 2.91X105 -3.45X104 6.23x105
(R2= 0.56, F= 8.82, d.f.= 2,14, signif. at p<0.01)

25°C 0 - 4104 3.82X105 2.39X102 -1.27X103
(R2= 0.67, F= 15.11, d.f.= 2,15, signif. at p<0.01)

40°C 0 - 4079 6.72X104 -1.82x102 3.10x104
(R2= 0.91, F= 72.30, d.f.= 2,15, signif at p<0.Ol)

MADRONE

10°c 0 - 1638 1.04x104 -7.75X103 -0.282 -1.65x103
(R2= 0.93, F= 20.95, d.f.= 3,5, signif. at p<O.Ol)

KL 25°C 0 - 1633 -1.55X105 7.40X103 0.140 8.42x1o4
(R2= 0.90, F= 14.48. d.f.= 3,5, signif. at p<0.01)

KF' 25°C 0 - 1633 7.13X105 i.64x103 0.042 0.011

(R2= 0.86, F= 10.66, d.f.= 3,5, signif. at p<0.05)

KL 40°c 0 - 1646 3.13X106 -5.46X102 3.491 2.24X104
(R2= 0.86, F= 9.92, d.f.= 3,5, signif. at p<O.O5)

KF 40° 0 -1646 6.98x1o5 8.87x103 -0.145 0.013
(R2= 0.93; F= 21.45; d.f.= 3,5; signif at p<0.01)

CHINKAPIN

KL 25°C 0 - 1633 1.42X104 -4.20X103 -0.736 -1.0X106
(R2= 0.96, F= 37.28, d.f.= 3,5, signif at p<O.O1)

25°C 0 - 2539 1.96X104 5.91X103 -0.396 1.07X102
(R2= 0.95, F= 56.16, d.f.= 3,8, signif. at p<0.01)

40°c 0 - 1646 -3.58X105 5.5ox1o3 1.607 -1.90X104
(R2= 0.82; F= 7.86; d.f.= 3,5; signif. at p<0.01)

40°c 0 - 1646 3.63X104 7.61X102 -0.212 1.92X102
(R2= 0.92; F= 18.56; d.f. 3,5; signif at p<O.Ol)



Table 16. Means and 95 % confidence intervals for the mass balance
coefficients KL and KF at constant temperature over time intervals
where no linear relationships could be found.

K = 6.41 X io_2 + 1.57 X io2
KL= 2.30 X io2 + 3.702X
KF= 0.227 + 7.41X 10
KL= 0.192 + 4.36 x io_2
KF= 1.241 + 0.169
K= 0.140 + 9.97 X 10

K = 6.79 X io2 3.19 x io2
KL= 2.62 X io2 + 6.342x 10
KF= 0.138 + 5.19X 10
KL= 0.516 + 9.13 X io_2

KF= 0.649 + 5.73 X io2
K= 1.04 +8.58 x io_2
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Table 17. Regression parameters for the adjustments to the dark
treatment mass balance coefficient (KSL) to yield the light
treatment mass balance coefficients for glass slide surfaces.
Variables to which the parameters are associated are: I, cumulative
photon flux density; INT, intercept.

I INT

10 5.soxlon -0.618

(R2 0.80, F= 51.26, d.f.= 1,14, sigriif. at p<0.0l)

25 6.52x104 -1.659

(R2= 0.75, F= 23.98, d.f.= 1,15, signif. at p<0.01)

40 6.70x104 -2.503

(R2= 0.95, F= 231.47, d.f.=1,15, signif. at p<0.Ol)

MADRONE

RANGE (minutes)

10°C 1638 - 4089
10°C 824 - 4089
25°C 1633 - 4104
25°C 1633 - 4104
40°C 1646 - 4079
40°c 1646 - 4079

CHINKAPIN
824 - 408910°c

10°C 824 - 4089
25°C 1633 - 4104
25°C 1633 - 4104
40°c 1646 - 4079
40°C 1646 - 4079
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Table 18. Regression parameters for adjustments of the dark
treatment MBC to yield the light treatment MBC for madrone and
chinkapin. Variables to which the parameters are associated are: I,
cumulative photon flux density; F, proportional change in leaf
weight; LE, ln(elapsed time).

°C I LE P INT

MADRONE

10 6.16x104 -2.13X102 2.51 2.90X104
(R2= 0.94, F= 39.96, d.f.= 3,11, signif. at p<O.01)

25 5.22X104 2.73x102 -1.56 3.32X102
(R2= 0.56, F= 5.70, d.f.= 3,17, signif. at p<O.Ol)

40 1.63x105 0.498 -11.66 -2.90x103
(R2= 0.81, F= 11.55, d.f.= 3,11, signif at p<O.Ol)

CHINKAPIN

10 1.62x105 -0.103 2.32 3.90X103
(R2= 0.94, F= 43.10, d.f.= 3,11, signif. at p<0.Ol)

25 1.68x1o4 -3.26X102 5.65 9.40X104
(R2= 0.91, F= 17.06, d.f.= 3,11, signif. at p<0.01)

Table 19. Regression parameters for adjustments to the dark
treatment MBC 5 to yield light treatment MBC for madrone and
chinkapin. Variables to which the parameters are associated are:
1/I, inverse of cumulative photon flux density; F, proportional
change in leaf weight; LE, ln(elapsed time).

I LE P INT

MADRONE

10 4.27x1o' -0.70 2.18 1.13X103
(R2= 0.99, F= 349.07, d.f.= 3,11, signif. at p < 0.01)

25 1.59X105 -1.00 10.77 -4.75X102
= 0.73, F= 7.38, d.f.= 3,11, signif. at p < 0.01)

40 -1.19X105, -1.22 19.15 -i.40X103
(R2= 0.93, F= 36.69, d.f.= 3,11, signif. at p < 0.01)

CHINKAPIN

25 -i.54Xi05 -0.48 0.86 -1.00xlo3
(R2= 0.98, F= 83.10, d.f.= 3,11, signif. at p < 0.01)
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Table 20. Conditions for the outdoor exposure simulations. Maximum
temperatures are tose of foliage. Maximum temperatures used for
glass slides are 5 C less than stated. Times refe to Pacifi
Daylight Time. Light is in units of einsteins cm (10 mm)

Julian Minimum Maximum Isothermal Sunrise Light
o . o . -8

Date C Time C Time From To Sunset (X10

August 4, 1987: Start 13:54
216 6.32

40 13:54 13:54 16:00 20:30

217 11 1:00 1:00 5:00 5:32 6.54

37 11:30 11:30 15:00 20:30
218 10 1:00 1:00 5:00 5:32 5.41

32 11:30 11:30 15:00 20:30

219 12 1:00 1:00 5:00 5:32 2.84

32 11:30 Stop 9:57
August 24, 1987: Start 14:12

236 5.25

37 14:12 14:12 15:00 20:25

237 10 1:00 1:00 5:00 5:38 4.61

36 11:30 12:00 15:00 20:25
238 12 1:00 1:00 5:00 5:38 4.37

37 11:30 11:30 15:00 20:24
239 10 1:00 1:00 5:00 5:39 3.12

38 11:30 Stop 10:25
September 21, 1987: Start 16:30

264 1.19

34 16:30 19:52
265 10 1:00 1:00 5:00 6:11 4.19

33 12:00 12:00 16:00 19:51
266 10 1:00 1:00 5:00 6:11 2.71

38 12:00 12:00 16:00 19:51
267 10 1:00 1:00 5:00 6:12 0.71

29 12:00 Stop 12:28
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Table 21. Results of the predicted (Pred.) mass balance coefficient
levels (KSL) for glass microscope slides versus the observed mass
balance coefficient levels. Differences (D) are between the observed
and predicted values. The mean and 95% confidence interval for the
differences in the MBCs based on the field data are shown.

Time KL
(mm) Pred. 0s. D

August 4, 1987
822 0.20 0.26 0.06

1615 0.38 0.56 0.18
2434 0.44 0.40 -0.04
3249 0.64 0.84 0.20
4068 0.82 0.94 0.12

August 24, 1987
818 0.28 0.35 0.07

1633 0.42 0.64 0.22
2461 0.62 0.69 0.07
3283 0.94 1.49 0.55
4090 1.06 1.13 0.07

September 20, 1987
830 0.32 0.60 0.28

1631 0.47 1.32 0.85
2471 0.71 0.94 0.23
3261 0.92 0.95 0.03
4072 1.02 1.25 0.23

Mean and 95% Confidence Interval of the Differences
MEAN 95% C.I.

0.21 0.43



August 14, 1987
822 0.149

1615 0.63
2434 0.74
3249 0.87
14068 0.91

August 24, 1987
818 0.40

1633 0.49
21461 0.57
3283 0.70
4090 0.72

September 20, 1987

830 0.13
1631 0.26

21471 0.30
3261 0.38

14072 0.38

Time K
(mm) Fred. 0s. D

0.20 -0.29

0.59 -0.04
0.60 -0.14

0.85 -0.02

0.96 0.05

0.09 -0.31
0.63 0.14

0.58 0.01
0.62 -0.08
0.72 0.00

0.10 -0.03
0.33 0.07
0.50 0.20
0.614 0.26

0.70 0.32

K
Pred. FOb D

0.15 0.19 0.04
0.23 0.20 -0.03
0.24 0.22 -0.02

0.33 0.24 -0.09
0.33 0.25 -0.08

0.15 0.20 0.05
0.21 0.24 0.03
0.23 0.27 0.04
0.29 0.27 -0.02
0.33 0.32 -0.01

0.02 0.08 0.06
0.04 0.09 0.05
0.05 0.11 0.06
0.08 0.18 0.10
0.11 0.19 0.08
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Table 22. Results of the predicted (Fred.) mass balance coefficient
levels (KL and KF) for madrone foliage versus the observed mass
balance coefficient levels. Differences (D) are between the observed
and predicted values. The means arid 95% confidence intervals for the
differences in the MBCs by times based on the outdoor results.

Means and 95 % Confidence Intervals of the Differences
Mean 95% C.I. Mean 95% 0.1.
0.01 0.33 0.02 0.10



Time
(mm)

August 4,
822

1615
2434
3249
4068

August 24,
818

1633
2461
3283
4090

September
830

1631
21471
3261
4072

Means and

K K
Pred. 0s. D Pred. FOb D

95 % Confidence
Mean 95% C.

0.11 0.23
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Table 23. Results of the predicted (Pred.) mass balance coefficient
levels (KL and KF) for chinkapin foliage versus the observed mass
balance coefficient levels. Differences (D) between the observed and
predicted values, and means and 95% confidence intervals for the
differences in the MBCs by time based on the outdoor results are
shown.

0.10 0.31 0.56 0.25
0.25 0.46 0.56 0.10
0.32 0.148 0.57 0.09
0.18 0.57 0.65 0.08
0.07 0.58 0.69 0.11

-0.03 0.24 0.24 0.00
0.25 0.37 0.57 0.20
0.22 0.39 0.56 0.17

-0.06 0.50 0.60 0.10
0.00 0.59 0.58 -0.01

0.21 0.03 0.26 0.23
-0.04 0.12 0.59 0.47
0.16 0.16 o.4 0.29
0.03 0.29 0.51 0.22
0.01 0.38 0.56 0.18

Intervals of the Differences
I. Mean 95% C.I.

0.16 0.23

1987
0.22 0.33
0.30 0.55
0.41 0.73
0.57 0.75
0.66 0.73

1987
0.20 0.17
0.30 0.55
0.38 0.60
0.51 0.45
0.55 0.55

20, 1987
0.15 0.36
0.28 0.24
0.33 o .46
0.41 0.44
0.47 0.48


